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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is composed of a quantitative investigation of 

Incomplete Heritage Language Acquisition and Attrition in heritage speakers’ 

vocabulary knowledge. This portion is followed by a qualitative investigation 

of Heritage Language Acquisition and Maintenance in which the immigrant 

parents’ attitudes towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance for 

their children are explored. 

Three groups of participants took part in this study. One group consisted 

of thirty 6-18 year old Persian-English simultaneous and sequential bilinguals 

in New Zealand. To obtain benchmark data, a control group was recruited, 

comprised of thirty monolingual speakers of Persian in Iran who were matched 

with the heritage speakers in terms of age, gender, number of siblings and their 

family’s socio-economic status. The third group of the participants consisted of 

twenty-four parents of the heritage speakers. Information about the bilinguals’ 

demographic and socio-linguistic factors was collected through semi-structured 

interviews with their parents. 

The quantitative investigation commences with a study that examines 

young heritage speakers’, either simultaneous or sequential bilinguals, 

vocabulary knowledge in their family language compared to the matched 

monolingual counterparts, and the factors that account for a difference, if there 

is any, are investigated. These factors include current age, age at emigration, 

length of emigration, frequency of heritage language use and parents’ attitude 

towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance. The results of 

productive and receptive vocabulary knowledge tests showed that the heritage 

speakers were outperformed by the monolinguals, but the gap was wider in the 

case of the simultaneous bilinguals. Additionally, the parents’ attitude was 

found to be a strong predictor of the simultaneous bilinguals’ vocabulary 

knowledge, while the sequential bilinguals’ vocabulary knowledge was 

associated mostly with age at emigration.  

The second study in the quantitative investigation examines whether the 

simultaneous and sequential bilinguals differ from monolinguals with regard to 

lexical richness, according to measures of lexical diversity and lexical 

sophistication, in their family language. It also weighs the influence of the 

demographic and/or sociolinguistic factors on the difference between these sub-

groups, if there is any. A film-retelling task was used to collect free speech 

samples. As expected, the monolinguals’ narratives tended to manifest greater 

lexical richness according to both measures, but did most markedly so according 
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to the lexical sophistication measure, suggesting that the latter is a better 

parameter in detecting the differences between heritage speakers and 

monolinguals. Of the factors investigated, the simultaneous and sequential 

bilinguals’ lexical richness was predicted by age, showing that the older the 

children were when they moved to the second language environment, the better 

their family language vocabulary tended to be.  

The sociolinguistic variables (i.e. Persian use and parental attitude) were 

not found to play a significant role in the results of the two quantitative studies. 

This might have been due to the fact that the demographic variables (i.e. age 

and age at emigration) were so strong that they overrode the influence of the 

sociolinguistic variables. Alternatively, the Likert-scale items used in the 

questionnaire-based interview may have been too blunt an instrument to discern 

subtle and yet relevant sociolinguistic differences among families. This raised a 

need to conduct a qualitative investigation in case a more in-depth analysis of 

the interview data might reveal a clearer picture of their influence. 

The qualitative portion of this dissertation begins with an exploration of 

the immigrant parents’ attitudes towards their children’s development and 

maintenance of their heritage language by utilizing Spolsky’s (2004) model of 

language policy as a methodological framework. The data consist of the same 

semi-structured interviews with twenty-four parents of the heritage speakers as 

used in the quantitative investigation. The findings reveal that although the 

parents hold positive beliefs about family language acquisition and 

maintenance, there are discrepancies between their language ideologies and 

family language practices and efforts. In light of these inconsistencies, this study 

suggests that analyses of parental language attitudes towards heritage language 

maintenance should not only consider their beliefs towards minority language 

acquisition and maintenance, but also their language practices and management. 

It was also found that the majority of Iranian parents in this study were satisfied 

if their children had good conversational skills in Persian. This finding led me 

to look into the parents’ attitudes towards their children’s acquisition and 

maintenance of Persian literacy. 

Following the first part of this investigation, the parents’ beliefs, 

practices and management strategies were explored to see how they reflect their 

attitudes towards their children’s heritage language literacy acquisition and 

maintenance. The findings revealed that it was very uncommon for the heritage 

speakers to have high literacy skills, which the parents attributed largely to the 

lack of community-based heritage language schools in the host country. 

Furthermore, parents’ efforts in heritage language literacy development and 
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maintenance can be explained through the concept of investment (Norton, 

2000). It seems that the parents choose not to promote investment in heritage 

language literacy, when they do not see it as a part of their children’s imagined 

identities. Additionally, while conversational fluency and cultural knowledge 

were continuously positioned as being extremely important for the heritage 

language speaking children by the parents, it was not seen as connected to 

traditional literacy. 

Investigating the different aspects of heritage speakers’ lexical 

knowledge, the quantitative portion of this dissertation furthers our 

understanding of incomplete acquisition and attrition of family languages in 

simultaneous and sequential bilinguals. Additionally, the qualitative portion 

illustrates that positive parental beliefs do not guarantee heritage language 

acquisition and maintenance. This investigation also raised immigrant parents’ 

awareness of the role literacy can also play in heritage language maintenance. 

Taken together, this dissertation draws the attention of researchers, educators, 

immigrant parents and communities to various social and linguistic aspects of 

young heritage speakers’ acquisition and maintenance of their family language 

as they grow up.  
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.1. Where did it start?  

Kid: Mummy! Mummy! I want that toy.  

Mother: No honey, you’ve got lots of toys.  

Father: I will buy you that if you are nice to granny.  

  پدر: ببخشید آقا، این قیمتش چنده؟

Father (in Persian): Excuse me sir, how much is this?  

 

I was listening to this conversation between a young girl and her Iranian 

parents in a shopping mall in Shiraz, Iran. They had come to Iran to visit their 

families, and the young girl could not communicate in Persian. The parents also 

seemed to have no problem about speaking English to their daughter. 

Before starting my PhD, I repeatedly encountered young children who 

could not speak Persian, coming to visit their relatives in Iran with their parents, 

it appears that they were missing a key language in which they would be able to 

converse with some relatives, particularly their grandparents. Seeing these 

young children, and how their parents communicated in English with them, 

made me wonder why these Iranian parents who appeared to have emigrated did 

not try to help their children acquire Persian, especially if they wanted them to 

be able to communicate with their grandparents and other relatives when 

visiting Iran. Are they aware of the fact that their children lose the opportunity 

to learn their heritage language as they grow up? Are they aware of the role they 

can play in raising their children bilingually? Do they consider it a sign of higher 

social status if their children cannot speak Persian? What are important factors 

in their children’s proficiency development in their heritage language? Does 

parents’ Persian use at home or their attitudes towards their children’s heritage 

language acquisition and maintenance make a difference? How about the age of 

the children when they left Iran? Do they lose their Persian proficiency more 

the longer they live in the host country? 

All these questions pushed me to start reading about bilingual children 

in immigrant families- those who use a language at home that is different from 

the societally dominant language. Through that, I came across the notion of 

“first language attrition” in Schmid (2011) as the loss of a first language as a 

result of decreasing use by speakers who have changed their linguistic 

environment. Then in reading Montrul (2008), I realized that language attrition 
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in children is referred to as “incomplete acquisition”, when they do not have the 

chance to reach age-appropriate levels of proficiency in their first language. 

Knowing about these two areas of research, I began a quantitative investigation 

to compare the differences between heritage speakers and their matched 

monolinguals. I was particularly interested to know the impact of parental 

attitudes on Persian acquisition, maintenance, and use in New Zealand for 

Iranian children. This is how I started my PhD.  

 

1.2. Iranian diaspora in New Zealand  

Iranians initially started leaving their home country en masse as a result 

of the Islamic Revolution of 1979. It was the major cause for “the growth of 

Iranian diaspora population worldwide” (Bozorgmehr, 1998, p. 5). The post-

revolution wave of immigrants included political refugees or exiles, Iranians 

who left the homeland because of religious or cultural reasons (such as Baha’is, 

Jews, Christians, Armenians and Assyrians) and educated Iranians, who settled 

mainly in Europe and the United States (Bozorgmehr, 1995; Hakimzadeh, 2006; 

Chaichian, 2012).  

The second wave of immigration was caused primarily by the Iran-Iraq 

war which lasted for eight years. During this period (1980-1988), many 

professionals, academics, left-wing party members, women escaping religious 

restrictions and gender-based discrimination, and men trying to escape the 

military service left the country (Chaichian 2012, p. 23).  Finally, the most 

recent wave of emigration from Iran occurred in the aftermath of the presidential 

election in 2009. There was an increase in the number of skilled and educated 

Iranian immigrants as well as refugees and asylum seekers after this election 

(Chaichian, 2012). 

New Zealand has been one of the destinations for Iranian immigrants 

and refugees. In 2013, one-fourth of New Zealanders were overseas-born 

(Statistics New Zealand, 2013 Census). Iranian-New Zealanders (informally 

known as Persian-Kiwis) include New Zealanders who were born in Iran and 

their children who were born in the host country. The New Zealand 2013 census 

estimated the number of Iranians in the country to be at 3,195, which is less than 

one percent of the population of New Zealand. However, it is believed that the 

actual number of Iranian immigrants with permanent or temporary visas 

exceeds that number. It is estimated that around 8,000 Iranian immigrants live 

in some capacity in New Zealand (Etemaddar, Tucker & Duncan, 2015). 
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According to the census in 2013, 19% of the Iranian immigrants (n = 600 

people) were born in New Zealand and less than 10% of them were younger 

than 15 years old that is, over 90% are over 15 years old. In addition, more than 

75% of the Iranian immigrants reside in Auckland, the biggest city in New 

Zealand.  

Although Iranians who originally moved to New Zealand (after the 1979 

revolution) left the country mainly because of political or religious reasons 

(such as Baha’is and Christians), the recent Iranian immigrants to New Zealand 

are primarily skilled migrants under New Zealand’s skilled migrant scheme or 

those who moved to New Zealand for educational purposes and decided to stay 

in the country after graduation (see also Chaichian, 2012). The skilled migrants 

are voluntary immigrants who moved to New Zealand as a result of a change in 

its immigration policy. In 1991, a points-based selection system was introduced 

in New Zealand to attract qualified people to contribute to “skilled human 

capital” (e.g., Bedford, Bedford, Ho & Lidgard, 2002, p. 72). This policy led to 

the highest annual net migration gains since 1870s with considerable numbers 

of immigrants from East Asian countries (Bedford, Bedford, Ho & Lidgard, 

2002, p. 75).  

Little research has investigated Iranians in New Zealand, though more 

has been done in other countries. However, there is no doubt that the community 

of Iranians is smaller than many other immigrant communities in New Zealand 

(Statistics New Zealand, 2013 Census ethnic group profiles: Iranian/ Persian). 

The families recruited in the present study immigrated to New Zealand during 

the second and new waves of Iran’s emigration. The majority of them are skilled 

workers and professionals who immigrated to New Zealand after the change in 

the immigration policy, as well as those who moved to undertake tertiary 

education. Of the latter, some already have New Zealand residency, and some 

have not decided yet if they will stay in New Zealand or go back to Iran after 

graduation.  

 

1.3. Studies on Iranian heritage speakers 

Iranian heritage speakers have been rarely studied. Most of the existing 

research on Iranian heritage speakers has been conducted on Persian-Iranian 

bilinguals in the USA, which hosts the highest number of Iranian immigrants 

compared to the other countries in the world (Bozorgmehr, 1998). One of the 

first studies on heritage language maintenance and loss in Iranian immigrants 
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was carried out by Modarresi (2001). As he indicates, the first-generation 

Iranian immigrants in the United States would like their children to maintain 

Persian and they try to pass it on to their children through different means such 

as national Iranian ceremonies, radio and TV programs, newspapers, magazines, 

books, etc. (p. 93). Yet, the language shift happens in second generation Iranian 

immigrants mainly because of pressure to assimilate into the host society 

(Modarresi, 2001; p. 93). In another study on Iranian immigrants in the United 

States, Felling (2006) found that the Iranian parents in her study would like their 

children to have some proficiency in Persian and they enforce heritage 

language-only policy at home. The main motivation they reported for their 

children’s heritage language acquisition was connections to their ethnic culture 

and families back in the home country. The first-generation Iranian immigrants 

in the US started to organize some heritage language classes in order to connect 

their children to Persian and Iranian culture (Atoofi, 2012). Thus, thanks to the 

existence of community-based heritage language weekend schools and classes, 

it seems that in areas with a large population of Iranian immigrants in the United 

States, heritage language loss has not been a major concern (Sedighi, 2010). 

However, Iranian-Americans’ efforts to maintain their heritage language are 

nonetheless affected by a complex interplay of linguistic ideologies and 

perceived language status (Ramezanzadeh, 2010). 

Regarding their heritage language vocabulary knowledge, 

Megerdomian (2009) found that Persian heritage speakers, like other heritage 

speakers (see also Polinsky, 1997), have difficulties in accessing lexical items 

and idiomatic phrases. Moreover, she found that while Persian heritage speakers 

generally have good knowledge of the spoken forms of words, they need 

training in reading and writing and also in mapping between written and 

conversational forms. A recent study by Payesteh (2015), which compared 

Persian-English preschoolers in the United States to a control group of English 

monolingual preschoolers, highlighted the correlation between parental input 

and children’s productive skills in Persian.   

In addition to the United States, some studies on Persian language 

maintenance and loss have been conducted in Sweden with more than 100,000 

Iranian immigrants (Naghdi, 2010). These studies (Sohrabi, 1992, 1997; Jahani, 

2004; Namei, 2008) indicated that the Iranian immigrants in Sweden do not use 

Persian exclusively as the language of the family domain. They found that both 

Swedish and Persian are used at home between parents and their children. 

This brief sketch of Iranian immigrants’ heritage language use and 

efforts to pass on the language to their children provides a general overview. It 
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shows that Iranian immigrants appear to be using their ethnic language at their 

homes, which leads to their children’s development of Persian. This dissertation 

aims to grasp an understanding of the community of Iranian immigrants in New 

Zealand. I try to illustrate what Persian acquisition and maintenance is like in 

heritage speakers from Iranian community in New Zealand, which is a 

comparatively small community – much smaller than counterparts in the host 

countries investigated in the aforementioned studies. In addition, there is little 

educational support and few community language schools for their ethnic 

language development and maintenance available in New Zealand, unlike in 

contexts where the ethnic community is larger. The results of this research can 

thus also serve a comparative analysis of heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance by communities of immigrants in different contexts.   

   

1.4. Minority language maintenance in New Zealand  

New Zealand has changed from an assimilationist to a multicultural 

society (e.g., Irwine, 1989; Peters & Marshall, 1989). During the 1970s, 

immigrants as well as the Māori population were encouraged to give up their 

ethnic language and learn English to fully acculturate into the dominant society 

(e.g., Walker, 1989: Benton, 2001; Crezee, 2008). Currently, New Zealand, with 

“more ethnicities than the world has countries”, is home to 160 languages 

(Statistics New Zealand, 2013 Census). New Zealand is known as “a de facto 

multicultural nation” with a positive attitude towards immigrants and 

multiculturalism (Ward & Masgoret, 2008, p. 228), encouraging immigrants to 

use their own ethnic languages (Walker, 2011; Ward & Liu, 2012). 

Consequently, the number of multilingual speakers in New Zealand has 

continued to rise, from 15.5% in 2001 to 18.6% in 2013 (Statistics New Zealand, 

2013 Census). 

New Zealand has a rich research literature on ethnic language 

maintenance and language shift. Studies have been conducted on ethnic 

language maintenance and shift in Dutch communities (Hulsen, 2000; Johri, 

1998; Roberts, 1999, 2010; Crezee, 2008, 2012), Korean communities (Johri, 

1998; Stark & Youn, 1998; S. H. Park, 2000; Kim, 2001; Kim & Stark, 2005; 

Kim, 2007), Pasifika languages (Taumoefolau, Starks, Davis & Bell, 2002; 

Seals, forthcoming), Samoan immigrants (Pilkington, 1990; Johri, 1998; 

Roberts, 1999; MacCaffery & Tuafuti; 2003), Afrikaans-speaking immigrants 

(Barkhuizen & Knoch, 2005; Barkhuizen, 2006), Arabic-speaking communities 

(Al-Sahafi & Barkhuizen, 2006; Al-Sahafi, 2010; Tawalbeh, forthcoming), 
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Cantonese speaking immigrants (Sun, 1999; Cui, 2012), Italian immigrants 

(Berardi-Wiltshire, 2009), and Japanese immigrants (Nakanishi, 2000) in New 

Zealand. Additionally, a recent study by Revis (2015) has investigated heritage 

language maintenance and shift in Colombian and Ethiopian refugee 

communities in New Zealand.  

The studies above illustrate that language maintenance and shift has 

been a frequent topic of research in New Zealand. Investigating Persian 

acquisition and maintenance in Iranian heritage speakers in New Zealand as 

well as their parents’ attitude towards heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance, the current research aims to contribute to this rich literature on 

ethnic language maintenance and loss in New Zealand.    

 

1.5. Organization of the thesis  

This introductory chapter is followed by theoretical background for this 

research. The factors found in the literature to be influential in heritage language 

acquisition, maintenance and loss are outlined in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 describes the participants of the study and how data was 

collected in this research project. As detailed in this chapter, the participants 

were young heritage speakers in New Zealand and their parents, and a group of 

matched monolingual speakers of Persian in Iran. To collect information about 

family language use and parental attitude, the young heritage speakers’ parents 

were interviewed about their language practices and views about heritage 

language maintenance. The measures of Persian vocabulary knowledge of the 

heritage speakers were two controlled tests, one intended to measure productive 

knowledge and the other to assess receptive knowledge. A film-retelling task 

was also applied to collect free speech samples from the same young 

participants and their matched benchmarks.   

This dissertation is composed of two main investigations on language 

loss and language maintenance. Part І, as discussed in Chapter 4, is a 

quantitative investigation of incomplete heritage language acquisition and 

attrition in young bilinguals’ lexical knowledge which includes two studies. The 

first study compares the heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge in their 

heritage language with that of the matched monolinguals. It also identifies 

influential variables in heritage speakers’ proficiency in their family language. 

As the group of young heritage speakers included both simultaneous and 

sequential bilinguals, the difference between these two subgroups in 
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comparison with their matched controls is also explored. The second study in 

this investigation examines the young heritage speakers’ lexical knowledge 

through comparing lexical richness of their oral narratives to their matched 

controls’. Unlike the first study, the data were free speech samples to judge how 

heritage speakers use their family language ‘naturally’ (Schmid, 2011). It also 

like the first study in this investigation, compares the heritage speakers’, either 

simultaneous or sequential bilinguals, lexical richness in Persian with that of the 

benchmarks. In addition, it tries to identify factors impacting the heritage 

speakers’ lexical richness. The difference between the two subgroups of 

heritage speakers in comparison with their matched controls is also examined 

in this study. 

From the two quantitative studies, a need for a qualitative investigation 

emerged in order to obtain a richer picture of the impact of sociolinguistic 

variables such as heritage language use and parental attitudes towards heritage 

language acquisition and maintenance for their children.  

Part ІІ, as outlined in Chapter 5, is a qualitative investigation on heritage 

language acquisition and maintenance, which presents two qualitative studies. 

These studies both are further explorations of the aforementioned interview data 

initially collected for the purpose of identifying sociolinguistic factors that help 

explain the variance in young heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge. This 

qualitative investigation of the dissertation thus shifts the focus of the research 

project from the young heritage speakers to their parents. The first study 

investigates attitudes of the heritage speakers’ parents towards Persian 

acquisition and maintenance. This study, furthermore, presents a 

methodological framework in examining parental attitude in the family context 

by utilizing the model of language policy by Spolsky (2004). This study shows 

that the parents want their children first and foremost to develop oral 

communicative competence in their heritage language. This outcome led me to 

conduct the second study in this qualitative investigation, which is an 

exploration of parental attitudes towards heritage language literacy acquisition 

and maintenance for their children.  

This dissertation ends with a discussion of the implications and 

contributions of the quantitative and qualitative investigations as well as the 

limitations of the research project. Finally, suggestions are presented for future 

research on incomplete acquisition and language attrition. Potential areas of 

research on parental attitude towards heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 : Theoretical background 

This chapter presents an overview of the theoretical background and 

frameworks that have been applied in this research project. I started this research 

aiming to show the role of input in the form of parental attitude in bilingual 

children in immigrant families. However, unexpected findings led me to 

conduct a qualitative investigation on the data to answer the primary question. 

This overview gives the reader an understanding of the theories and studies that 

form the basis for my doctoral research and situates this research in the 

literature. The research questions I aimed to find answers to in each study in the 

quantitative and qualitative investigations are outlined at the beginning of the 

results section of each study. The rationale for this is to help readers better 

understand the aims of each study before the presentation of their results. 

Therefore, this dissertation is structured differently from conventional theses.  

 

2.1. Heritage speakers  

Currently, children are more likely to grow up with more than one 

language due to increasing mobility around the world (Tucker, 1998). Among 

bilinguals, heritage speakers are those who were born in or emigrated to the host 

country during their childhood (Montrul, 2012) and grew up hearing and 

possibly speaking a minority language in the family (Polinsky, 2011, p. 306). 

As Valdés (2000, p. 1) describes, a heritage speaker (in the United States) is “a 

bilingual raised in a home where non-English language is spoken, who speaks 

or merely understands the heritage language, and who is to some degree 

bilingual in English and the heritage language.” This definition shows that 

heritage speakers can have various linguistic abilities in their family language. 

While some may have native-like proficiency in the heritage language, some 

heritage speakers may only understand the language (Montrul, 2013). Heritage 

speakers are often weaker in their family language than in the majority language 

(Montrul & Polinsky, 2011) and they may even become monolingual speakers 

of the majority language (Fillmore, 1991). A heritage language can be 

completely lost in the course of three generations (Fishman, 1991) as a result of 

attrition and incomplete acquisition (Montrul, 2002; Polinsky, 2007). While 

heritage speakers’ knowledge of grammar has often been the focus of research 

in this area (e.g., Montrul, 2008; Polinsky, 2006), comparatively little attention 

has been paid to their vocabulary knowledge (Montrul, 2009, 2016). And yet, 

the lexicon has been found to be affected by language attrition earlier and more 
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dramatically than morphology and syntax (e.g., Köpke & Schmid, 2009). It has 

also been found that the lexicon is more susceptible to bilingual-monolingual 

differences (Unsworth, 2013). Besides, degrees of grammar knowledge and 

vocabulary knowledge are strongly correlated (Polinsky, 1997, 2007), and 

vocabulary test scores can serve as fairly reliable indicators of language 

proficiency more generally (Montrul, 2009). In the field of second language 

acquisition, for example, vocabulary test scores have been shown to correlate 

very strongly with learners’ performance in speaking tasks (Iwashita, Brown, 

McNamara, & O’Hagan, 2008; Koizumi & In’nami, 2013) and listening 

comprehension tests (Staehr, 2009). 

 

2.2. Simultaneous and sequential bilinguals 

Bilinguals differ with regard to the sequence and the timing of two 

languages they acquire. Early bilinguals are those whose onset of bilingualism 

is before puberty while in late bilinguals, this process starts after puberty. This 

distinction in bilinguals is based on the age of acquisition of the second 

language. Another parameter to distinguish bilinguals is the order of acquisition 

of languages. According to this criterion, simultaneous bilinguals are those who 

acquire two languages concurrently while sequential bilinguals acquire 

languages successively. Simultaneous bilingualism takes place for those who 

acquire two languages (two L1s) at the same time since birth when they do not 

yet have any linguistic foundation, whereas sequential bilinguals acquire the 

second language when the basic knowledge of the first language has already 

been established, which is roughly around the age of three (McLaughlin, 1978; 

De Houwer, 1995; Genesee, Paradis & Cargo, 2004). If sequential bilingualism 

occurs before puberty, it can be distinguished as early sequential bilingualism. 

On the other hand, late sequential bilinguals are those whose second language 

acquisition takes place after puberty (Montrul, 2008). Simultaneous bilingual 

acquisition has been referred to as “bilingual first language acquisition” (De 

Houwer, 1990). Simultaneous and sequential bilinguals have been found to 

differ in their lexical development in their two languages (J. Paradis, 2007, p. 

18-20 and 25-27, for a review). The acquisition of two languages in 

simultaneous bilinguals is “simultaneous and independent but parallel” 

(Montrul, 2016, p. 36). Simultaneous bilinguals are believed to use the same 

cognitive mechanisms to learn words in their two languages, although the 

vocabulary growth may initially be slower than monolinguals’. When sequential 

bilinguals acquire vocabulary in their second language, however, this is likely 
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to be influenced by their earlier L1 vocabulary learning experience, and so their 

lexical development in the two languages is likely to be qualitatively different. 

That line of research has implications mostly for L2 vocabulary development, 

though.  

Research on bilingual acquisition commonly adopts a comparative 

approach to determine how similar the language development in bilingual 

settings is to the acquisition of a first language in monolinguals. Researchers try 

to determine if the acquisition of two first languages in simultaneous bilinguals 

follows the same path as the acquisition of those languages in monolinguals 

(Unsworth, 2013). Unsworth (2013) draws attention to the fact that compared 

to monolingual acquisition, development of multiple languages occurs in 

different circumstances. She also highlights that comparing these two processes 

may answer some theoretical questions about language acquisition. These 

questions address the role of input and its interaction with the process of 

language acquisition. It has been shown that the quality of quantity of input 

influences bilingual and monolingual language acquisition (e.g., Unsworth, 

forthcoming). Although some studies (e.g., Meisel, 1989; De Houwer, 1990) 

tried to determine if bilingual children develop their languages as one or two 

systems, it is generally presumed that children separate their languages early on 

in their bilingual acquisition, although some levels of interaction (i.e. cross-

linguistic influence) between the two languages remain (Paradis & Genesee, 

1996).  

One of the central debates in linguistics is how languages are acquired. 

As Unsworth and Blom (2010) describe, according to a generative approach to 

language acquisition, the input children are provided with in their native 

language is not adequate to acquire many properties of the language. 

Accordingly, they are credited with innate linguistic knowledge (or a special-

purpose, innate language acquisition device). On the other hand, according to 

the usage-based approach, children are believed to induce properties of their 

native language from the input through general cognitive processes and abilities 

which operate also outside the realm of language. Montrul (2008) argues that 

according to the usage-based hypothesis, language is a part of general cognition 

which enables people to learn mainly through interaction with the environment 

(Tomasello & Bates, 2001). Although cognitive predispositions for learning are 

innate in this approach, they are not assumed to be specific to language learning 

alone (Montrul, 2008, p. 9).  

Studies on heritage speakers as “an important largely untapped source 

of linguistic enquiry’ (Rothman, 2007, p. 386), can shed light on the debates on 
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language acquisition. In addition, studies on simultaneous and sequential 

bilinguals provide insights into understanding if there are benefits in receiving 

early and sustained input during language development (Montrul, 2013). They 

also provide us with opportunities to explore the influence of input in relation 

to age. Unsworth and Blom (2010) also assert that the comparison of different 

language acquirers (e.g., monolingual first language speakers vs. simultaneous 

and sequential bilinguals) enhances our understanding of some of the core 

questions in language acquisition research. Additionally, Rothman (2009, p. 

159) emphasizes that studying heritage speakers helps us answer larger 

questions related to “the very nature of mental constitution of language and 

cognition” and “determining how and why languages change through space and 

time and the role ‘nurture’ has beyond ‘nature’ in the process of language 

acquisition and maintenance”. 

 

2.3. Vocabulary knowledge in bilingual children 

Vocabulary knowledge in bilingual children has been a frequent topic of 

research (Serratrice, 2013). Size of the lexicon in bilinguals’ languages has 

commonly been investigated. Young bilinguals have usually been found to 

score lower than age-matched monolinguals on productive (e.g. Junker & 

Stockman, 2002; Yan & Nicoladis, 2009) and receptive (e.g. Nicoladis, 2003; 

2006; Yan & Nicoladis, 2009) vocabulary knowledge tests. Since bilinguals are 

exposed to two languages, they often have less exposure to each language 

compared to monolinguals (Pearson, Férnandez, Lewedeg & Oller, 1997), 

resulting in the distribution of lexical items between their languages (Pearson, 

1998). This finding has been attributed to the fact that bilingual children 

typically acquire their languages in different contexts. The context-specific 

nature of vocabulary development in bilingual children was confirmed by 

Bialystok et al. (2010), where they found bilingual-monolingual differences in 

home-related vocabulary items but not in words relevant to a school context, 

where bilingual children seem to receive the same quantity and quality of input. 

Language learners have commonly been presumed to understand lexical 

items before learning to produce them (see Harris, Yeeles, Chasin & Oakley, 

1995). Additionally, it has been assumed that “producing words is harder (i.e. 

requires more practice) than understanding them” (Yan & Nicholadis, 2009, p. 

324), because it necessitates motoric representations of lexical items (e.g. 

Fromkin, 1987). Less frequent exposure/practice might affect production more 

than comprehension in bilingual children, resulting in lower scores in 
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production compared to comprehension tasks due to their difficulties in lexical 

access (Yan & Nicholadis, 2009, p. 324).  

 

2.4. Incomplete acquisition and language attrition  

Incomplete L1 acquisition and L1 attrition both account for “language 

loss across generations” (Montrul, 2008, p. 21). Incomplete L1 acquisition 

occurs when properties of the first language remain absent from the heritage 

speakers’ resources due to a lack of opportunities (or motivation) for picking 

them up, whereas L1 attrition occurs when a property of the first language was 

acquired by heritage speakers, but they can no longer produce or understand it 

or do so with high error rates. As language development is an incremental 

process where newly acquired knowledge can (temporarily) be forgotten, it is 

hard to attribute a young heritage speaker’s degree of proficiency to either 

incomplete acquisition or to attrition, whether they be simultaneous or 

sequential bilinguals. Strictly speaking, a particular lacuna in a heritage 

speaker’s vocabulary knowledge can only be said to be the result of attrition if 

there is evidence that this speaker did have this knowledge at an earlier point in 

time. As Montrul (2008) argues, the best way to tease apart incomplete 

acquisition and attrition is by carrying out longitudinal case studies. It seems 

reasonable to expect more evidence of attrition in sequential than in 

simultaneous bilinguals, because in the former a certain amount of L1 

knowledge was acquired prior to arrival in the L2 environment – and so it is 

easier to show evidence of loss when it happens. However, L1 vocabulary 

acquired while the family is living within the L2 environment can be lost if it is 

not activated for a long period of time. Young heritage speakers’ L1 knowledge 

is therefore likely to reflect incomplete acquisition and language attrition 

“simultaneously or sequentially” (Montrul 2008, p. 21).  

Describing heritage speakers’ knowledge of their family language as 

“incomplete”, Montrul (2008) clarifies that she does not support a deficit model 

of bilingualism. She asserts that this term should be understood as a descriptive 

term, not a value judgment (p. 7) which refers mainly to non-mastery of 

language acquisition, when individuals do not reach native-like competence. 

Cabo and Rothman (2012) challenged the use of this term, arguing that heritage 

speakers’ state of competence should not be described as “incomplete”, since it 

ignores the role of input as a central component of language acquisition. They 

argued that heritage speakers’ competence is not incomplete but different from 

monolinguals’ due to environmental reasons, emphasizing that the input 
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heritage speakers are provided with is different from monolinguals’. Heritage 

speakers are exposed to input, mainly from their parents, whose language has 

already undergone cross-generational attrition. Therefore, Cabo and Rothman 

(2012) highlighted the fact that heritage speakers may have completed the 

mastery of the attrited input that they are exposed to. In addition to qualitatively 

different input, they discussed another reason to problematize the use of this 

term. Montrul (2008) used “incomplete acquisition” as a cover term to attribute 

the differences between heritage speakers’ competence to benchmark 

monolinguals, regardless of whether these are due to incomplete acquisition or 

language attrition. As Cabo and Rothman (2012) assert, using ‘incomplete 

acquisition’ as a cover term as in Montrul (2008) is misleading, since it is 

impossible to distinguish incomplete acquisition and attrition in heritage 

speakers’ state of competence in the absence of longitudinal data (however 

Montrul acknowledged this point). They argue that the differences between 

heritage speakers’ and monolingual benchmarks’ competence should not be 

regarded as deficits, since they are an opportunity to deepen “our understanding 

of linguistic representation, the architecture of the human mind and the language 

faculty” (p. 454).  As Cabo and Rothman (2012) argue, heritage speakers show 

a greater role for cognition in the process of language acquisition, since they are 

dealing with “competing inputs” (p. 454) from their family language and 

majority language at the same time. 

Recently, Montrul (2016) clarified that referring to heritage speakers’ 

knowledge of their ethnic language as incomplete is “theoretically problematic” 

(p. 125), since it cannot be claimed that languages can be acquired completely. 

In this research project, for simplicity’s sake, I use “incomplete acquisition” to 

refer to the knowledge heritage speakers have not acquired regardless of 

whether this is due to insufficient input or a lack of opportunities for its 

acquisition at the time of changing their language environment. On the other 

hand, “heritage language attrition” in this dissertation refers to properties of the 

home language that were acquired before heritage speakers’ age at emigration, 

but which they can no longer produce or understand. 

 

2.5. Theoretical accounts of incomplete acquisition and language attrition 

and their influential factors 

This section describes the theoretical background of this investigation. 

Due to the complex and multifaceted nature of heritage languages, more than a 

single theory is required to explain their nature (Montrul, 2016). It also 
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discusses some of the factors that are likely to impact incomplete heritage 

language acquisition and attrition in young bilinguals. 

 

2.5.1. Age at emigration 

In exploring the effect of age on heritage language competence, two age 

factors should be distinguished: (a) biological age at the time when the study is 

conducted, and (b) age at emigration. The age at which heritage speakers 

emigrate to the second language environment has been found to be a very strong 

predictor of various facets of heritage language proficiency, including 

pronunciation, morpho-syntax, and lexis (see e.g., Bylund, 2009a, for a review). 

Heritage language competence can dramatically be eroded if attrition starts well 

before puberty, while those whose attrition sets in after puberty, tend to 

experience only limited language loss in their heritage language competence 

(see Köpke & Schmid, 2004 for a review). The earlier the extensive exposure 

to the majority language starts, the more severe the family language loss is likely 

to be (Montrul, 2008, p. 161), because children will then have had much less L1 

input by the time they embark on their bilingual journey (Montrul, 2008, p. 249). 

To explain the effect of age on the process of language loss in children, the 

Critical Period Hypothesis (Lenneberg, 1967) has often been referred to (e.g., 

Bylund, 2009b; Polinsky, 2011). This hypothesis has primarily been applied to 

account for differences between children’s and adults’ success in first language 

acquisition – although typically with a focus on phonology and morpho-syntax 

rather than lexis. Montrul (2008) argues that if the Critical Period Hypothesis 

helps to explain successful language acquisition by children, it may also shed 

light on the fast and drastic language loss in children as compared to adults when 

they change their language environment. If it is true that children enjoy a 

window of opportunity where their developing linguistic competence is still 

quite malleable and particularly susceptible to cues in their linguistic 

environment, then a change in the linguistic environment during that same 

window of sensitivity will also have a greater impact than if the changes were 

to occur later on in life. It follows, then, that age at emigration is a likely 

predictor of the proficiency of heritage speakers in their family language. 

However, as already mentioned, the Critical Period Hypothesis has been used 

to speculate why post-puberty learners of a language are unlikely to reach 

ultimate attainment in their mastery of phonology (including accent and 

prosody) and morpho-syntax, but it seems a less adequate explanation when it 

comes to vocabulary. After all, new words can be picked up throughout one’s 

lifetime. Even though the ability for incidental vocabulary acquisition does 
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seem to decline gradually with age (Hoyer & Lincourt, 1998), this is evidently 

a gradual change, unlike the more drastic closing of a window after puberty, as 

suggested by the Critical Period Hypothesis (e.g., Bahrick, Hall, Goggin, 

Bahrick & Berger, 1994; Davis & Kelly, 1997). That having been said, it is well 

established that age of acquisition does matter also for vocabulary, but in the 

sense that words which were acquired at an early age tend to be retrieved faster 

and more accurately than words which were acquired later in life (e.g., Bonin, 

Fayol & Chalard, 2001; Izura & Ellis, 2002, 2004; Bonin, Barry, Méot & 

Chalard, 2004). Given this age-of-acquisition effect, it is not surprising that 

heritage speakers tend to experience less difficulty retrieving L1 words acquired 

prior to emigration than words acquired later (Ammerlaan, 1996; Hulsen, 2000; 

Montrul, 2009; Montrul & Foote, 2014). Consequently, age at emigration is 

likely to be associated with heritage speakers’ command of lexis in their family 

language. Rothman (2009, p. 159) asserts that “Given the fact that heritage 

language competence is in many ways more comparable to adult L2 than to L1 

monolingual outcomes tells us that age-at-acquisition alone is not the only 

variable that contributes to comparative incompleteness.”  

 

2.5.2. Length of emigration 

The length of residence in the L2 environment may seem an obvious 

factor in heritage language loss, but studies with adult heritage speakers have 

found rather mixed results regarding the effect of length of emigration on 

attrition, which shows that time per se may not be a crucial factor. Some 

investigations on adult bilinguals (e.g., Soesman, 1997) have shown that the 

longer one lives in an L2 environment, the more one’s knowledge of the mother 

tongue is affected, whereas other studies (e.g., Schmid, 2002; Hutz, 2004) have 

revealed only a weak effect. Additionally, some studies (e.g., de Bot & Clyne, 

1994) have found that the rate of L1 attrition is relatively high in the first years 

of residence in the L2 environment, but declines over time, with at least some 

bilinguals not manifesting any additional L1 attrition after ten years of residence 

in that environment. Consequently, the role this factor can play in first language 

attrition is not settled yet (Köpke & Schmid, 2004). Since first language 

attrition, in particular lexical attrition, in young heritage speakers is an under-

researched area, it is difficult to make predictions about the effect of length of 

emigration on heritage language vocabulary knowledge in the population I 

focus on in the present investigation (i.e. young heritage speakers). The main 

reason is that, as they grow older in the host country, these young language users 
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may continue to develop their heritage language lexicon while at the same time 

losing certain lexical items they acquired when younger. 

 

2.5.3. Heritage language use 

Another factor likely to influence the rate of language maintenance and 

loss in children is amount of input and use (e.g., De Houwer, 2007; Montrul, 

2008). In addition to the internal variables such as age and age at emigration in 

heritage speakers, it can be claimed that “the only external variable necessary 

to guarantee linguistic acquisition is sufficient exposure to input” (Rothman, 

2007, p. 361). Numerous studies have shown the impact of home language use 

on children’s development of language skills (Paradis, Nicoladis, Cargo & 

Genesee, 2011; Unsworth, forthcoming). While more input promotes more 

language use (Pearson, 2007), the absence of input is both a hindrance for 

acquisition and a cause of attrition (e.g., Köpke, 2007; M. Paradis, 2007). 

Accessibility of language items based on their frequency of use refers to the 

Activation Threshold Hypothesis, a theoretical framework suggested by M. 

Paradis (2004). This framework explains the relation between activation and 

frequency of use, assuming that the more frequently activated (i.e., used or 

encountered) language items are readily accessible or retrievable from memory. 

Conversely, knowledge that is not activated for a long time may be forgotten. 

Language disuse may thus lead to language attrition, with low frequency items 

or features being lost before high frequency ones. Some studies (e.g., de Bot, 

Gommans & Rossing, 1991; Köpke, 1999 as cited in Schmid, 2007) have indeed 

shown a correlation between frequency of use and bilinguals’ L1 attrition. Other 

studies, however, did not find compelling evidence of this correlation (Jaspert 

& Kroon, 1989, as cited in Schmid, 2007). These different results led Schmid 

(2007) to conceive of the impact of language use on first langage attrition by 

applying Grosjean’s (2001) notion of language modes. She proposed three 

language modes: the bilingual mode setting (with family and friends), the 

intermediate-mode setting (social contexts such as churches, clubs and the 

workplace) and the monolingual mode setting (with native L1 speakers). While 

her study with adult bilinguals did not show the impact of L1 use with family 

and friends on L1 attrition, it found that the only language environment that 

played a significant role was the intermediate-mode setting. In another study 

with adult bilinguals, Schmid and Dusseldrop (2010) used a factor analysis to 

quantify the amount of L1 use and examine its impact on language attrition 

along with other factors. Language use with family and friends was not found 
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to be a strong predictor of L1 attrition in that study either (since a similar 

methodology is used in quantifying heritage language input in the present study, 

it will be further discussed in section 2.3.1.2.3). Although the aforementioned 

studies did not demonstrate the effect of language use with family and friends 

on first language attrition in adult bilinguals, it is conceivable that it exerts a 

greater influence on incomplete first language acquisition in young heritage 

speakers, since heritage speakers’ L1 acquisition relies heavily on heritage 

language use in the nuclear family and exposure to L1 in a second language 

environment is likely to be more infrequent outside that setting. 

According to the Activation Threshold model, receptive knowledge 

tends to be retained longer than productive knowledge, because production 

requires a higher level of activation (Hulsen, 2000; M. Paradis, 2007, p. 125; 

Montrul 2008, p. 81) and so language users will fail more often to retrieve a 

word for productive purposes (rather than recognize the meaning of a word as 

one encounters it). O'Grady, Schafer, Perla, Lee and Wieting (2009) also 

proposed that frequency of language use aids language maintenance because 

speakers may feel reluctant to use the less accessible lexical items or grammar 

patterns and this then leads to further erosion of their memory traces. This is 

similar to the input-proficiency-use cycle suggested by Pearson (2007, p. 401), 

proposing that increased input leads to more proficiency, which in turn 

promotes more use of the language.  

Input and output are usually combined into one language score (e.g., 

Bedore, Pena, Summers, Boerger, Resendiz, Greene & Gillman, 2012). 

However, Unsworth (forthcoming) indicates that output may be a better 

predictor of children’s proficiency in their minority language, since “using a 

language (i.e. output) forces the learner to process the language in a way that 

only hearing it (i.e. input) does not” (Bohman, Bedore, Pena, Mendez-Perez, & 

Gilan, 2010, p. 339). By investigating simultaneous and sequential bilinguals, I 

aim to examine both the role of input and age at emigration (age at onset), which 

were addressed by a handful of studies as Unsworth (2016) pointed out.   

 

2.5.4. Parental attitudes 

Attitudes towards a minority language have been considered one of the 

most influential factors in language maintenance (Fishman, 1991; Schmid, 

2002; Ben-Rafael & Schmid, 2007). However, not all studies have found a 

significant impact of attitude on L1 attrition (e.g., Hulsen, 2000; Schmid & 
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Dusseldorp, 2010). In a recent study, Cherciov (2012) argues that positive 

attitudes towards a minority language by themselves do not guarantee its 

maintenance, if, as Bennett (1997) argues, these feelings do not lead to more 

frequent use of the language. In the case of child heritage speakers, it has been 

shown that parents’ attitudes towards the heritage language can affect its 

maintenance (e.g., Park & Sarkar, 2007). Pearson (2007) also argues that 

parents’ attitude, if it promotes family language use, can play a crucial role in 

heritage language maintenance. Parents with a positive attitude towards the 

heritage language are likely to make an effort at passing on this language to their 

children and will be more likely to use it in the family setting. If sustained 

language input is vital for acquisition and for keeping attrition at bay, then a 

positive attitude on the part of the parents can be expected to at least indirectly 

exert a positive influence on their children’s lexical competence in the heritage 

language. The impact of parental attitude in heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance is discussed more in the following sections.  

 

2.6. Heritage Language Maintenance  

Raising a bilingual child is a big challenge for immigrant parents. 

Previous studies have disproven early assumptions that immigrant children 

become bilingual by simply acquiring the language of the host country (e.g., 

Fillmore, 1991; Hinton, 1999; Kouritzin, 1999). In fact, young heritage 

language speakers tend to replace their heritage language with the societally 

dominant one if deliberate efforts are not made to develop and preserve the 

family language (Fillmore, 1991, 2000). Furthermore, minority languages are 

regularly lost within three generations in immigrant populations (Fishman, 

1991).  

Fishman (1991) introduced the Graded Intergenerational Disruption 

Scale (GIDS) which depicts eight sociolinguistic situations in favor of 

intergenerational transmission of ethnic languages. The higher stage on the 

GIDS refers to the higher degree of ethnic language attrition in a community. 

Stage 8 on this scale refers to contexts where a minority language is used by 

isolated older individuals with high levels of attrition. Conversely, in stage 1, 

which is the most advantageous to language maintenance, a minority language 

is used in higher education, government and media. Figure 2.1 shows different 

stages of the Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS) as adopted by 

Revis (2015) for minority languages of New Zealand. 
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Figure 2.1: The Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS) as adopted 

by Revis (2015) 

Fishman (1991) draws a link between language maintenance and 

minority language use in the home context in Stage 6, asserting that using the 

minority language by the family is extremely crucial for its maintenance. 

Research has shown that the (nuclear) family plays a crucial role in children’s 

minority language maintenance and loss (e.g., King, Fogle & Logan-Terry, 

2008; Schwartz, 2010 to name a few). If not hindered, natural intergenerational 

transmission of minority languages occurs within the family (Spolsky, 2012, p. 

4). Although immigrant parents want their children to develop high levels of 

proficiency in the societally dominant language as “the primary means for social 

integration” (Guardado, 2002, p. 343), they often simultaneously desire for their 

children to acquire and maintain their heritage language (e.g., Lee, 2002). At 

the individual level, some influential factors in heritage language maintenance 

are speakers’ current ages, ages at emigration and length of residence in the 

second language environment (Kipp, Clyne & Pauwel, 1995). Language 

practices at home between children and their parents, as well as positive 

positioning by their parents, have been identified as two of the strongest 

predictors of heritage language development and maintenance (Fishman, 1991; 

Seals, 2013, forthcoming). Additionally, parents’ attitudes towards the heritage 

language significantly influence their children’s proficiency (e.g., Kouritzin, 

1999; Li, 2006; Park & Sarkar, 2007). The more parents value and use the 

heritage language, the more their children tend to acquire and maintain it (e.g., 

De Houwer, 1999; Zhang & Slaughter-Dafoe, 2009).  
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Family language policy  

Family has been regarded as “the central driving force” in heritage 

language maintenance and loss in children (Schwartz, 2010, p. 171). Family 

language policy (King et al., 2008, p. 907) in particular discusses how languages 

are managed, learned and negotiated within families. Family language policy 

argues that these negotiations have an important role in children’s language 

development in immigrant families (Schwartz, 2010). Defined as “explicit and 

overt planning in relation to language use within the home among the family 

members” (King et al., 2008, p. 907), family language policy emerged through 

the application of the language policy model to child language acquisition (King 

et al., 2008, p. 907). Like other language policies, family language policy 

integrates the analyses of language ideology, practices and management, which 

were categorized by Spolsky (2004). 

Spolsky’s model (2004) of language policy is classified into three 

components: language beliefs (ideologies), which refers to “the beliefs about 

language and language use”; language practices, which are “the habitual pattern 

of selecting among the varieties that make up its linguistic repertoire”; and 

language management, which includes “any specific efforts to modify or 

influence that practice by any kind of language intervention, planning or 

management” (p. 5) (see Figure 2.2).  

 

 

Figure 2.2: Spolsky’s (2004) model of language policy as visualized in 

Shohamy (2009) 

Research on family language policy to date has mainly focused on 

bilingual or multilingual families to understand how to better promote heritage 

language maintenance in the family context (Fogle & King, 2013). Researchers 

on family language policy seek to answer questions such as: why and how do 

some children in immigrant families become monolinguals while some 

maintain their heritage language(s)? What policies are applied by immigrant 
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parents to encourage or discourage the use of their ethnic language(s) in the 

home (Curdt-Christiansen, 2013, p. 1)? 

Family language policy has increasingly been researched over the last 

decade (Curdt-Christiansen, 2013) in different populations and from different 

sociolinguistic angles (see Schwartz, 2010; King & Fogle, 2013; Schwartz & 

Verschik, 2013, for reviews). These studies have highlighted the impact of some 

factors such as family structure (e.g., Fillmore, 1991, 2000; Fishman, 1991), 

parental education (e.g., King & Fogle, 2006), family cohesiveness (e.g., 

Fillmore, 2000; Okita, 2002; Tannenbaum & Howie, 2002), parental heritage 

language input (e.g., De Houwer, 1999, 2007; Lanza, 2004, 2007), parental 

immigration experiences (e.g., Curdt-Christiansen, 2009), and children’s 

agency (e.g., Fogle, 2009; Fogle & King, 2013) on family language policy, as 

well as heritage language maintenance or loss in immigrant families. Some of 

these studies are focused on different immigrant populations such as Russian-

speaking families in Israel (e.g., Spolsky & Shohamy, 1999; Schwartz, 2008; 

Kopeliovich, 2013), Chinese families (e.g., Chao, 1996; Li, 2006) and Korean 

immigrant families in the United States (e.g., Lee, 2002; Park, 2007), Japanese 

families in Canada (e.g., Kondo, 1997; Sakamoto, 2006; Hashimio & Lee, 2011) 

and Chinese families in Singapore (e.g., Curdt-Christensen, 2012, 2014, 2016).  

 

2.7. This study 

As previously mentioned, the primary aim of this research project was 

to show the role of input in heritage language acquisition and maintenance in 

young bilinguals where the language used in their home context is different 

from the language of the host society. To do this, I started a quantitative 

investigation which looks at young bilinguals’ vocabulary knowledge in their 

heritage language, i.e., Persian. Some of the participants are simultaneous 

bilinguals while others are sequential bilinguals. In accordance with the 

aforementioned distinctions (section 2.2), children who were born in or 

emigrated to a second language environment before the age of three were 

classified as simultaneous bilinguals in the present study, while I consider 

sequential bilinguals as those heritage speakers who were born in the home 

country or emigrated to the second language environment after the age of three. 

This investigation was launched to elaborate the interplay of demographic 

variables (i.e. age, age at emigration and length of emigration) and 

sociolinguistics variables such as heritage language use and parental attitude on 

heritage language proficiency in the simultaneous and sequential bilinguals. The 
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quantitative investigation failed to furnish compelling evidence of the role of 

input in heritage language proficiency. This finding raised a need for a 

qualitative analysis on the data to find out if an in-depth investigation portrays 

a better picture of the role of parental input on heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance. This is the overarching aim for conducting the quantitative and 

qualitative investigations. To help readers grasp a better understanding of the 

aims of the four studies in this research, the sub-questions of each study are 

outlined before the presentation of their findings in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Chapter 3 : Methodology 

In this chapter, I discuss the demographics of the participants as well as 

the process of data collection for the quantitative and the qualitative portions of 

this dissertation. As mentioned, the quantitative investigation focuses mainly on 

the heritage speakers, while the main emphasis in the qualitative investigation 

is on their parents. In other words, these two investigations explore the same 

data from the same participants from different angles.   

 

3.1. Participants  

Three groups of participants took part in this study. The main 

participants of the quantitative investigation were a group of 6-18 year-old 

children/teenagers. This group of heritage speakers (see Table 3.1) consisted of 

30 Persian-English bilinguals (14 boys and 16 girls; mean age: 10.3) who have 

been living in New Zealand for different lengths of time (mean: 6.9 years). This 

made it possible to evaluate the effect of length of stay in the second language 

environment on vocabulary knowledge in the minority language, in interaction 

with other factors, such as the participants’ age when they arrived in the second 

language environment, their age at the time of data collection, and socio-

linguistic variables. In addition, the reason for choosing heritage speakers from 

this age range was that children at this age connect with peers and adults, and 

they go through “tough assimilative pressure” (Hinton, 1999, p. 5) mainly from 

their peers at schools (see also Harris, 1995). 

 

Table 3.1: Bilingual participants’ characteristics 

 Mean SD. Min. Max. 

Age  10.3 3.5 6 18 

Age at emigration  3.8 4.2 0 14 

Length of residence 6.9 3.8 1 17 

 

Eleven of the heritage speakers were born in New Zealand or other 

countries where English is the dominant language, while the others moved there 

at different ages. Among the heritage speakers, four emigrated to the second 

language environment before the age of three. Heritage speakers are considered 

to be sequential bilinguals only if their exposure to the second language started 
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after the age of three (McLaughlin, 1978; De Houwer, 1995; Genesee, Paradis 

& Cargo, 2004; Montrul, 2008). Accordingly, I consider as ‘simultaneous’ 

bilinguals all the participants who were born in the host country or emigrated to 

the second language environment before the age of three. This means that the 

sample includes the same number of simultaneous (n = 15) as sequential 

bilinguals (n = 15). 

To investigate the development of vocabulary knowledge of bilinguals 

in the heritage language, one would in principle need two measures: the current 

knowledge of the bilingual participants and their knowledge at an earlier stage, 

for example before emigration. While the current measure is obtainable, finding 

pre-emigration data is problematic. However, Ronowicz (1999) argues that L1 

proficiency before the onset of attrition can be estimated by referring to the 

proficiency data of monolingual first language speakers of the same age, 

education and social status. Although establishing a baseline for heritage 

speakers has been a matter of debate (Benmamnoun, Montrul & Polinsky, 

2010), heritage speakers are usually compared to native-speakers of their home 

language of similar age and socioeconomic status in the home country. 

Following this line of reasoning, I used a control group to obtain ‘benchmark’ 

data of non-migrants’ vocabulary knowledge. This control group consisted of 

30 young monolingual Persian speakers in Iran, matched in terms of age, 

gender, number of siblings and their family’s socio-economic status to each of 

the 30 heritage speakers in New Zealand. In short, for each of the Iranian young 

immigrants, I obtained a measure of what their vocabulary knowledge might 

have been like if they had grown up in Iran. The thirty monolingual participants 

in Iran were recruited through networking. The test instruments and test 

procedures were identical to those used to collect data from the bilingual 

participants in New Zealand.  

The third group of participants, who were the main focus of the 

qualitative studies in this dissertation, were parents of the heritage speakers in 

New Zealand. These participants were twenty-four Iranian parents who were 

born in Iran and immigrated to New Zealand at different ages. Their ages at the 

time of the data collection ranged from 31-61 years old, and they had been living 

in New Zealand between 1-30 years. The parents who participated directly in 

the interviews were mostly mothers (fourteen mothers and four fathers) and in 

an additional three families, both parents took part in the interviews. Seven of 

the immigrant families that took part in the study moved to New Zealand for the 

purpose of higher education and they did not know whether they would return 

to Iran after graduation, while the others have New Zealand permanent 
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residency. Ten families had one child, while the others had two or more children 

(some of whom also participated in the study). Standard Persian was the first 

language of all families except for one where both Turkish and Persian were 

used at home (Turks are one of the ethnic groups in Iran). This family had a son 

and a daughter who could speak and understand some Turkish as well as 

Persian.  

Since I took part in the Iranian community events prior to recruiting the 

participants, gaining access to this community was facilitated. The families 

were initially contacted through some heads of Iranian communities in three 

main cities in New Zealand: Wellington, Christchurch and Auckland, and 

information sheets about the study were distributed among potential 

participants. I also recruited some participants through snowball sampling (i.e., 

using participants’ social networks to recruit more). Almost all families I had 

initially contacted participated in the study. Each informant received a gift as a 

token of appreciation for their participation.  

 

3.2. Instruments 

To compare the simultaneous and sequential bilinguals’ Persian 

proficiency with that of their matched monolinguals, various measures were 

used in this project. These measures included some controlled tests to assess the 

young participants’ productive and receptive knowledge in their home 

language. To collect free speech samples from these participants, a film-

retelling task was applied in the quantitative investigation. In addition, 

background information about the bilingual participants’ Persian use and 

parental attitudes towards heritage language use and maintenance for their 

children was obtained through semi-structured interviews with their parents 

based on a sociolinguistic questionnaire. These instruments are described in this 

section.  

 

3.2.1. Lexical tests 

Verbal Fluency Task (VFT)  

One of two vocabulary tests I used was the so-called Verbal Fluency 

Test (VFT). There are two types of VFT. In the semantic VFT, participants are 

asked to list as many semantically related words as they can in a certain period 
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of time, usually 60 or 90 seconds. In the formal VFT, participants are asked to 

produce words which start with a certain letter. Both of these tasks are 

commonly used to examine lexical retrieval difficulties as early signs of attrition 

(Schmid, 2011). It is assumed that the number of items produced by participants 

reflects their ease or difficulty accessing items in the mental lexicon (Schmid, 

2007). The semantic VFT has been the preferred type in language attrition 

studies (e.g., Schmid, 2007; Schmid & Keijzer, 2009; Schmid & Jarvis, 2014). 

One of the reasons is that a word onset letter can be confusing as a prompt, for 

instance due to inconsistencies in grapheme-phoneme correspondences (e.g., t 

is the first grapheme of words with the phoneme onsets /t/, /Ɵ/ and /ð/) (Schmid, 

2011, p. 148). Given the young age of some of the participants, I also deemed 

the semantic version of the VFT more suitable. The participants were asked to 

orally produce as many Persian words as they could be belonging to two 

semantic fields, “fruit and vegetables” and “animals”, in 60 seconds for each of 

the prompts. A stopwatch was used to time them and their performance was 

recorded. The young age of some of the participants motivated my choice to 

elicit words belonging to concrete semantic fields. It is worth mentioning that 

the label used for this test, i.e. Verbal Fluency, can be slightly misleading, 

because it is not the kind of test that is commonly used in psycholinguistic 

measurements of speech fluency (such as speech rate, length of run, and 

phonation-time ratio; see e.g., Segalowitz, 2010, for a review). The VFT was 

originally used in research on lexical access difficulties in participants with 

brain damage, aphasia, dementia etc. (e.g., Fallgatter, Roesler, Sitzmann, 

Heidrich, Mueller & Strik, 1997). It was subsequently also adopted by 

researchers to investigate lexical access in the domain of first language attrition 

(Schmid, 2011). 

 

Auditory Picture-Word Matching Task (APWMT) 

In the area of language acquisition, the Peabody picture-word matching 

task (PPVT) has frequently been used to measure the receptive vocabulary 

knowledge in children and adult bilinguals (e.g., Bialystok, Luk, Peets & Yang, 

2009). It has also been used in some studies on second language attrition (e.g., 

Tomiyama, 1999, 2000). Different revisions of this test have been developed 

from the original one which was devised in 1959 by Dunn and Dunn (see 

Hoffman, Templin & Rice, 2012). In this test, four pictures are presented to 

respondents and they are asked to choose the picture for a word spoken by an 

examiner. In this research project, however, the vocabulary test used to measure 
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the heritage speakers’ and their matched monolinguals’ receptive knowledge in 

their family language was an auditory picture-word matching test (APWMT). 

Picture-word matching tests (PWMT) have often been used to test participants’ 

recognition of word meaning (Schmid, 2011). Since most of the participants in 

this study were Persian illiterate, however, I could not use a format with 

orthographic representations of words. Instead, a multiple-choice auditory 

picture-word matching task was developed. In this test, a picture is presented on 

a computer screen and the participant is asked to listen to four recorded L1 

words and to decide which one corresponds to the picture. To my knowledge, 

auditory tests have not been used in any attrition studies yet, while they are a 

necessary alternative for written mode tests when participants are illiterate in 

their minority language.  

The pictures were selected from the standardized set of 260 pictures 

developed by Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) by using a number of selection 

criteria. Considering the young age of some of the participants in my study, I 

felt it appropriate to make a selection so as to reduce the length of the test. First, 

pictures for which no Persian word was available and/or which represented 

things that are relatively alien to Persian culture (e.g., asparagus) were excluded. 

Some other pictures were removed because they looked ambiguous. Pictures 

eliciting strong cognates and loan words across English and Persian (e.g., guitar) 

were also excluded (see Dijkstra, Miwa, Brummelhuis, Sappelli & Baayen, 

2010). A final criterion was to ensure that the test would assess knowledge of 

words at varying frequency levels. Because there is as yet no general corpus of 

Persian, nor a validated word frequency list for Persian, I asked ten native 

Persian speakers who were postgraduate students in New Zealand to group the 

remaining words (198 out of 260 in Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980) into three 

bands based on the frequency (high, medium, or low) with which they thought 

they were used by young Persian speakers in the home country. Sixteen target 

words (and their corresponding pictures) of each frequency band were then 

chosen to be included in the auditory word-picture matching test. These 48 

stimuli were chosen because of the high agreement among the Persian native 

speakers in assigning these particular words to their frequency bands. Following 

Schmid (2011), I developed multiple-choice items where each correct choice 

was accompanied by a semantically related, a phonologically related and an 

unrelated distractor. The order of the test items was randomized. 
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3.2.2. Film-retelling task 

As noted, controlled tests were used to measure the heritage speakers’ 

and their monolingual controls’ productive and receptive vocabulary knowledge 

in Persian. However, a different method was applied to probe the participants’ 

lexical competence during content-focused oral communication, and for this, 

measures of lexical richness were used. In order to elicit free speech data, some 

researchers have used autobiographical interviews with participants (e.g., 

Yilmaz & Schmid, 2012; Schmid & Jarvis, 2014) or film and story retelling 

tasks (e.g., Schmid, 2007; Schmid & Fägersten, 2010; Schmid & Jarvis, 2014). 

I used a film-retelling task to collect free speech samples. This task allows 

extracting data with a controlled content with fairly homogenous choice of 

vocabulary, style and so forth across the samples (Schmid & Fägersten, 2010). 

A considerable number of studies have used a Charlie Chaplin silent movie in 

the film-retelling task that was first used by Perdue (1993; as cited in Schmid, 

2011). Considering the age range of the participants, it was believed that the 

Charlie Chaplin movie risked being too distant from the lives of some of the 

children. Instead, an episode of “Tom and Jerry” was chosen which lasted about 

six minutes. Unlike the other stories of this series, the episode was a friendly 

story about a puppy that was found by Jerry. Jerry tries to take it into the house 

which Tom lives in but Tom keeps throwing them out. He feels bad about what 

he has done and goes out to find them, but he falls into the river. Jerry and the 

puppy save him and Tom lets the puppy stay and live with them.  

The participants were asked to watch the episode of “Tom and Jerry” 

and retell the story. Since this task was not timed, the participants were free to 

retell the story as detailed as they wanted. The same film-retelling task was used 

to collect benchmark data from the monolinguals in Iran who were matched in 

terms of age, gender, number of siblings and family socioeconomic status. All 

film-retellings were recorded and transcribed according to CHAT conventions 

(http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/manuals/CHAT.pdf). Subsequently, I checked the 

transcriptions of the narratives again. The speech samples were analyzed in 

terms of lexical richness, which is used as an umbrella term in the current study 

to refer to the measures of lexical diversity and sophistication.  

 

Lexical diversity 

MTLD (measure of textual lexical diversity) has been found to be the 

measure of lexical diversity least influenced by the text length (Koizumi, 2012). 
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Considering this, MTLD seemed the best measure of lexical diversity to be used 

in the present study, because the length of the participants’ narratives differed 

considerably.   

In order to measure lexical diversity, the transcripts of “raw speech” by 

all participants were checked for any inconsistency in typing the same words 

throughout the texts. Base forms and their inflected forms should be considered 

as different types in the analysis of MTLD (see Koizumi, 2012). Following this, 

the words sag ‘a dog’ and sagha ‘dogs’ or khordam ‘I ate’, mikhorand ‘they 

eat’ and bokhor ‘eat, second person singular imperative’ were counted as 

different types (although they were considered as the same lemma in the lexical 

sophistication analysis – see below). After checking the transcripts, MTLD was 

calculated using Gramulator. 

(https://umdrive.memphis.edu/pmmccrth/public/software/software_index.htm) 

 

Lexical sophistication 

In order to measure lexical sophistication, researchers tend to use 

representative corpora (e.g., British National Corpus and the Corpus of 

Contemporary American English) and corpus-based frequency lists (e.g., 

Laufer & Nation, 1995), and these have informed tests of second language 

vocabulary knowledge (e.g., Nation & Beglar, 2007). However, for languages 

for which no such corpora or frequency lists are available, a different procedure 

is necessary. There are some corpora available for Persian; however they are 

mostly compiled from newspapers (e.g., Bijankhan Corpus, Bijankhan, 2004). 

Considering the fact that many of the participants in the present study are 

children, whose familiarity with much of the lexis used in newspapers must be 

limited, it was found that those corpora are not appropriate for measuring lexical 

sophistication of these participants’ discourse. Besides, newspaper discourse is 

unlikely to bear much resemblance to the language needed to narrate a Tom and 

Jerry cartoon. 

In order to tackle this issue for Turkish, for which no reliable spoken or 

written corpus-based frequency lists are available yet either, Yilmaz and Schmid 

(2012) measured the lexical sophistication by using the output by all native-

speaker participants of Turkish in their study (bilinguals and monolinguals) as 

a small corpus. After lemmatizing the speech samples, the average frequency of 

all lemmas used by the participants was calculated.  

https://umdrive.memphis.edu/pmmccrth/public/software/software_index.htm
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Lemmatization involves excluding function words and stripping content 

words of their inflectional morphemes (i.e., tense, number, person, case, etc.). 

Items which share the same root are counted as one lemma. To illustrate, the 

words go, are going, went, has gone and had gone are all coded as the lemma 

“go”. Accordingly, I manually excluded proper nouns (e.g., Tom & Jerry), 

function words (e.g., Ma ‘we’), and inflectional morphemes (e.g., -am ‘first 

person singular verbal suffix’) to arrive at lists of lemmas used in the transcripts. 

To exemplify, the word raft ‘s/he went’, raftim ‘we went’, miravam ‘I go’, 

dashtand miraftand ‘they were going’ and boro ‘go, second person singular 

imperative’ were all coded under the lemma raft ‘go’. To illustrate more, the 

words miandazand ‘they throw’, andaakht ‘s/he threw’ and andaakht-e-shun 

‘s/he threw them’ were categorized as one lemma. 

 

3.2.3. Sociolinguistic questionnaire  

The semi-structured interviews with the parents of the participants were 

based on a sociolinguistic questionnaire which comprised 68 items (mainly 5-

point Likert scale items). This was based on a questionnaire retrieved from the 

language attrition website of the University of Groningen 

(www.let.rug.nl/languageattrition/SQ). Since the original questionnaire was 

designed for adult migrants, changes in wording were made to make it 

appropriate for parents talking about their children. The questionnaire consisted 

of five sections. The first elicited demographic information such as age, length 

of residence in New Zealand, the children’s age at the time of emigration, and 

whether the family had spent time in another English-speaking country before 

moving to New Zealand. There were also questions on the frequency of return 

visits to Iran and visits by Iranian friends and relatives. 

In the next section the parents were asked if they and their children had 

received any education in English before coming to New Zealand. They were 

also asked to self-evaluate their proficiency in English and their children’s 

proficiency in Persian over the years they have been living in New Zealand. 

Family language use was explored in the third section of the questionnaire. 

Parents were asked to indicate in which language they spoke to their spouse, 

children and friends. They were also asked how often they were in touch with 

relatives in Iran. This section was followed by some questions on the children’s 

language use in different situations in which they had the opportunity to develop 

or maintain their productive and receptive abilities in Persian. There were also 

some questions about participants’ literacy and the time they spent reading and 

http://www.let.rug.nl/languageattrition/SQ
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writing in Persian if they were Persian literate. In the last part, other factors 

previously identified in the literature as reflecting attitudes towards the heritage 

language were explored. For example, parents were asked if they correct their 

children when they make mistakes in Persian. They were also asked about how 

they value heritage language maintenance in their children (see Appendix J).  

All participants were tested in their own homes or a place of their own 

choice. The APWMT, for which I used a laptop computer, was conducted after 

the VFT task since participants might hear some words in the matching task that 

they might subsequently use in the production task. Subsequently, they were 

asked to do the film-retelling task. All test responses were recorded. After the 

three tests (i.e. VFT, APWMT, and FRT) were completed, the parents (and 

some of the older participants) were interviewed with the aid of the 

sociolinguistic questionnaire. Semi-structured interviews were also conducted 

in the families’ homes or places of their choosing. I went over the questionnaire 

items with the respondents, clarified questions or statements where necessary 

and completed the questionnaire, including the Likert-scale items, in 

consultation with the interviewees. All interviews were carried out in Persian, 

with participants able to code-switch between languages as they chose. All 

parents reported feeling more comfortable speaking in Persian than in English, 

except for two fathers who reported having no preference. The participating 

parents were also given the opportunity to freely expand upon any experiences 

regarding Persian use and maintenance with their children. The interviews, 

which took for less than one hour, were recorded so noted responses could be 

verified during data processing. In some cases, the children were present during 

the interview and occasionally contributed comments in addition to their 

parents’ answers to the questions.  

Additionally, I have been involved in the Iranian community since prior 

to data collection, therein giving me access to “an insider perspective” 

(Guardado, 2002, p. 351). I got invited to the families’ homes and have observed 

language use amongst spouses, children and siblings. I have also maintained 

contact with the families after data collection finished, as I am a member of their 

community. This allows me to contribute a more holistic understanding of 

parents’ attitudes towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance for 

their children.  
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3.3. Data Analysis  

3.3.1. The quantitative studies 

Data processing of the lexical tasks 

After transcribing the recordings of the participants’ test performance, 

their scores on the two Verbal Fluency Tasks (fruit/vegetables and animals) 

were calculated by counting the number of correctly generated Persian words. 

Repeated words and English words were deleted from the overall count. Words 

unrelated to the specified semantic fields were not counted either.  

Each participant had two VFT scores. The correlation between the two 

VFTs (r2 .87, p  .0001) justified collapsing the two scores for each individual, 

and so the means of the two scores were entered into statistical analyses. The 

number of correct answers in the APWMT was counted for each participant. 

Although reaction times were not measured, it was evident that the participants 

tended to respond faster when matching pictures with high frequency nouns 

compared to low frequency ones. Application of the Chi-Square test shows that 

failure in identifying the correct words was more common in the case of low 

frequency words. The difference was significant between all three frequency 

bands, but frequency band 3 (the least frequent words) showed the greatest jump 

in proportion of wrong responses (χ2 (2) = 1.00; p < .0001).  

The scores on the VFT and the APWMT were significantly correlated 

(r2 .66; p < .0001), but I deemed the correlation not strong enough to justify 

collapsing the two scores. Besides, I had purposefully opted for two different 

tests in order to measure productive and receptive knowledge separately, as it 

may be hypothesized that word retrieval is compromised earlier than word 

recognition as a result of infrequent language use (Cf. the Activation Threshold 

Hypothesis). 

 

Data processing of the film-retelling task  

In collecting data for the analyses of lexical richness, one of the 

participants refused to retell the story in Persian. In addition to this, four of the 

bilinguals were removed from the analyses due to not having enough tokens in 

their speech samples, since there should be at least 100 tokens in the samples 

for the MTLD measure to be valid (Koizumi, 2012). It should be noted that all 

these participants were simultaneous bilinguals with lower Persian proficiency 
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compared to other heritage speakers as found in the results of the lexical tests. 

To preserve the balance between the two samples, I excluded their matched 

monolingual controls from the analyses too. So the actual number of heritage 

speakers and the monolinguals for the analyses of lexical richness was 50, 

although 60 participants were recruited initially (i.e. 10 simultaneous bilinguals 

and their matched controls, as well as 15 sequential bilinguals and their matched 

controls).   

Turning to lexical sophistication, the corpus of 50 film-retellings in this 

study consisted of 9,791 tokens, comprising 509 different lemmas. For each 

participant, the frequency of every lemma in the film-retelling was calculated 

in the corpus by using R, a programming language for statistics (https://www.r-

project.org/) (also see Field, Miles & Field, 2012). Following this, the average 

frequency of all lemmas used by each participant in the corpus was assessed to 

show the level of their lexical sophistication compared to all other participants 

in the study. Consequently, the higher figures for lexical sophistication 

demonstrate higher average word frequencies, whereas the lower figures 

indicate the use of less frequent words. For example, the lower-frequency word 

refigh ‘friend’ was used alongside the higher-frequency synonym dust ‘friend’ 

by some of the monolinguals while the bilinguals only used the latter. 

 

Data processing of the sociolinguistic questionnaire  

In order to analyze the data elicited through the semi-structured 

interviews, the recorded interviews were transcribed and the questionnaire 

responses were codified according to guidelines retrieved from the language 

attrition website (http://www.let.rug.nl/languageattrition/tools). Following this, 

two composite variables were created by using the IBM SPSS 20 function 

“Compute variable” (also see Schmid & Dusseldorp 2010, on a similar 

procedure for creating composite variables from their attrition questionnaire). 

The first composite variable, the use of Persian (with a Cronbach’s alpha of .71), 

included responses concerning (a) the parents’ use of Persian with their children 

and with their spouse, (b) the participants’ use of Persian at home to 

communicate with their father and with their mother (c) the participants’ use of 

Persian to communicate with Iranian friends and acquaintances, and (d) the 

participants’ listening to Persian songs and watching movies in Persian. It may 

be worth mentioning that data concerning participants’ frequency of Persian use 

to siblings was excluded from this composite variable since not all participants 

https://www.r-project.org/
https://www.r-project.org/
http://www.let.rug.nl/languageattrition/tools
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had siblings, while having or not having siblings was kept as a separate variable 

in the bilingual vs. monolingual analyses.   

The other composite variable (with Cronbach’s alpha .63) was the 

parents’ attitude towards Persian and towards the desirability of language 

maintenance. Following other studies on the role of attitude (e.g., Cherciov, 

2012), items included here were visits to Iran, the fostering of friendships with 

other Persian-speaking immigrants, maintenance of contacts with relatives in 

Iran, the parents’ evaluation of the need for their children to master Persian, the 

amount of encouragement they give to their children to speak Persian, the 

inclination to correct their children’s mistakes when they speak Persian, and 

regrets about their children’s loss of Persian. In the interview, parents were also 

asked whether they encouraged their children to read and write in Persian, but 

this item was excluded from the composite variable because very few of the 

youngsters were literate in Persian.  

 

Table 3.2: Compound variables extracted from the questionnaire 

 Mean SD. Min. Max. 

Participants’ 

Persian Use   

8.01 1.54 4.25 10.25 

Parents’ attitude  5.13 1.11 2 6.5 

Descriptive and inferential statistics were applied in the quantitative 

analysis of the results of controlled tests and free speech samples (see Chapter 

4).  

 

3.3.2. The qualitative studies 

To analyze the data qualitatively, the Grounded Theory approach was 

used (Strauss and Corbin 1998). This constructivist approach “begins with 

inductive data, invokes iterative strategies of going back and forth between data 

and analysis, uses comparative methods, and keeps you interacting and involved 

with your data and emerging analysis” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 2). The data was 

coded and analyzed using the software program NVivo 10, which operates from 

the Grounded Theory approach. All interviews were imported into this program, 

and nodes (coding labels) were created. These nodes were composed of 

theoretically informed concepts that emerged from participants’ responses to 
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questions in the sociolinguistic questionnaire, including “feeling regretful in the 

case of Persian loss” and “language use with Iranian peers”, as well as applied 

linguistics categories such as “parents’ low English proficiency and Persian 

use” and “teachers’ advice for Persian use”. Nodes were checked in full again 

at the end to ensure accuracy and comprehensibility.  
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Chapter 4 : Part І 

4.1. Introduction to the quantitative investigation 

This chapter includes the findings of two quantitative studies on 

incomplete acquisition and attrition in heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge 

in their family language. The first study examines young heritage speakers’, 

either simultaneous or sequential bilinguals, productive and receptive lexical 

knowledge in their family language compared to matched monolingual 

counterparts. The second quantitative study explores the lexical richness of the 

same heritage speakers’ oral narratives in their family language. Both of these 

studies explore the factors that account for the difference between heritage 

speakers and their monolingual controls, if there is any. These factors include 

current age, age at emigration, frequency of heritage language use and parents’ 

attitude towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance.  

This chapter starts with the results of the first study, in which two 

controlled tasks were used to measure the heritage speakers’ productive and 

receptive knowledge. Following the discussion of the findings of this study and 

its limitations, the rationale for conducting the second quantitative study is 

explained. The second study examines simultaneous and sequential bilinguals’ 

lexical richness in their family language. Elicited oral narratives were analyzed 

in order to judge heritage speakers’ real-time language use (Schmid, 2011, p. 

194). It should be noted that both studies in this investigation were conducted 

on the same participants and they share some parts of the methodology (i.e., 

semi-structured interviews based on a sociolinguistic questionnaire). This 

chapter ends with a discussion of the results of both quantitative studies on 

incomplete acquisition and attrition of heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge 

in their family language.  

 

4.2. The first study: Heritage speakers’ productive and receptive 

vocabulary knowledge in their family language1 

 

                                                           
1 This study has been published as the following article: Gharibi, K. & Boers, 

F. (2016). Influential factors in incomplete acquisition and attrition of young 

heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge. Language Acquisition. doi: 

10.1080/10489223.2016.1187613  
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The first quantitative study looks into simultaneous and sequential 

bilinguals’ vocabulary knowledge in their heritage language. It examines their 

productive and receptive vocabulary knowledge in comparison with that of 

matched monolingual controls as far as age, gender, number of siblings, and the 

families’ socioeconomic status are concerned. Additionally, it explores the 

factors (touched upon in the Theoretical Background) that may account for the 

(expected) constrained knowledge in the heritage speakers. These factors (or 

predictors) include demographical variables, such as age, age at emigration and 

length of emigration, as well as sociolinguistic and attitudinal variables, 

particularly the amount and frequency of heritage language use and parents’ 

attitudes towards the heritage language. 

Since my participants consists of simultaneous as well as sequential 

bilinguals, I examine more specifically whether the vocabulary knowledge of 

these two subgroups differs from that of the monolingual controls to the same 

extent and whether the factors that help to account for the difference between 

the bilinguals’ and the monolinguals’ vocabulary knowledge are the same for 

both subgroups. Marked differences between the simultaneous and the 

sequential bilinguals in these respects would furnish support for Montrul’s 

(2008, p. 98) assertion that "The distinction between simultaneous and 

sequential bilingualism in childhood […] is significant for incomplete 

acquisition and language attrition in childhood.” 

 

The questions this study seeks answers to are therefore: 

1. Do young heritage speakers have limited knowledge of L1 vocabulary 

in comparison to matched monolinguals?  

2. Do simultaneous and sequential bilingual heritage speakers differ 

from each other in relation to their matched monolinguals as regards heritage 

language vocabulary knowledge? 

3. Which demographic (age, age at emigration and length of emigration) 

and/or sociolinguistic factors (heritage language use and parental attitudes 

towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance) help to account for the 

young heritage speakers’ level of L1 vocabulary knowledge? 

4. Can the level of heritage language vocabulary knowledge of 

simultaneous and sequential bilingual heritage speakers be accounted for by the 

same demographic and/or sociolinguistic factors?  
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4.2.1. Findings 

Comparing bilinguals’ and monolinguals’ vocabulary test scores 

As expected, the descriptive statistics indicate that the monolinguals 

outperformed the bilinguals in both tests (see Tables 4.1 & 4.2), and T-tests for 

independent samples confirm that the difference is statistically significant: t (58) 

= 3.45, p = .001, and t (58) = 5.34, p < .0001, for the VFT scores and the 

APWMT, respectively.  

 

Table 4.1: VFT results of the heritage speakers and matched monolinguals 

 Mean SD. Min. Max. 

Bilinguals 8.2 5.9 .5 27.5 

Monolinguals 13.4 5.8 4.5 24 

 

 

Table 4.2: APWMT results of the heritage speakers and matched monolinguals 

 Mean SD. Min. Max. 

Bilinguals 36.6 8.9 12 48 

Monolinguals 45.7 2.4 40 48 

 

In case other variables apart from participant group (i.e., bilingual versus 

monolingual) influence test performance, I also conducted analyses of 

covariance (ANCOVA). In the analyses, “BiMo” stands for whether 

participants belonged to the group of heritage speakers (bilinguals) or the group 

of monolingual counterparts. After initially running a full model, non-

significant interaction effects were removed. The final model is reported for 

each measure together with its interpretation. All main effects (age, gender, 

BiMo, having siblings) were included in all the models. Recall that the heritage 

speakers and their monolingual counterparts were matched for age, gender, 

number of siblings and family socioeconomic status. Thus, when the effect of 

BiMo was tested in each model, I was controlling for age, gender and number 

of siblings. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 sum up the results for the VFT and the APWMT, 

respectively.  
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Table 4.3: ANCOVA of VFT results of bilinguals and monolinguals 

  Mean± SD F P 

Gender Male 10.23± .93 1.32 .25 

 Female 11.66± .9   

BiMo Bilingual 8.31± .9 18.47 .000 

 Monolingual 13.5± .92   

Sibling Sibling 10.6±.72 .68 .41 

 No Sibling 11.2±1.1   

Age  Coefficient 1± .18  31.03 .000 

 

 

Table 4.4: ANCOVA of APWMT results of bilinguals and monolinguals 

  Mean± SD F P 

Gender Male 41.24± 1.01 1.4 .23 

 Female 42.83± .97   

BiMo Bilingual 38.16± 1.02 24.44 .000 

 Monolingual 45.9± 1.05   

Sibling No sibling 44.3± 1.26 9.1 .004 

 Sibling 39.77± .78   

BiMo*Age   10.4 .002 

BiMo*Sibling   5.1 .027 

Age  Coefficient .37± .27 26.4 .000 

 

As shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, apart from the bilingual vs. monolingual 

distinction (or BiMo), the covariate age was also significantly related to both 

the VFT results (F (1, 55) = 31.03, p = .000) and the APWMT scores (F (1, 53) 

= 26.4, p = .000). No significant effect of gender emerged from the analysis, but 

having siblings appears to negatively affect APWMT scores.  

In order to examine the differences between the bilinguals and the 

monolinguals in the test results of VFT and APWMT together, a multivariate 

analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted. The outcome is presented in 

Tables 4.5 and 4.6. 
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Table 4.5: Multivariate tests of VFT and APWMT together 

 Wilks’ Lambda F P Partial eta squared 

Age  .6 17.9 .000 .39 

BiMo .59 19.7 .000 .41 

 

 

Table 4.6: Multivariate tests of VFT and APWMT separately 

 Tests F P Partial eta squared 

Age VFT 33.19 .000 .36 

 APWMT 16.48 .000 .22 

BiMo VFT 18.52 .000 .24 

 APWMT 36.11 .000 .38 

 

The significant difference between the two groups is confirmed also in 

this analysis: F (2, 56) = 19.7, p = .000; Wilks’ Lambda = .59; partial eta squared 

= .41. Although the mean scores of bilinguals and monolinguals were 

significantly different in both tasks, the between-group difference in the 

APWMT (partial eta squared = .38) was greater than in the VFT (partial eta 

squared = .24). Again, age was also a significant factor (p = .000).  

I turn next to the question of whether the gap between the heritage 

speakers’ and their monolingual counterparts’ test scores is equally wide for 

sequential bilinguals as for simultaneous bilinguals. 

 

Comparing the simultaneous and sequential bilinguals with their matched 

controls 

In order to know if simultaneous and sequential bilinguals are 

significantly different from their matched monolingual counterparts, I first 

conducted independent-samples t-tests for each subgroup. The results for the 

VFT and the APWMT are summed up in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. 
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Table 4.7: Independent samples t-test in the subgroups and their controls on 

VFT 

Groups Mean SD. t df P  

Simultaneous 

Bilinguals  

5.6 3.3 -4.4 28 .000 

Controls  11.9 4.3    

Sequential 

Bilinguals  

10.8 6.9 -1.6 28 .1 

Controls  15.03  6.7    

 

Table 4.8: Independent samples t-test in the subgroups and their controls on 

APWMT 

Groups Mean SD. t df P  

Simultaneous 

Bilinguals  

32.1 9.5 -5.4 15.4 .000 

Controls  45.8 2.1    

Sequential 

Bilinguals  

41.1 5.7 -2.7 20.08 .013 

Controls  45.6  2.7    

  

While the simultaneous bilinguals’ mean VFT and APWMT scores were 

statistically different from their matched monolingual controls’, the sequential 

bilinguals’ VFT results were not. A comparison of the t-values also shows that 

the gap between the bilinguals’ and the monolinguals’ test performance on both 

tests is much wider in the case of the simultaneous bilingual subgroup (Tables 

4.7 and 4.8). This is consistent with previous findings (e.g., Montrul, 2008) that 

the L1 competence of heritage speakers who have had the opportunity to acquire 

their L1 to a certain degree before emigration bears a closer resemblance to 

monolinguals’ in comparison with the heritage language competence of those 

who were born in the L2 environment (or arrived there at an early age). At first 

glance, a comparison of Tables 4.7 and 4.8 suggests that it is receptive 

knowledge (APWMT) rather than productive knowledge (VFT) that 

distinguishes sequential bilinguals from monolinguals. This seems to run 

counter to the expectation – underpinned by the Activation Threshold 

Hypothesis (see Chapter 2) – that productive knowledge of vocabulary is most 

prone to attrition. However, it is likely that the VFT (as applied in this study – 
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using just two prompts) was simply not as sensitive a measure as the APWMT 

to distinguish between the sequential bilinguals and their monolingual controls.  

 

The effects of demographic and sociolinguistic variables on productive and 

receptive vocabulary knowledge 

In order to evaluate to what extent variables such as age, age at 

emigration and length of emigration as well as the two composite variables, i.e., 

frequency of use of Persian and parents’ attitude towards Persian and language 

maintenance, help to account for the variance in the heritage speakers’ test 

performance, hierarchical regression analyses were conducted. Length of 

emigration was removed from the analyses, since it was highly correlated with 

age and age at emigration (see Schmid, 2011), resulting in problems with 

estimation due to multicollinearity. Therefore, the variables that were entered in 

the analyses were age, age at emigration and the two compound variables 

extracted from the interview data.  

First, hierarchical regression analyses were carried out on all 30 

bilinguals’ test results to identify the demographic and/or socio-linguistic 

factors (if any) which account for the young heritage speakers’ level of L1 

vocabulary knowledge. Because of the wide age range of the participants (6-18 

years old), age was entered as the first block into the hierarchical regression 

model to show how much it can predict the variance in the results by itself. The 

analysis revealed that all the variables correlated significantly with the VFT 

results. In the regression model for the VFT results of all bilinguals, age 

explained 22% of the variance in the test scores. After entering age at 

emigration, the model significantly, F (2, 27) = 13.3, p = .000, explains 46% 

(Adjusted R2 = .46) of the variance in the test results, while the sociolinguistic 

variables did not add much explanatory power to the model. In the final model, 

age at emigration was the only variable which was statistically significant, as 

displayed in Table 4.9.    
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Table 4.9: Correlations and coefficients for VFT in all bilinguals 

 Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  

Age at emigration 

.49 

.67 

.00 

.00 

.21 

.57 

.15 

.00 

Persian use .45 .00 -.03 .85 

Parents’ attitude .31 .04 .27 .06 

 

Regarding the results of the matching task, all variables were 

significantly correlated with the results with participants’ Persian use having the 

highest correlation (r = .65). In the regression model, age, which was entered as 

the first step, predicted 26% of the result (Adjusted R2 = .26). Age at emigration 

increased the explanatory power of the model. The final model which reached 

statistical significance, F (4, 25) = 8.8, p = .000, predicted 52% (Adjusted R2 = 

.52) of the variance in the test results with children’s Persian use as the only 

significant variable (Beta= .36, p= .03) as displayed in Table 4.10. 

 

Table 4.10: Correlations and coefficients for APWMT in all bilinguals 

 Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  

Age at emigration 

.53 

.6 

.00 

.00 

.27 

.25 

.07 

.15 

Persian use .65 .00 .36 .03 

Parents’ attitude .30 .05 .15 .25 

 

To answer RQ 4, i.e., whether the same factors predict vocabulary 

knowledge equally well in simultaneous and sequential bilinguals, separate 

hierarchical regression analyses were conducted per subgroup. In the subgroup 

of 15 simultaneous bilinguals, age at emigration and length of emigration were 

not entered in the analyses, since age at emigration was 0 for eleven participants 

and 2 for four of them in this subgroup and their length of stay in New Zealand 

equaled their age at the time of testing or 2 years less than their age. Therefore, 

the only variables that were entered into the analyses for this subgroup were age 

and two compound variables extracted from the interview data. As noted, 

because of the wide age range of the participants (6-18 years old), age was 

entered as the first block into the hierarchical regression. Age and the two 

compound variables were found to correlate significantly with test performance 

and, interestingly, the parents’ attitude towards Persian acquisition and 
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maintenance showed the strongest correlation (r = .70). Parents’ attitude and 

participants’ Persian use were highly correlated with each other (r = .85), 

preventing entering them into the hierarchical regression model together. 

Therefore, two separate regression analyses were conducted to find out which 

variable can predict the VFT results of the simultaneous bilinguals better. Age 

by itself predicted 29% of the variance in the results (Adjusted R2 = .29). The 

model with age and parental attitude, F (2, 12) = 6.7, p= .01, explained the 

variance of the results better (Adjusted R2 = .44). Table 4.11 displays the 

outcome of the regression analysis for the VFT scores of simultaneous 

bilinguals. 

 

Table 4.11: Correlations and coefficients for VFT in the simultaneous bilinguals 

 Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  

Persian use 

.54 

.67 

.01 

.00 

.22 

.54 

.39 

.05 

Age  

Parents’ attitude 

.54 

.7 

.01 

.00 

.23 

.57 

.35 

.03 

 

In the regression analysis conducted on the VFT results of the 15 

sequential bilinguals (see Table 4.12), length of emigration was removed again 

because of multicollinearity. Therefore, the variables that were entered in the 

analyses were age as the first block, age at emigration, and the two compound 

variables extracted from the interview data. As shown in Table 4.12, the only 

variable which was significantly correlated with the results of the VFT in this 

subgroup was age at emigration (r =.68, p = .003). Age, which was entered into 

the regression model as the first block, predicted 7% of the VFT results of the 

sequential bilinguals (Adjusted R2 = .07). Having entered age at emigration, the 

regression model reached significance, F (2, 12) = 5.3, p = .02, and accounted 

for 38% of the variance in the VFT scores (Adjusted R2 = .38) in this subgroup. 

The other variables in this analysis did not make a significant contribution to 

the prediction of the results. Therefore, age at emigration was the only variable 

that contributed significantly to the prediction of the results of VFT in the 

sequential bilinguals.  
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Table 4.12: Correlations and coefficients for VFT in the sequential bilinguals 

 Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  

Age at emigration 

.36 

.68 

.08 

.00 

-.1 

.95 

.74 

.05 

Persian use .13 .31 -.4 .32 

Parents’ attitude .23 .19 .00 .99 

 

In the analysis of the APWMT scores of the simultaneous bilinguals (see 

Table 4.13), like the results of VFT, parents’ attitude and participants’ Persian 

use were highly correlated with each other (r = .85), resulting in not entering 

both in the hierarchical regression model at the same time. So, two separate 

regression analyses were conducted. As in the VFT results of this subgroup, 

parents’ attitude was found to be most strongly associated with the test 

performance (r = .7, p = 002). In the hierarchical regression model, age 

predicted 34% of the results (Adjusted R2= .34). The model with age and 

parents’ attitude, which significantly predicted the variance (F (2, 12) = 8.1, p 

= .006) explained about 50% of the variance (Adjusted R2 = .50).  

 

Table 4.13: Correlations and coefficients for APWMT in the simultaneous 

bilingual 

 Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  

Persian use 

.62 

.58 

.00 

.01 

.43 

.32 

.12 

.23 

Age  

Parents’ attitude 

.62 

.7 

.00 

.00 

.34 

.51 

.14 

.04 

 

As regards the sequential bilinguals (see Table 4.14), significant 

correlations were obtained between the APWMT scores and age at emigration 

(r = .68, p = .002) and participants’ use of Persian (r = .45, p = .04), while age 

and parents’ attitude failed to reach significance. Age, which was entered into 

the hierarchical regression model first, could not predict the result (Adjusted 

R2= -. 014), however with age at emigration, the regression model explained 

39% of the variance (Adjusted R2 = .39). The other variables did not add any 

weigh to the final model, (F (4, 10) = 2.7, p = .08), which did not reach 

significance.  
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Table 4.14: Correlations and coefficients for APWMT in the sequential 

bilinguals 

 Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  

Age at emigration 

.24 

.68 

.19 

.00 

-.2 

.91 

.51 

.06 

Persian use .45 .04 -.1 .73 

Parents’ attitude -.07 .39 -.2 .36 

 

4.2.2. Conclusions, implications and limitations of the study on heritage 

speakers’ productive and receptive vocabulary knowledge 

Two controlled tasks were used in the first quantitative study to measure 

the productive and receptive knowledge of the heritage speakers and compare 

them with their monolingual counterparts. I was particularly interested in 

knowing whether the predictive variables in the heritage speakers’ vocabulary 

knowledge are the same in simultaneous and sequential bilinguals.  

As expected, the results of the two vocabulary tests show that, overall, 

the young heritage speakers who participated in this study have more limited 

L1 vocabulary knowledge than their monolingual counterparts, and this seems 

to hold true for receptive as well as productive knowledge. Age was also shown 

to be a significant variable in both tests. In the receptive knowledge test (i.e., 

the word-picture matching task), having siblings was found to exert a negative   

influence. This is compatible with other studies (e.g., Fillmore, 1991; Kouritzin, 

1999; Guardado, 2002; Spolsky, 2007) that found that siblings in immigrant 

families tend to communicate in the dominant language even though they may 

have some level of proficiency in the heritage language. This reduces the 

exposure to the family language and thus the opportunities for the heritage 

speakers (especially the younger siblings) to further develop their heritage 

language.  

Consistent with Montrul (2008), the test scores of the sequential 

bilinguals were more similar to their monolingual counterparts’ scores than was 

the case for the simultaneous bilinguals: while the mean test scores of both 

simultaneous and sequential bilinguals were significantly different from their 

monolingual counterparts’, this difference was more pronounced in the case of 

the simultaneous bilinguals, especially on the receptive, matching test 

(APWMT). That the evidence for the bilingual – monolingual difference in test 

performance was less compelling in the VFT data may be somewhat surprising, 
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since the ability to retrieve words for productive purposes is expected to be 

affected first by attrition, while receptive recognition of word meaning is 

expected to be less susceptive to it. However, it is possible that the validity of 

the VFT as a test of productive vocabulary knowledge needs to be reassessed 

(Schmid & Jarvis, 2014, p. 16). This observation is supported by the fact that 

some monolingual participants in this study had very low scores on the VFT 

task, although they were obviously competent native speakers.  

The findings of this study lend support to Montrul’s (2008, p. 98) 

argument that it is important to distinguish between simultaneous and sequential 

bilingualism when investigating processes of incomplete acquisition and 

attrition in childhood: The regression analyses conducted to estimate the 

influence of demographic and sociolinguistic factors on test performance indeed 

yielded different pictures for the simultaneous and the sequential bilinguals. In 

the latter, age at emigration was found to play a crucial role in the vocabulary 

knowledge of heritage speakers. The older the participants were when they 

moved to the second language environment, the better their L1 vocabulary 

tended to be. The older the participants were when they moved to the second 

language environment, the more opportunity they had to acquire L1 words 

during childhood prior to emigration, and hence the better their L1 vocabulary 

tended to be. This result is thus also consistent with the age-of-acquisition effect 

(see Bonin, Fayol & Chalard, 2001; Izura & Ellis, 2002, 2004; Bonin, Barry, 

Méot & Chalard, 2004; see also Montrul, 2009; Montrul & Foote, 2014). In the 

absence of longitudinal data, it is not possible to accurately distinguish 

incomplete acquisition and first language attrition in the participants (see 

Montrul, 2008). Nevertheless, in the case of some of the participants, who 

arrived in New Zealand in their early teens, it seems safe to say that their lower 

vocabulary test scores are mostly due to attrition rather than incomplete 

acquisition. In the case of the simultaneous bilinguals, who were already 

exposed to English at an earlier age, the lower test scores are more likely to 

reflect incomplete acquisition – although, as discussed in Chapter 2, heritage 

language words that are acquired at some point by a simultaneous bilingual can 

also be forgotten if they are not activated for a long time. The differing roles 

played by attrition and incomplete acquisition in sequential and simultaneous 

bilinguals’ vocabulary development are therefore better viewed as matters of 

degree, with attrition playing the greater part in late sequential bilinguals and 

incomplete acquisition playing the greater role in simultaneous bilinguals. 

As to the simultaneous bilinguals among the participants, the regression 

analyses revealed that their parents’ attitude towards the heritage language and 
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the desirability to pass it on to their children was particularly strongly correlated 

with the vocabulary test scores. This suggests that parents can play a crucial role 

in the heritage language development of their children, even when the children 

are exposed to a majority language early on in life, since the parents of young 

heritage speakers are their main and maybe only source of family language 

input, and so their preference for using the heritage language in the family and 

thus for providing their children with opportunities to acquire this language can 

be expected to make a difference. The results of the current study thus support 

the findings of many studies that demonstrated that immigrant parents’ attitude 

towards the family language and their language practices play a crucial role in 

the heritage language proficiency of their children (e.g., Fishman, 1991; 

Pearson, 2007; Park & Sarkar, 2007; Schwartz, 2008). The present finding 

particularly underscores the role parents can play if their children were born in 

or migrated to the host country at a very young age. This is a finding that 

emerged from the data only when I looked at the two subgroups of heritage 

speakers in my sample separately, and it suggests that it is worth distinguishing 

between different profiles of bilinguals in a study, such as the one reported here, 

which intends to weigh the roles of particular demographic and socio-cultural 

factors for language development. 

It is somewhat intriguing that parents’ attitude turned out not to be an 

influential factor in the data of the sequential bilinguals. In that group, the effect 

of age at emigration is so strong that it overrides the effects of the other 

variables. Also, it is possible that parents whose children had a solid command 

of the heritage language (e.g., those sequential bilinguals who arrived in the host 

country when they were already in their teens) saw no grounds for expressing 

concern in the interview about the risk of their children losing their mother 

tongue. 

While not the strongest predictor of vocabulary knowledge in either the 

simultaneous or sequential bilingual subgroups, frequency of use of the heritage 

language nonetheless appeared as the second most important predictor, and so 

my findings are compatible with other studies which showed that family 

language use is one of the key factors in whether a heritage language will be 

learned by children (e.g., Fishman, 2000; Pearson, 2007). Besides, parents’ 

attitudes to heritage language maintenance and their efforts at exposing their 

children to the heritage language are likely to be interrelated. In the case of late 

sequential bilinguals, it can be argued that it is amount of L1 use prior to 

emigration that matters. In other words, the importance of amount of heritage 
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language use for its acquisition and preservation is probably masked in the data 

by other, causally related, variables (attitude and age at emigration).  

Several limitations to this study need to be acknowledged. One obvious 

limitation is the relatively small number of participants, which makes it difficult 

to generalize the findings. Due to the small community of Iranian immigrants 

in New Zealand, I could recruit just thirty young Persian-English bilingual 

participants, of whom only 15 were considered simultaneous bilinguals. Despite 

the small sample, the findings of this study seem meaningful, however, because 

they do point to the different levels of vocabulary knowledge of simultaneous 

and sequential heritage speakers and the different influential factors in their 

lexical development. Still, it is clear that studies with greater numbers of 

participants and concerning different minority and majority languages would be 

very welcome.  

The second limitation lies with the instruments I used to test the 

participants’ vocabulary knowledge. Not only might it be argued that the VFT 

is not an entirely valid procedure for measuring productive vocabulary 

knowledge (see above), using just two prompts (i.e., eliciting words from only 

two lexical fields) inevitably raises concerns about the generalizability of the 

test results. With its 48 test items and its auditory format to accommodate target-

language-illiterate test takers, the APWMT looks more valid, but the truth 

remains that this is a ‘controlled’ test, which measures receptive knowledge of 

decontextualized words rather than language users’ ability to use these words in 

real-time, authentic communication. The APWMT was administered as an un-

timed test. Measuring reaction times could have helped evaluate the speed of 

recognition of the lexical items, which might have enabled a more refined 

between-group comparison of vocabulary knowledge, more in keeping with 

activation models (e.g., Hulsen, 2000; Yilmaz & Schmid, 2012; Schmid & 

Jarvis, 2014). While it may be impossible to address all of the issues related to 

vocabulary knowledge of young heritage speakers in one study (Schwartz, 

Kozminsky & Leikin, 2009), studies which use ‘free’ production tasks to 

estimate heritage speakers’ lexical diversity and sophistication, such as story-

telling, would be useful complements to the kind of study reported here (e.g., 

Schmid, 2011). This would also generate data to help evaluate participants’ 

mastery of the grammatical and collocational properties (and usage patterns 

more generally) of the words they employ.  

The third limitation is the use of self-reported data elicited from the 

participants’ parents in the semi-structured interviews. It cannot be taken for 

granted that what they reported their language habits and views on language 
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maintenance fully reflected reality. Triangulations with observational data 

would have been useful to verify and possibly adjust the codification of the 

parents’ responses to the Likert-scale based questions concerning these issues. 

Despite these limitations, the study reported here may further 

understanding of incomplete acquisition and attrition of the family language in 

young heritage speakers who were born in the host country or who migrated to 

the host country. The study used a methodological framework which is 

commonly applied in language attrition research focusing on adult bilinguals 

who arrived in the host country after puberty. It seems this approach can be 

useful also in research on factors that influence incomplete acquisition and 

language attrition in younger bilinguals. It is clear, however, that this primarily 

quantitative approach would benefit from qualitative research (see Cherciov, 

2012), including longitudinal case studies, to shed more light on (a) the effects 

of heritage language use and parents’ attitudes on child heritage speakers’ 

lexical development and (b) the precise causes (i.e., incomplete acquisition or 

attrition) of particular lacunae in young heritage speakers’ vocabulary 

knowledge.  

 

4.3. The second study: Lexical diversity and lexical sophistication in young 

heritage speakers’ family language2 

In the first quantitative study, heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge 

was explored. The data were collected through controlled tasks which are 

commonly applied in studies of language attrition in adult bilinguals. However, 

some researchers have argued that to judge how speakers use language 

naturally, free speech data should be collected, where the speaker integrates all 

areas of linguistic knowledge in real time (Schmid, 2011, p. 194). Accordingly, 

I conducted the second quantitative study to explore incomplete acquisition and 

attrition of heritage speakers’ family language by using free speech samples. 

This study aims to measure lexical richness (lexical diversity and lexical 

sophistication) of the heritage speakers’ oral narratives. It also attempts to assess 

the degree to which young heritage speakers’, either simultaneous or sequential 

bilinguals, lexical richness is restricted as compared to monolingual controls 

                                                           
2 This study has been submitted as the following article: Gharibi, K. & Boers, 

F. (under review). Influential factors in lexical richness of young heritage 

speakers’ family language. 
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matched for age, gender, number of siblings, and the families’ socioeconomic 

status. Additionally, as in the first quantitative study, it tries to weigh the 

influence on young heritage speakers’ lexical richness of the factors discussed 

in Chapter 2, that is, age, age at emigration, heritage language use and the 

parents’ attitude towards family language acquisition and maintenance for their 

children. 

To explore first language attrition in adult bilinguals, studies (e.g., 

Schmid, 2007, Schmid & Keijzer, 2009; Schmid & Dusseldrop, 2010) have 

compared the results of their lexical diversity with those of monolinguals in 

addition to the results of some controlled tests (such as verbal fluency tasks, 

picture-word matching tasks and grammaticality judgment tasks). One of the 

aims of the present study is to re-examine the ability of the lexical diversity and 

sophistication measures to detect differences between young heritage speakers 

and their matched controls. 

The following questions are addressed in the present study:  

1. Are young heritage speakers outperformed by monolingual 

counterparts in their lexical richness as assessed by means of (a) a lexical 

diversity measure and (b) a lexical sophistication measure? 

2. Do simultaneous and sequential bilingual heritage speakers differ 

from each other in relation to their matched monolinguals in terms of heritage 

language lexical richness? 

3. Which demographic (age, age at emigration and length of emigration) 

and/or sociolinguistic factors (heritage language use and parental attitudes 

towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance) help to account for the 

variance in the degree of lexical richness in the heritage speakers?  

4. Can the level of heritage language lexical richness of simultaneous 

and sequential bilingual heritage speakers be accounted for by the same 

demographic and/or sociolinguistic factors?  

 

4.3.1. Findings 

Comparing bilinguals’ and monolinguals’ results of lexical richness 

As can be seen in Table 4.15 and 4.16, the descriptive statistics indicate 

that the heritage speakers were outperformed by the monolinguals in the results 

of lexical diversity and lexical sophistication. It may be worth mentioning that 
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the results of lexical diversity and lexical sophistication were highly correlated 

in both groups (r= -.62 in bilinguals and r= -.7 in monolinguals). At the same 

time, these coefficients demonstrate that the two measures are far from identical, 

which supports the need to examine both. 

 

Table 4.15: Lexical diversity in bilinguals and monolinguals per 100 words 

 Mean SD. Min. Max. 

Bilinguals  51.2 25.1 17.1 110.0 

Monolinguals 58.9 22.5 24.4 118.2 

 

Table 4.16: Lexical sophistication in bilinguals and monolinguals 

 Mean SD. Min. Max. 

Bilinguals 305.5 46.1 228.4 420.9 

Monolinguals 253.3 59.1 139.7 377.9 

 

I subjected the two groups’ lexical diversity and lexical sophistication 

scores to analyses of covariance (ANCOVA). The data satisfactorily met the 

criterion for normality. In the analyses, “BiMo” stands for whether participants 

belonged to the group of heritage speakers (bilinguals) or the group of 

monolingual counterparts. After initially running a full model, non-significant 

interaction effects were removed. The final model is reported for each measure 

together with its interpretation. All main effects (age, gender, BiMo, having 

siblings) were included in all the models. Recall that the heritage speakers and 

their monolingual counterparts were matched for age, gender, number of 

siblings and family socioeconomic status. Thus, when the effect of BiMo was 

tested in each model, I was controlling for age, gender and number of siblings.  

Regarding the Lexical Diversity data, the final model revealed 

significant differences in bilinguals and monolinguals (F (1, 50) = 3.98, p = 

.051). Additionally, age (F (1, 50) = 34.57, p = .000) turned out as a significant 

predictor in the results of lexical diversity.  
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Table 4.17: ANCOVA analysis of lexical diversity in bilinguals and 

monolinguals 

  Mean± SD F P 

Gender Male 53.12± 3.6 1 .32 

 Female 58.05± 3.5   

BiMo Bilingual 50.6± 3.6 3.9 .05 

 Monolingual 60.51± 3.5   

Sibling Sibling 52.5±2.9 1.2 .27 

 No Sibling 58.5±4.4   

Age  Coefficient 4.2± .72  34.5 .000 

 

As to Lexical Sophistication, the analysis showed significant differences 

between bilingual and monolingual participants (F (1, 49) = 21.41, p = .000). 

The effect of the covariate age was also significant (F (1, 49) = 33.88, p = .000). 

Gender and number of siblings did not turn out to play a significant role.   

 

Table 4.18: ANCOVA analysis of lexical sophistication in bilinguals and 

monolinguals 

  Mean± SD F P 

Gender Male 285.4± 8 .07 .78 

 Female 282.4± 7.8   

BiMo Bilingual 309.1±8.1 21.4 .000 

 Monolingual 258.7±7.8   

Sibling Sibling 279±6.5 .52 .47 

 No Sibling 288.2±9.7   

Age  Coefficient -9.2± 1.5  33.8 .000 

 

Multivariate general linear model (MANOVA) was conducted to 

explore the differences of the results of lexical diversity and lexical 

sophistication between two groups of participants. Age, which was entered as a 

covariate, was significantly related to the outcome (p = .000). The only 

independent variable in the model was BiMo, which was significantly related 

to the results, F (3, 50) = 18.6, p = .000; Wilks’ Lambda = .54; partial eta 

squared = .45. Gender and having siblings were also entered in the model, but 

they were not significantly related to the results. 
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The results of lexical diversity (p = .02, partial eta squared = .1) as well 

as lexical sophistication (p = .000, partial eta squared = .29) were significantly 

different between heritage speakers and matched monolinguals. From the partial 

eta squared effect sizes, it can be seen that the measure of lexical sophistication 

had greater distinguishing power than the measure of lexical diversity.  

 

Table 4.19: Multivariate tests of lexical diversity and lexical sophistication 

together 

 Wilks’ Lambda F P Partial eta squared 

Age  .54 18.6 .000 .45 

BiMo .7 9.3 .000 .29 

 

Table 4.20: Multivariate tests of lexical diversity and lexical sophistication 

separately 

 Tests F P Partial eta squared 

Age LD 26.6 .000 .36 

 LS 27.9 .000 .37 

BiMo LD 5.6 .02 .1 

 LS 18.8 .000 .29 

 

Comparing the simultaneous and sequential bilinguals with their matched 

controls 

In order to know if the simultaneous and sequential bilinguals are 

significantly different from their matched monolingual counterparts, 

independent-samples t-tests were conducted for each subgroup. The results for 

lexical diversity and lexical sophistication are summed up in Tables 4.21 and 

4.22, respectively. 
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Table 4.21: Independent samples t-test in the subgroups and their controls on 

lexical diversity 

Groups Mean SD. t df P  

Simultaneous 

Bilinguals  

43.7 18.6 -1.7 18 .09 

Controls  58.7 18.7    

Sequential 

Bilinguals  

56.2 28.1 -.29 28 .7 

Controls  59.1  25.4    

 

Table 4.22: Independent samples t-test in the subgroups and their controls on 

lexical sophistication 

Groups Mean SD. t df P  

Simultaneous 

Bilinguals  

312.6 48.1 2.1 18 .04 

Controls  264.09 52.1    

Sequential 

Bilinguals  

300.8 43.8 2.6 28 .01 

Controls  246.2  64.09    

 

While the simultaneous and sequential bilinguals’ lexical diversity 

scores were not statistically different from their matched monolingual controls’, 

the gap between the bilinguals’ and the monolinguals’ lexical diversity results 

was wider in the case of the simultaneous bilingual subgroup (Table 4.21). The 

independent samples t-tests which were conducted on the results of lexical 

sophistication showed that both of the heritage speaker sub-groups were 

significantly different from their monolingual counterparts. However, as 

indicated in Table 4.22, the gap between the bilinguals’ and the monolinguals’ 

lexical sophistication results was similar in both subgroups. 

 

The effect of demographic and sociolinguistic variables on lexical richness 

This part of the analyses presents the effects of demographic (age, age 

at emigration and length of emigration) and sociolinguistic variables (frequency 

of Persian use and parents’ attitude towards heritage language) on the lexical 

profiles of the heritage speakers’ oral narratives.  
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Length of emigration was not entered into the analyses because of its 

collinearity with age and age at emigration. As in the first study, because of the 

wide age range of the participants, age was entered in the first step into the 

hierarchical regression model to see how it predicts the results by itself. Age (r 

=.74, p =.000), age at emigration (r =.62, p =.000) and heritage speakers’ 

Persian use (r =.34, p = .04) were found to be significantly correlated to the 

results of lexical diversity in all bilinguals. In the regression model, age 

predicted 53% of the results by itself (Adjusted R2= .53). While age at 

emigration contributed to the model, the compound variables of heritage 

language use and attitude did not add to the explanatory power of the model 

concerning results of lexical diversity, as shown in Table 4.23. According to the 

final regression model, F (4, 20) = 11.3, p = .000), age and age at emigration 

were the variables that significantly predicted the variance in lexical diversity 

scores in the bilinguals.   

 

Table 4.23: Correlations and coefficients for lexical diversity in the heritage 

speakers 

 Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  

Age at emigration 

.74 

.62 

.00 

.00 

.59 

.41 

.00 

.01 

Persian use .34 .04 -.1 .89 

Parents’ attitude .03 .43 .1 .42 

 

In the regression model conducted on the lexical sophistication results 

for the heritage speakers, it was found that age (r = -.65, p = .00) and age at 

emigration (r = -.34, p = .04) were again significantly correlated to the results. 

Age by itself predicted 40% of the result of lexical sophistication (Adjusted R2= 

.4). The final hierarchical regression model, reached statistical significance, (F 

(4, 20) = 4.3, p = .01), and explained 36% of the variance (Adjusted R2 = .36). 

The results of lexical sophistication were mainly predicted by age (standardized 

coefficient Beta = -.62, p = .002). None of the compound variables from the 

semi-structured interviews or age at emigration reached significance in 

predicting the results, as shown in Table 4.24. 
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Table 4.24: Correlations and coefficients for lexical sophistication in the 

heritage speakers 

 Variables r P  Beta  P 

Age  

Age at emigration 

-.65 

-.34 

.00 

.04 

-.6 

-.1 

.00 

.41 

Persian use -.09 .33 .15 .41 

Parents’ attitude .13 .25 .1 .54 

 

In order to find out which factors predict the results of lexical richness 

in the simultaneous and sequential bilinguals, separate hierarchical regression 

analyses were conducted per subgroups. In the subgroup of 10 simultaneous 

bilinguals (see data processing of the film-retelling task), length of emigration 

and age at emigration were not entered into the analyses, since age at emigration 

for most of them who were born in the host country was 0 and their length of 

emigration equaled their age. Therefore, the only variables that could be entered 

into the analyses for this subgroup were age and two compound variables 

extracted from the interview data. Age and the two compound variables were 

found to correlate significantly with lexical diversity results, with age showing 

the strongest correlation (r = .61). Since participants’ Persian use was strongly 

correlated with age (r = .92), it could not be entered into the regression model. 

Thus, a hierarchical regression analysis was performed to find out the predictive 

power of the model by parents’ attitude with age. In this regression model, age 

was entered in the first step, predicting 38 % (Adjusted R2= .38, p= .05) of the 

variance in the lexical diversity results. The final model (F (2, 7) = 2.8, p = .1) 

showed that none of the variables significantly contributed to the model. Table 

4.25 displays correlations and the outcome of the hierarchical regression 

analysis for the lexical diversity scores.  

 

Table 4.25: Correlations and coefficients for lexical diversity in the 

simultaneous bilinguals 

Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  .61 .02 .41 .28 

Persian use  .54 .05 - - 

Parents’ attitude .58 .03 .32 .39 
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Regarding the sequential bilinguals, since length of emigration in the 

host country is confounded with age at the time of the study, it was not entered 

into the analyses. Age and age at emigration were significantly correlated with 

the results of lexical diversity in this subgroup. In the regression model, age was 

entered as the first block, and it predicted 61% of the variance in the lexical 

diversity scores in the sequential bilinguals (Adjusted R2= .61, p= .001). Age at 

emigration was entered next. This model (F (2, 12) = 36.4, p = .00) significantly 

predicted 85% of the results with both age and age at emigration as significant 

predictors. The compound variables (heritage speakers’ Persian use and parents’ 

attitude) did not add any weight to the model, as is shown in Table 4.26.  

 

Table 4.26: Correlations and coefficients for lexical diversity in the sequential 

bilinguals 

Variables r P  Beta P 

Age .78 .00 .52 .02 

Age at emigration .79 .00 .57 .04 

Persian use  .1 .24 -.34 .88 

Parents’ attitude -.03 .44 .004 .98 

 

To assess the influence of different variables on the results of lexical 

sophistication in the simultaneous bilinguals, a preliminary analysis was 

conducted to check multicollinearity. Age and the two compound variables were 

found to correlate significantly with the results of lexical sophistication, with 

age having the strongest correlation (r = -.34). The results also illustrated that 

participants’ Persian use was strongly correlated with age (r = .92), as it was 

found in the results of lexical diversity, preventing its entry into the model with 

age. Consequently, age was entered into the hierarchical regression analysis 

first, and it was found to explain 11% of the variance in the results. The final 

model (F (2, 7) = .52, p = .6) showed that parents’ attitude did not add much 

explanatory power (r2= .13, p = .7).  
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Table 4.27: Correlations and coefficients for lexical sophistication in the 

simultaneous bilinguals 

Variables r P  Beta P 

Age  -.34 .16 -.43 .3 

Persian use  -.19 .29 - - 

Parents’ attitude -.12 .36 .14 .7 

 

As regards the sequential bilinguals, significant correlations were 

obtained between the results of lexical sophistication and age (r = -.84, p = .000) 

and age at emigration (r = -.49, p = .03), while the compound variables 

(frequency of heritage language use and attitude) failed to reach significance. 

Age, which was entered first into the hierarchical regression model, explained 

71% of the variance. Age at emigration did not add much to the strength of the 

model. After entry of the sociolinguistic variables, the final model (F (4, 10) = 

6.8, p = .006) explained 73% of the variance, with age as the significant 

predictor, as shown in Table 2.28.  

 

Table 4.28: Correlations and coefficients for lexical sophistication in the 

sequential bilinguals 

Variables r P  Beta P 

Age -.84 .00 -.74 .02 

Age at emigration -.49 .03 -.18 .59 

Persian use  .02 .4 .01 .96 

Parents’ attitude .21 .2 .07 .76 

 

4.3.2. Conclusions, implications and limitations of the study on lexical 

richness 

In this study, I have examined the lexical richness (lexical diversity and 

lexical sophistication) of young heritage speakers’ oral narratives in comparison 

with narratives produced by monolingual counterparts. Additionally, I was 

interested in exploring which of the two measures of lexical richness applied in 

the present study lent itself best to discovering the differences between heritage 

speakers’ and matched monolinguals’ use of L1 vocabulary. I have also tried to 

identify the demographic and sociolinguistic factors that help predict young 
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heritage speakers’, either simultaneous or sequential bilinguals, level of lexical 

richness. 

The analysis of lexical richness in this study revealed that the heritage 

speakers were significantly outperformed by the monolinguals on both 

measures – diversity (a type-token ratio measure) and sophistication (a corpus-

frequency-based measure). This finding suggests that the heritage speakers use 

less diverse vocabulary and more high-frequency words than monolinguals do, 

which is likely due to a combination of incomplete acquisition and attrition in 

the young heritage speakers. Biological age (at the time of testing) also turned 

out to play a significant role in the results. Accordingly, the older heritage 

speakers in my sample generally displayed more diverse and sophisticated use 

of lexis than the younger ones. The finding that biological age at the time of the 

study was found to be so strongly correlated with lexical richness in the heritage 

speakers suggests that these heritage speakers have continued to develop (or at 

least maintained) knowledge of the family language as they grew up, 

presumably thanks mostly to the input they receive from their parents. However, 

to support this argument, I shall also investigate the effect of age and age at 

emigration in both simultaneous and sequential bilinguals (see below).  

While both the lexical diversity and the lexical sophistication measure 

revealed significant differences between the heritage speakers and the 

monolingual benchmark control, the gap was wider in the results of lexical 

sophistication, suggesting that the latter measure may be more sensitive in 

detecting differences between heritage speakers and matched monolinguals. 

This finding has important implications for studies attempting to trace 

incomplete acquisition and attrition of family languages in young heritage 

speakers by investigating their vocabulary knowledge. This finding implies that 

studies of incomplete acquisition and attrition in young heritage speakers’ 

family language should consider the frequency (lexical sophistication) in 

addition to the variety (lexical diversity) of the lexical items they use. In 

addition, the studies on language attrition in adult migrants can benefit from this 

finding and accordingly include lexical sophistication measure in their 

methodology.  

The comparison of the subgroups of participants’ difference in the 

lexical diversity relative to their monolingual benchmarks illustrated that, while 

the simultaneous bilinguals were significantly different from matched 

monolinguals, the difference in the sequential bilinguals and their matched 

controls did not reach significance, showing that the participants in this 

subgroup are closer to the benchmark. This finding, as in the first study in this 
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investigation,  is consistent with Montrul (2008). However, regarding the results 

of lexical sophistication, both subgroups were significantly different from their 

matched benchmarks. This finding may support the argument that the lexical 

sophistication measure is a better parameter for detecting the differences 

between bilinguals and monolinguals.   

Having compared all simultaneous and sequential bilinguals, and their 

monolingual counterparts, I proceeded with the analyses to determine which 

demographic or sociolinguistic factors account for the variance in the heritage 

speakers’ results. The hierarchical regression analyses conducted for the lexical 

diversity and sophistication measures yielded different pictures in all bilinguals: 

while age and age at emigration were found to be the most influential factors in 

the lexical diversity of the heritage speakers, the lexical sophistication was 

mainly associated with age in all bilinguals. The impact of age at emigration 

confirms that the earlier the heritage speakers move to a second language 

environment, the lower their proficiency in their family language is likely to 

become in terms of lexical diversity. The effect of age at emigration is in line 

with some studies (e.g., Ammerlan, 1996; Pelc, 2001, Bylund, 2008, 2009) that 

showed its strong impact on incomplete acquisition and language attrition. 

However, this variable has received much less attention in studies of language 

attrition compared to its effect on second language learning (Bylund, 2009; 

Schmid, 2011). The effect of age (at the time of the study) confirms the 

argument that lexical richness in most heritage speakers increases as they grow 

up in the second language environment. This finding indicates that these 

heritage speakers are developing their Persian proficiency in the host country 

despite the more limited L1 input and more limited opportunities/incentives for 

output. Moreover, the sociolinguistic variables (frequency of heritage language 

use and parents’ attitudes towards heritage language maintenance) did not 

emerge as strongly influential variables.  

The regression analyses on the results of the subgroups of the heritage 

speakers yielded similar pictures in the simultaneous bilinguals’ lexical 

diversity and sophistication data. Their lexical diversity and lexical 

sophistication results were both predicted mainly by age, although this variable 

did not significantly contribute to the regression model. In the hierarchical 

regression analyses on the results of the sequential bilinguals, age was the only 

variable that was associated with the results of their lexical richness. The 

sociolinguistic variables did not predict the results of lexical diversity and 

sophistication in both subgroups significantly. The fact that the results of lexical 

richness in both subgroups were generally associated with the demographic 
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variables (mainly age) may be because of the fact that these variables, are so 

strong that they overshadow the effect of the sociolinguistic variables. 

Furthermore, it was found that the heritage speakers’ age correlates 

positively to their results of language diversity and sophistication in both 

simultaneous and sequential bilingual subgroups. This result indicates that the 

heritage speakers, even those who were born in or emigrated to the host country 

at a young age, seem to have continued to develop their vocabulary knowledge 

in Persian, i.e. their weaker L1 as referred to by Montrul (2008). It should be 

noted that this might be the case for my participants who continue to develop 

their proficiency in Persian with limited input in the host country. It can be 

concluded that although the sociolinguistic variables did not turn out as 

influential factors in the results of heritage speakers’ lexical richness, they do 

seem to play a role, since, as discussed, the participants appear to have 

continued to acquire and/or maintain their heritage language in the host country. 

It is possible that the questions used in the sociolinguistic questionnaire were 

too blunt an instrument to reveal variation in Persian use and parental attitude 

in the participating families at a more subtle or finer-grained level. There may 

therefore be a need to revise the sociolinguistic questionnaire so that it can 

detect such finer-grained differences in heritage language use and parental 

attitude.  

As noted, while age was significantly associated with the variance in 

heritage speakers’ lexical richness data, neither the frequency of heritage 

language use nor the parents’ attitude towards heritage language maintenance 

appear to play a significant role. This, however, needs to be interpreted with 

caution, for at least two reasons. The first reason is that their influence may in 

the statistical computation simply be overridden by the stronger effect of the 

demographic variables. A larger sample might reveal a different picture, where 

factors such as frequency of heritage language use and parental attitudes 

towards language maintenance do reach the significance threshold. The second 

reason is that I based the statistics on the parents’ self-reported data, and these 

may need to be interpreted cautiously, since the parents may have reported their 

desired beliefs rather than their actual daily practices and efforts in helping their 

children develop and maintain their heritage language. Besides, the fact that 

many reported high degrees of family language use and highly positive attitudes 

regarding language maintenance led to relatively limited variance in these 

socio-linguistic data, which, in turn, may have compromised the robustness of 

the inferential statistics. In any case, the use of self-reported data elicited from 

the participants’ parents in the semi-structured interviews is definitely a 
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limitation in this study that I need to acknowledge. It would be useful if the 

parents’ responses to the Likert-scale based questions were verified after 

triangulation of self-report data with observational data. However, it should be 

noted that the result regarding the impact of age on lexical richness in the 

heritage speakers lends support to the effect of parental input in heritage 

language maintenance which has widely been recognized (see Fishman, 1991; 

De Houwer, 2007; King, Fogle & Logan-Terry, 2008; Schwartz, 2010). 

I do, of course, need to acknowledge the sample in this study was even 

smaller than the first study in this quantitative investigation which makes it 

difficult to generalize the findings to other populations of young heritage 

speakers. As previously mentioned, due to the small community of Iranian 

immigrants in New Zealand, I could recruit just thirty young Persian-English 

bilingual participants, of whom one, who was born in New Zealand, refused to 

take part in the film retelling task because she felt her proficiency in Persian 

was too poor. In addition, I had to exclude the results of four other simultaneous 

bilinguals (6 and 7 years old), whose narratives were too short to be subjected 

to proper lexical analysis. However, despite the small sample, the findings of 

this study are meaningful in showing the strong role the demographic factors 

play in young heritage speakers’ lexical competence. But, as said, further 

research with larger number of participants would yield a clearer and more 

definitive picture of heritage speakers’ lexical richness in their family language. 

Another limitation of the current study is the measures of lexical richness I used. 

In addition to lexical diversity and lexical sophistication, the study of lexical 

density and the frequency of lexical errors (Read 2000) of the participants’ 

speech samples might provide a more comprehensive overview of the heritage 

speakers’ lexical richness and accuracy in their family language.  

To conclude, the study reported here furthers our understanding of 

incomplete acquisition and attrition of the family language in young heritage 

speakers. The study applied a methodological framework which is commonly 

used in language attrition research investigating adult bilinguals who arrived in 

the host country after puberty. It seems that this approach can be useful in 

research on incomplete acquisition and language attrition in younger bilinguals. 

It is clear, however, that the results of free speech samples should be 

accompanied with the findings of other measures of vocabulary knowledge 

(e.g., controlled tests) to shed more light on the different aspects of heritage 

speakers’ L1 lexical knowledge and the strongest factors of the lacunae they 

have in their family language due to incomplete acquisition and/or attrition.  
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4.4. Discussion of the quantitative investigation 

The quantitative investigation of the dissertation examines incomplete 

acquisition and attrition of young heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge in 

their family language. The participants consisted of thirty 6-18 year old Persian-

English bilinguals (14 boys and 16 girls; mean age: 10.3) who have been living 

in New Zealand for different lengths of time (mean: 6.9 years). There was an 

equal number of simultaneous and sequential bilinguals in this group. To obtain 

benchmark data of what the heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge might 

have been like if they had grown up in the home country, a control group was 

recruited, comprised of thirty monolingual speakers of Persian in Iran who were 

matched with the heritage speakers in terms of age, gender, number of siblings 

and their family’s socio-economic status.  

The first study examines young heritage speakers’, either simultaneous 

or sequential bilinguals, productive and receptive vocabulary knowledge in their 

family language compared to the matched monolingual counterparts. If there is 

a difference, the factors that account for this difference are investigated. These 

factors include current age, age at emigration, length of emigration, frequency 

of heritage language use and parents’ attitude towards heritage language 

acquisition and maintenance. A verbal fluency task (VFT) and an auditory 

picture-word matching task were used to measure the heritage speakers’ 

productive and receptive knowledge, respectively. Information about the 

bilinguals’ demographic and socio-linguistic factors was collected through 

semi-structured interviews with their parents. The results showed that the 

heritage speakers were outperformed by the monolinguals in both vocabulary 

tests, but the gap was wider in the case of the simultaneous bilinguals; a finding 

in line with Montrul (2008). Of the factors investigated, the parents’ attitude 

was found to be the strongest predictor of the simultaneous bilinguals’ 

vocabulary knowledge, which highlights the role parents can play in the heritage 

language development of their children even if they are exposed to a majority 

language early on in life. On the other hand, the sequential bilinguals’ 

vocabulary knowledge was associated mostly with age at emigration – the older 

the children were when they moved to the second language environment, the 

better their family language vocabulary tended to be.  

Some researchers have argued that to judge how speakers use language 

naturally, free speech data should be collected (Schmid, 2011). To elicit free 

speech data from the heritage speakers, a film-retelling task was used. The 

second study in the quantitative investigation examines whether young heritage 
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speakers, simultaneous and sequential bilinguals, differ from monolinguals with 

regard to lexical richness (lexical diversity and lexical sophistication) in their 

family language. It also weighs the influence of the demographic and/or 

sociolinguistic factors on the difference, if there is any. The lexical diversity 

was assessed by using MTLD (measure of textual lexical diversity), known as 

the least susceptible measure to text length (Koizumi, 2012). Lexical 

sophistication was measured by calculating the average frequency of all lemmas 

used by each participant in the corpus by all bilinguals and their matched 

monolinguals who completed the study. As expected, the monolinguals’ 

narratives tended to manifest greater lexical richness according to both 

measures, but did most markedly so according to the lexical sophistication 

measure, suggesting that the latter is a better parameter in detecting the 

differences between heritage speakers and monolinguals. The heritage 

speakers’ lexical richness was strongly associated with their age at emigration 

and the length of time they had been living in the host country. Neither the 

heritage speakers’ frequency of heritage language use nor their parental 

attitudes towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance were found to 

be significant predictors of the bilinguals’ lexical richness. 

Taking the findings of these two studies together, it can be argued that 

this investigation has contributed to the growing body of literature in incomplete 

acquisition and attrition in young heritage speakers. Firstly, the biological age 

(at the time of testing) in the comparison of all results (i.e., productive lexical 

knowledge, receptive lexical knowledge, lexical diversity and lexical 

sophistication) of the heritage speakers with their matched controls turned out 

to be a strong predictor, indicating that the older heritage speakers as well as the 

older monolinguals had the higher lexical proficiency in their first language. 

While this finding was expected in the monolinguals, it is somewhat surprising 

in the case of the heritage speakers, given the pressure from the dominant 

language and the reduced opportunity for using the heritage language as they 

grow older in the host country. The older bilinguals, whether simultaneous or 

sequential, obtained better test results and displayed greater lexical richness than 

the younger heritage speakers. It can be argued that the heritage speakers in my 

research continue to develop their proficiency in Persian with limited input, 

mainly from their parents, in the host country, even though the sociolinguistic 

variables (i.e., heritage language use and parental attitudes towards heritage 

language) did not turn out to be significant predictors in the statistical analyses. 

This result also lends support to the effect of parental input in heritage language 

maintenance which has widely been recognized (see De Houwer, 1999; 
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Fishman, 1991; King, Fogle & Logan-Terry, 2008; Schwartz, 2010, to name a 

few).  

In terms of the age effects on the results, the findings of both quantitative 

studies also showed that age at emigration significantly predicts the heritage 

speakers’ productive and receptive lexical knowledge as well as their lexical 

richness. The strong effect of age at emigration illustrates that the older the 

heritage speakers were when they left the home country, the more proficient 

they are in their family language. The effect of age at emigration in my 

quantitative investigation is in line with some studies (e.g., Ammerlan, 1996; 

Pelc, 2001, Bylund, 2008, 2009) that showed its strong impact on incomplete 

acquisition and language attrition. However, this variable has received much 

less attention in studies of language attrition compared to its effect on second 

language learning (Bylund, 2009; Schmid, 2011).   

Additionally, the analysis of simultaneous and sequential bilinguals 

provides evidence for Montrul’s (2008, p. 60) hypothesis, arguing that “if 

language attrition occurs within early (pre-puberty) bilingualism, it will be more 

severe in simultaneous bilinguals (exposed to the two languages very early) than 

in sequential bilinguals (when the L1 was acquired before the L2).” As this 

hypothesis proposes, when heritage speakers are exposed to two languages 

during the critical period, their language acquisition and loss is a function of age 

and input (Gorman, 2010). However, vocabulary acquisition, unlike phonology 

and syntax, is more like an open-ended process which does not have a biological 

foundation as the Critical Period Hypothesis predicts (e.g., Davis & Kelly, 1997; 

Bahrick et al., 1994). These studies described that language learners can acquire 

new vocabulary during their life span as they encounter new words, however 

the ability to learn new lexical items may deteriorate with age (Hoyer & 

Lincourt, 1998). Therefore, I argue that the finding in this investigation, 

regarding the wider gap between the simultaneous bilinguals’ results compared 

to the sequential bilinguals’ with their monolingual counterparts, show the 

effect of limited exposure to the heritage language lexicon for simultaneous 

bilinguals. While the focus of this investigation is on Persian-English bilinguals 

in New Zealand, the results may apply to heritage speakers of other populations 

in different host countries.  

Regarding methodology, this investigation has important implications 

for the existing literature and future research. As noted, far less attention has 

been paid to heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge and the variables that 

influence it (Montrul, 2009). The available literature in incomplete acquisition 

and language attrition of home languages of heritage speakers is mainly based 
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on the findings of studies exploring their grammatical proficiency (e.g., 

Montrul, 2008; Polinsky, 2006). The studies presented in this quantitative 

investigation examined the vocabulary knowledge of the participants who are 

still undergoing the process of vocabulary acquisition in their heritage language 

while at the same time (probably) losing some of it. Therefore, this research 

raises many questions in the area of lexical acquisition and loss in need of 

further research.  

Moreover, the methodology applied in these two quantitative studies 

was commonly used in studies of first language attrition in adult bilinguals (see 

Schmid, 2011). Applying this methodology on young heritage speakers, whose 

knowledge of the family language is the outcome of incomplete acquisition and 

attrition (Montrul, 2008), may therefore provide a basis for future research in 

this area. Of the controlled tasks applied in the first study in this investigation, 

the matching task (APWMT) was found to be a better parameter in 

distinguishing the differences between heritage speakers and their matched 

controls than the VFT (verbal fluency task). This finding was surprising, since 

receptive knowledge tends to be retained longer than productive knowledge, 

while production requires a higher level of activation (Hulsen, 2000; Paradis, 

2007, p. 125; Montrul 2008, p. 81). As a result, I expected the heritage speakers 

would fail more to produce words in their family language in the verbal fluency 

task than recognize the meaning of words as they encounter them in the 

matching task. This finding has two main implications. Firstly, it clarifies that 

the VFT seemed not to be an appropriate task in studies that aim to trace 

incomplete acquisition or attrition in young heritage speakers’ productive 

knowledge. The application of this task in adult bilinguals in studies of language 

attrition needs to be reconsidered as well, as Schmid and Jarvis (2014) 

discussed. The other implication of this finding lies in the use of the auditory 

picture-matching task. The APWMT task turned out to be valid in 

distinguishing the difference between heritage speakers’ receptive vocabulary 

knowledge with their monolingual controls’. With no use of written language, 

this auditory task enabled me to measure heritage speakers’ receptive lexical 

knowledge bypassing the need for literacy in the family language. 

As already mentioned, the Peabody picture-word matching task (PPVT) 

has frequently been used to measure the receptive vocabulary knowledge in 

children and adult bilinguals (e.g., Bialystok, Luk, Peets & Yang, 2009). In this 

test, four pictures are presented to respondents and they are asked to choose the 

picture for a word spoken by an examiner. While the Peabody picture-

vocabulary test assesses respondents’ knowledge by presenting four pictures for 
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one oral word, the APWMT presents four word options for one picture instead 

- a correct option, a semantically related distractor, a phonologically related 

distractor and an unrelated distractor. Therefore, this matching task seems to 

assess participants’ lexical recognition more than PPVT which may give 

participants visual clues in their word choice. This feature of the auditory 

matching task may also reduce the chance of guessing for participants in their 

replies. Therefore, the multiple-choice format of the APWMT test may provide 

a better measurement of receptive knowledge compared to the Peabody picture-

vocabulary matching task (PPVT). To apply the auditory matching task in the 

area of language acquisition as well as language loss, future research on the 

comparison of these two tests need to be undertaken to clarify which one is a 

better parameter in measuring the receptive vocabulary knowledge.  

In terms of methodology, another contribution this investigation makes 

is showing that the lexical sophistication measure was more sensitive in 

detecting differences between the heritage speakers and their matched 

monolinguals than the lexical diversity measure. This finding has important 

implications for studies attempting to examine incomplete acquisition and 

attrition of family languages in young heritage speakers by investigating their 

vocabulary knowledge. It implies that studies of incomplete acquisition and 

attrition in young heritage speakers’ family language should consider not only 

the variety (lexical diversity) but also the frequency (lexical sophistication) of 

the lexical items they use. In addition, the studies on language attrition in adult 

migrants can benefit from this finding and include a lexical sophistication 

measure in their methodology. 

Following the literature on the role of the family in language 

maintenance and loss (e.g., Fishman, 1991; King, Fogle & Logan-Terry, 2008; 

Schwartz, 2010), it was expected that sociolinguistic variables would be 

identified as strong predictors of the heritage speakers’ proficiency in their 

family language. While I concluded that the effect of age shows indirectly that 

the sociolinguistic variables play a part in heritage language proficiency, the 

statistical results of this quantitative investigation did not provide support for 

this argument. The fact that the sociolinguistic variables did not turn out to play 

a significant role in all of the results of the quantitative investigation needs to 

be interpreted with caution, for at least two reasons. Firstly, it is plausible that 

their influence is overridden by the stronger effect of the demographic variables 

in the statistical computation. The second reason is the use of the parents’ self-

reported data, since the parents may have reported their desired beliefs rather 

than their actual daily practices and efforts in helping their children develop and 
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maintain their heritage language. To tackle this issue, I launched the qualitative 

investigation, in case a more in-depth analysis of the interview data might reveal 

evidence of the influence of sociolinguistic variables (i.e., heritage language use 

and parental attitudes towards their children’s heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance) on heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge. 
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Chapter 5 : Part ІІ 

5.1. Introduction to the qualitative investigation 

As noted earlier, contrary to expectations, the sociolinguistic variables 

that were explored in the quantitative investigation did not turn out to be 

significant predictors of the heritage speakers’ Persian proficiency. 

Accordingly, I launched a qualitative investigation to determine if a more in-

depth analysis of the interview data might reveal evidence of the influence of 

heritage language use and parental attitudes on heritage speakers’ proficiency 

in their family language. 

This chapter includes two qualitative studies on parental attitudes 

towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance for their children. The 

first study intends to fill the gap in examining parental attitudes in the context 

of family language policy by utilizing Spolsky’s (2004) model of language 

policy as a methodological framework. Firstly, the gap in examining parental 

attitudes in the home context is discussed and it is argued why a model of 

language policy is used. After illustrating the participants’ beliefs, practices and 

management towards Persian acquisition and maintenance, this study concludes 

that this model of language policy seems to provide a reliable methodological 

framework to use in examining parental attitudes in the family context. It was 

also found that the Iranian parents in this study were more committed to helping 

their children develop and maintain conversational fluency than literacy in their 

family language. This finding led me to conduct the second study in this 

qualitative investigation to examine parental attitudes towards heritage 

language literacy specifically. Similar to the first study, different components 

of language policy (beliefs, practices and management strategies) are discussed, 

this time in relation to literacy.  

 

5.2. The first qualitative study: Parental attitudes towards heritage 

language acquisition and maintenance3  

So far, there has been little discussion about how immigrant parents’ 

attitudes towards acquisition and maintenance of their ethnic language for their 

                                                           
3 This study has been submitted as the following article: Gharibi, K. & Seals, 

C. A. (under review). Bridging family language policy and parental attitudes 

towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance. 
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children should be examined. Drawing upon the literature, this study aims to 

contribute to research on family language policy by focusing on the examination 

of parental attitude towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance in 

the home context. 

There is little agreement among researchers regarding theoretical and 

methodological approaches to the concept of attitude (Ó Riagáin, 2008), which 

is mainly due to a lack of agreement regarding its operationalization (Garrett, 

2010). Traditionally, studies have often conflated attitudes and beliefs, using 

these two terms interchangeably, arguing that it is difficult to separate them in 

practice (e.g., Gibbons & Ramirez, 2004; Yu, 2010). However, inconsistencies 

have been shown between immigrant parents’ language ideologies and their 

practices (e.g., Lao, 2004; Schwartz, 2008). In light of these discrepancies, these 

questions arise: is it enough just to look at language beliefs in the examination 

of language attitudes? Are positive parental beliefs sufficient for preserving 

children’s heritage language, without the addition of supporting practices and 

management? As discussed in the quantitative investigation, parental attitude 

did not turn out to be a strong predictor in the statistical analyses of all test 

results. Therefore, conducting this study may help shed light on the surprising 

outcome of the quantitative study.   

Although attitudes and beliefs are related, they are not synonymous. 

While an attitude is a general evaluative orientation towards an object, a belief 

is narrower in scope and generally more cognitive in nature (Oskamp & Schultz, 

2005, p. 18). An attitude can be defined as preparation for behavior or a 

predisposition to respond in a particular way to an object (Allport, 1937, as cited 

in Oskamp & Schultz, 2005, p. 8). Consequently, I argue that attitude as a 

construct has been simplified in studies that have examined language beliefs as 

a way to grasp the whole picture of language attitude, since they fail to show 

how people incline to behave in a certain situation. 

In addition, in the direct approach to investigating attitudes (see Ó 

Riagáin, 2008, for a review), participants are asked to report their attitudes, and 

these reports are taken as truth. A methodological issue raised here is “whether 

subjects’ verbal statements of their attitudes and behavioral reactions in 

concrete situations can both be interpreted as manifestations of the same 

underlying dispositions” (Ó Riagáin, 2008, p. 332). Consequently, there may be 

discrepancies between what they report they believe and their behavior (see 

Garret, Coupland & Williams, 2004) that originates from their beliefs.  
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This study attempts to fill the mentioned gap in examining parental 

attitudes towards heritage language maintenance. In the current research, 

“attitude” is considered as a multilayered construct which has beliefs as its core. 

By utilizing Spolsky’s model of language policy (2004) as a lens and a 

methodological framework, this study aims to unpack the different layers of 

attitude as a construct. It also attempts to further complexify the multi-faceted, 

interwoven pieces of meaning that contribute to what I mean by “attitudes”.  

It should be noted that although the model of language policy is applied 

in this study to examine parental attitude, they are not used interchangeably for 

several reasons. Firstly, the model is used as a methodological framework by 

which I conceive of parental attitudes in the family context as a multilayered 

construct. In addition, this study relies on data from semi-structured interviews 

with parents, while exploring family language policy requires data from 

children as members of the family as well. Consequently, family language 

policy and parental attitudes are not considered as the same constructs in this 

research.  

Therefore, attitude is explored in this study by utilizing the language 

policy model to uncover other layers of this multilayered construct. I anticipated 

that the qualitative approach to attitude is more likely to show the difference 

between participants’ self-reported beliefs and their reported behavior in certain 

situations (Ó Riagáin, 2008). In the quantitative investigation, it was responses 

to Likert-scale type questions which were entered into the analyses. However, 

a qualitative investigation can shed light on details of what they reported in the 

interviews about their beliefs, practices and efforts. 

Taking the above into consideration, language beliefs and attitudes are 

not used interchangeably in this study. The term “belief” is used to refer to what 

parents think about heritage language transmission and maintenance for their 

children (as opposed to what they do in their everyday life), while the 

components of language policy (namely beliefs, practices and management) all 

together are used as indirect indicators of the complex construct of attitude. In 

this study, I consider “attitude”, which can take different forms in the context 

of family language policy, as a multilayered construct with beliefs as the first 

stratum and the core. While beliefs are necessary, they are not sufficient in 

showing the whole picture. Therefore, “practices” and “management” are 

considered as the next layers of this construct, as visualized in Figure 5.1, to 

understand how people conceive of attitudes. In presenting this, I do not intend 

to reduce Spolsky’s model to attitudes; rather, I aim to evaluate and validate the 

application of this model as a lens in perceiving the complex construct of 
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parental attitudes in the context of family. Thus, this study attempts to 

demonstrate if the model of language policy provides a reliable methodological 

framework for understanding parental attitudes in the context of family.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: The multilayered construct of attitude in this study4 

 

In addition, by focusing on Iranian immigrants in New Zealand, this 

study tries to contribute to the literature in two ways. Firstly, little research has 

been conducted on heritage language maintenance and loss among Iranian 

immigrants, and that which has been conducted mostly in the United States 

(e.g., Modarresi, 2001; Felling, 2006; Ramezanzadeh, 2010), which has the 

highest number of Iranian immigrants (Bozorgmehr, 1998). Furthermore, while 

New Zealand has a rich literature in the area of heritage language maintenance 

and loss (e.g., Hulsen, 2000; Bell, Harlow & Stark, 2005; Seals, forthcoming, 

to name a few), little attention has been paid to small migrant populations such 

as Iranians in this country, with no institutional support for intergenerational 

transmission of their minority language (see the Introduction of the thesis).  

 

The research questions in this study are as follows:  

1. Do Iranian immigrant parents consider it important to pass their 

heritage language to their children?  

                                                           
4 It should be noted that there are different ways of visualizing every construct; 

however, this is how I portray attitude as a multifaceted construct. This figure 

depicts beliefs as the central layer since practices and efforts are rooted in 

beliefs.  

Beliefs

Practices

Management
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2. What are Iranian immigrant parents’ practices and efforts regarding 

their children’s heritage language acquisition and maintenance?  

3. Are their reported beliefs transferred to their daily practices and 

management strategies? 

4. Does the model of language policy provide a reliable methodological 

framework for examining parental attitudes in the context of family?   

 

5.2.1. Findings 

 The participants’ beliefs about heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance for their children, their related practices and the parents’ efforts to 

modify or influence language use in the home are presented in this section. 

These trends are discussed in relation to their fit with Spolsky’s (2004) model 

of language policy.   

 

5.2.1.1. Language beliefs  

All adult participants in this study noted that they consider it important 

to use the heritage language in the home and pass it on to their children. They 

also reported strong beliefs in their responsibility to use the heritage language 

in the home. In addition, the majority of parents explicitly stated their belief that 

it would be their fault if their children developed only low proficiency in the 

heritage language. The most common reasons parents mentioned for pursuing 

heritage language maintenance included cultural identity, communication with 

the extended family, and advantages of bilingualism. 

 

Parents’ reasons for heritage language maintenance  

Repeatedly, the parents expressed their strong beliefs that acquisition 

and maintenance of the heritage language enables their children to develop and 

keep their cultural identity as Iranians. It is not uncommon for immigrants to 

look at the heritage language as a vehicle for transmitting cultural identity to 

their children (e.g., Fishman, 1991; Cavallaro, 2005; Zhang & Slaughter-Defoe, 

2009), indicating that language is one of the most important keys to ethnic 

identity in multilingual situations. The participants also stated that their 

children’s loss of the minority language would lead to the loss of their identity 
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as Iranians, which supports previous findings that families associate heritage 

language attrition with the loss of cultural identity (e.g., Schecter & Bailey, 

2004; Lee, 2012). This is expressed in the example below from Naji, a 38-year 

old mother of one:  

 رو فارسی اگه کنممی فکر من. مادریشه زبان فارسی و ایرانیهبچّه ناجی: خوب این یه 

 . باشه نداشته ایران به تمایلی هیچ مدت یه بعد نگیره، یاد

Naji: Well, he’s [my son’s] Iranian, and Persian is his mother 

tongue. I think if he doesn’t learn Persian, he won’t have any 

connections to Iran eventually.  

In the above excerpt, Naji reports her perception that developing ethnic 

identity occurs through learning the heritage language, and failing to acquire the 

heritage language leads to the loss of cultural identity (Lee, 2012). She believed 

that if her son does not learn his heritage language, he will lose his ties with the 

Iranian culture and cannot develop an Iranian identity. This result is in 

accordance with what Iranian-American parents reported in some studies on 

heritage language maintenance (e.g., Modarresi, 2001; Feling, 2006).    

In previous studies (e.g., Guardado, 2002; Zhang & Slaughter-Defoe, 

2009), the terms “cultural identity” and “ethnic identity” have been used to refer 

to the identity of minority language speakers without necessarily considering 

proficiency in the heritage language, since there are monolingual speakers of 

the dominant societal language who may identify specifically with a heritage 

community but not with the heritage language. I argue that the aspect of identity 

that heritage speakers develop through the acquisition of their heritage 

language, whether while growing up or later in life, can be referred to by the 

term heritage language identity.  This identity develops through the acquisition 

and maintenance of a speaker’s heritage language and by having some levels of 

affiliation with, connection to, and investment in the heritage ethnic culture, 

occurring simultaneously with or as a result of heritage language acquisition 

(see Val & Vinogradova, 2010). 

In addition to shaping heritage language identity, all parents in this study 

stated that they would like their children to learn and maintain Persian to be able 

to communicate with their relatives back in the home country (see Fillmore, 

1991; King & Fogle, 2006; Park & Sarkar, 2007). Bennett (1997) found similar 

results in her study that identified the use of a minority language with families 

in a home country as a strong motivation for language maintenance. This can 
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be seen in the example below, where Arezou, a mother who left Iran thirteen 

years ago, expresses the same thoughts about her children:  

میریم ایران بتونن به فارسی ارتباط برقرار کنن که مثل عضوی  : دوست دارم وقتیآرزو

 از خانواده باشن نه مثل یه غریبه.

Arezou: I would like them to be able to communicate in Persian 

when we visit Iran so that they would be like members of the 

family, not strangers. 

In this excerpt, Arezou notes that by learning the heritage language, her 

children would be positioned more as members of the family in the home 

country, since they could communicate with their extended family; otherwise 

they would seem like strangers (see also Feling, 2006).   

Additionally, some parents with low English proficiency in the current 

study want their children to learn Persian because they see their children’s 

Persian use as a necessity for maintaining inner family communication. This is 

expressed below by Narges, a mother who was not very fluent in English:  

: دیگه خودشون میدونن که این تنها راه ارتباط با پدرو مادرشونه. خودشون نرگس 

 .با من حرف میزنن انگلیسی وقتی های من نیستنکنم بچهمیدونن که من احساس می

Narges: They would know that it is the only way to communicate 

with their parents. They already know that I feel like they are not 

my kids when they speak in English to me.  

This quote highlights that communication between parents and children 

in immigrant families can be threatened if children do not learn the heritage 

language and if parents are not fluent in the dominant language. Without a 

common language of proficient communication, family dynamics suffer, and 

parents are aware of this (Zhang & Slaughter-Defoe, 2009; Seals, 2013). 

Families also feel a common identity through a shared common language, which 

in turn facilitates a healthy family relationship within immigrant families 

(Fillmore, 1991). The ability to communicate with immediate and extended 

family is often considered one of the most important advantages of 

minority/heritage language maintenance (e.g., Kouritzin, 1999; Seals, 2013).  

Parents also associated development and maintenance of the family 

language with bilingualism, which they saw as a privilege that will bring their 

children better career opportunities in the future (e.g., Guardado, 2002; King & 
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Fogle, 2006; Garcia, 2009). This is expressed by Arezou in the following 

statement:  

  .بیشتری در آینده دارن اپرتونیتیر زبان بلد باشن، بیشت آرزو: خوب هر چی 

Arezou: Well, if they know more languages, they will have more 

opportunities5 in the future.  

Arezou notes that by learning and maintaining the heritage language, her 

children can take advantage of bilingualism in their future careers. In addition, 

one parent stated that “learning a language leads to learning a new world” (Sara, 

July 2013). They also referred specifically to the increased intelligence of 

bilinguals which is in keeping with research findings that bilinguals have 

substantially “more practice in analyzing meaning” than monolingual speakers, 

which results in higher intelligence (Cummins, 1989, p. 20). However, as 

Bialystok (2010) argues, learning and using two languages positively affects 

bilinguals’ cognitive abilities (p. 569), leading to “mental flexibility, a 

superiority in concept formation, a more diversified set of mental abilities” (Peal 

& Lambert, 1962, p. 20, as cited in Bialystok, 2010).   

 

Having regrets in the case of heritage language loss 

Additionally, the parents stated that they would regret if their children 

lost the ability to speak and understand their heritage language. This has been 

identified in applied linguistics as an indicator of parents’ attitudes towards 

minority/heritage language maintenance (e.g., Cherciov, 2012). The reasons the 

participants mentioned for their regrets in the case of heritage language loss 

varied, however. Some participants tied language loss to the loss of family 

dynamics, especially with grandparents. Additionally, some parents with low 

English proficiency believe their communication with their children is hindered 

by family language loss (e.g., Zhang & Slaughter-Dafoe, 2009). Some of them 

stated that their children would lose their “heritage language identities”. In 

addition, a few parents, such as Minou, a 34-year old mother of one, mentioned 

the loss of the opportunity for bilingualism, shown in the example below:  

                                                           
5 The bold words in the Persian quotations are instances of codeswitching and 

code-mixing to English.  
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 بایلینگوالاش دوست داره بچه مینو: صد در صد افسوس میخورم. خوب دیگه هر کی

 .باشه

Minou: I would regret one hundred percent, since everyone 

would like their kid to be bilingual.  

As Minou states in this excerpt, she would regret if her son lost the 

chance to be bilingual. She also expressed this as a shared idea among parents 

of heritage language speakers, therein building a joint community goal of 

bilingualism.  

However, in the below example, Yousef, a post-doctoral fellow, replies 

that he does not believe it is possible for his son to lose Persian proficiency since 

he and his spouse have been trying very hard to keep up language maintenance: 

 کنید اگه پسرتون در آینده نتونه فارسی صحبت کنه و بفهمه؟خدیج: احساس تأسف می

Khadij: Would you regret if your son could not speak and 

understand Persian in the future?  

 .یوسف: نتونه توکار ما نیست، خانم

Yousef: “Not being able to” is not an option for us, Miss.  

This excerpt highlights Yousef’s commitment to heritage language 

maintenance for his son, which is a sentiment reflected among many of the 

participants. Since his family had a very explicit policy for using Persian as the 

only language of the home, Yousef expressed certainty that his son would be 

able to maintain his skills in the heritage language.  

In terms of heritage language maintenance in the families, a difficulty 

arose was that there were also some parents who were not fully aware of the 

gradual process of heritage language loss due to decreased use. They did not 

imagine that their children might lose their heritage language skills when they 

grow up (e.g., Fillmore, 2000) and denied this possibility by citing their own 

use of Persian in the home. Interestingly, these parents code-switched often 

during the interviews, and their children also frequently used English as one of 

the languages of the home (following parents’ modeling) and these children did 

not have strong language abilities in Persian. Furthermore, the children of 

parents who used Persian-only at home appeared to have higher Persian 

proficiency than those whose parents code-switched or used two languages in 
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the home setting (This is discussed further in the section about language 

practices, see also Figure 5.2).  

There are contrasting views in the existing literature about the influence 

of code-switching by immigrant parents on their children’s heritage language 

maintenance. For example, De Houwer (1999) argues that immigrant parents’ 

own use of code-switching in parent-child interactions, which shows their 

relaxed attitude towards language choice, directly influences heritage speakers’ 

minority language development. By using code-switching themselves, parents 

tend to let their children code-switch, and this leads to a gradual decrease of the 

use of the heritage language. However, Lanza (2001) discusses how a discursive 

approach to studying parent-child interactions can provide a more holistic 

picture of bilingual children who are socialized into code-switching and 

language-mixing, arguing that these language practices are not necessarily 

detrimental to the heritage language. Therefore, although it seems that in the 

present study, parents’ code-switching and language mixing influenced their 

children’s heritage language use and possibly proficiency, further empirical 

research is needed on the role of frequency of parental input in minority 

language acquisition (see De Houwer, 2007).  

Finally, there were some parents who were aware of the gradual process 

of their children’s heritage language loss, leading them to employ a family 

language policy promoting heritage language maintenance. Two parents 

explained that this is the main reason for encouraging their children to use 

Persian. Sara reflects on this in the example below:  

ها اینجا بهتر فارسیش شاید از خیلی ساله خارج از کشوره، ولی سارا: شوهر من سی

شه اگه باشه. برای همونم که اینقدر حساسه، چون میدونه که زبان چقد زود گم می

  .دیده این مورد رو یاستفاده نشه. خیل

Sara: My husband hasn’t been in Iran for thirty years, but his 

Persian is much better than many Iranians here. This is why he’s 

strict about using Persian, since he knows how fast a language 

can be lost due to disuse. He has seen this a lot. 

Sara in this excerpt explains how her husband, who has been in non-

Persian speaking countries for a long time, insists on using Persian in the home 

so that their children could acquire and maintain it. She also explains that her 

husband has seen many people lose a language due to lack of use. This quote 

shows that parents who are aware of possible gradual heritage language loss in 
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their children are more likely to have an explicit language policy aiming to 

promote their children’s sole use of the heritage language. It also reveals that 

parents’ personal experiences with bilingualism are a main factor in shaping 

family language policies (King & Fogle, 2006; Curdt-Christiansen, 2009).  

It has been shown that parental language ideology operates as the 

underlying force in their decisions on what languages to practice in the home 

(Curdt-Christansen, 2009; 2013). Although all of the parents in the present study 

believe that their children should acquire and maintain their heritage language, 

the way they act in everyday life (language practices) to reach this goal does not 

always conform to their beliefs. 

 

5.2.1.2. Language practices  

Persian use in the families 

All of the families in this study stated that Persian is used daily in their 

family settings. However, the amount of Persian use differs between and within 

the families. All the parents I interviewed use Persian with their spouses, except 

for one couple who reported communicating in Turkish and Persian almost 

equally with each other. Additionally, the extent to which the minority language 

is reportedly used in family domains differs between children communicating 

with their parents versus their siblings. Eleven parents stated that Persian is the 

only language they use when interacting with their children, but not all of them 

have an explicit policy for using the minority language at home. Some parents 

purposefully adopt a heritage language-only policy, aiming to help their 

children to develop and maintain Persian. However, the way they apply this 

policy in everyday life is not uniform across families according to the parents’ 

reports. 

Looking at heritage language maintenance along a continuum (see 

Guardado, 2002), five families have children with higher Persian proficiency 

than the others, as evidenced by the results of lexical tests in the quantitative 

investigation. Figure 5.2 visualizes this continuum based on the family language 

use and the children’s heritage language proficiency. This continuum presents 

the general pattern amongst the families, but as with all language use, there are 

always exceptions.   
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Figure 5.2: Heritage language maintenance and family language use continuum 

 

For these five families, the heritage language-only policy was implicitly 

known to the children, who almost always followed it by using Persian when 

interacting with their parents at home, even when not explicitly told to do so. 

As Mehdi, a forty-year old father of one daughter, explains below, these 

children abide by this implicit policy:   

 .دونه زبان خونه زبان فارسیه. بقوال نهادینه شدهمی آلما: مهدی

Mehdi: Alma knows that Persian is the language of the home. In 

other words, it has been internalized [for her].  

Mehdi explains how the “heritage language-only policy” has been 

internalized for his daughter through practice, by always using the minority 

language in family settings as “the default language of the home” (Yu, 2010, p. 

15). The parents with this policy also remarked that their children usually do 

not need to be encouraged to use the minority language. This is explained by 

Narges, a mother of two fluent Persian speakers, in the example below:   

 اینکه با. کننمی کارو این اینا خود به خود چون نیست، تشویق به نیازی اصال: نرگس

 فارسی به کننمی شروع دارن عادت هستیم، ما وقتی ولی میزنن، حرف انگلیسی هم با

 .زدن حرف

Narges: There is no need to encourage them at all because they 

do it regularly. Although they speak English with each other, 

they habitually switch to Persian when we are around.  

This mother describes how their heritage language-only policy at home 

encourages her children to linguistically accommodate their parents, even 
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though the children prefer to use the dominant language when communicating 

with each other (see Fishman, 1965). This can be explained with reference to 

Accommodation Theory (Giles & Coupland, 1991, p. 60-61):   

Accommodation is to be seen as a multiply-organized and 

contextually complex set of alternatives, regularly available to 

communicators in face-to-face talk. It can function to index and 

achieve solidarity with or disassociation from a conversational 

partner, reciprocally and dynamically.  

As this example shows, children often choose to use their family 

language in their parents’ presence to show solidarity (Seals, 2013).   

In contrast to the five families already discussed, the rest of the 

participants who reported that they use Persian as the only language of the home 

also said that their children need to be explicitly reminded and encouraged to 

use the minority language. These families mentioned that their children often 

speak in English with their siblings despite the parents’ encouragement to use 

Persian. This can also be justified by accommodation of the heritage speakers 

to their siblings (Seals, 2013).   

In addition to parents who explicitly hold a heritage language-only 

policy, some parents stated that they use Persian when communicating with 

their children due to their own low levels of English proficiency. These 

participants also reported that their children, as heritage speakers, have always 

been aware of their parents’ low levels of English proficiency even at preschool 

age, and this may be one reason they use their heritage language when 

communicating with their parents. Darya, who is not as proficient as her 

husband in English, illustrates this idea in the example below:  

. میزنه حرف هم انگلیسی وقتا بعضی باباش با ولی میزنه، حرف فارسی بیشتر من با: دریا

 و تیچر انگلیش باباش که داره باور فقط. نیست حد اون در زبانم من که میدونه چون

  .دونهمی خیلی اون

Darya: He [my son] speaks in Persian with me, but he sometimes 

speaks in English with his dad because he knows that I don’t 

know that much English. He just believes that his dad is an 

English teacher, and he knows English well. 

In this excerpt, Darya describes how her son’s awareness of his parents’ 

English proficiency affects his language choice with his parents. This illustrates 
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how children can accommodate to parents with different proficiency levels by 

alternately using either the heritage or societally dominant language.    

Another example shows how “disaccomodation” can also be a factor in 

child language use. This example comes from one participant who reported that 

her six year old son asks her to use Google Translate every time he asks her the 

Persian meaning of an English word. Heritage language speaking children can 

therefore position their parents as speakers of Persian but not of English, thus 

leading to the children’s doubts as to their parents’ second language proficiency. 

Two parents further stated that one of the reasons they do not speak English 

with their children at home is that their English was judged negatively by their 

children who have high levels of English proficiency. Ava, a mother of two 

young daughters, describes why she does not use English with her daughters in 

the example below:  

 .ایراد میگیرن هام متفاوتلهجه ، یعنیمیگی حرف بزنم اینا میگن چی آوا: اگه انگلیسی 

Ava: If I speak in English with them, they would ask what I’m 

saying, you know, I mean my accent is different, and they would 

criticize me.  

As Ava emphasizes in this excerpt, the main reason why she does not 

use English when communicating with her children is that they position her as 

not proficient in English, thus leading to her discomfort with using English 

around them. This quote highlights the fact that the use of the heritage language 

by immigrant parents is sometimes not due to a deliberate language policy but 

instead due to a perceived lack of agency or ability.   

Additionally, as shown above and below, some parents with Persian-

only language policies at home curb their own English language use due to self-

positioning as not proficient in English. They intentionally do not use English 

at home in order not to expose their children to English with a Persian accent, 

which they consider to be non-native-like. These participants hold strong 

ideologies that their children should only learn English from English native 

speakers. Naji, a mother of a seven-year old son, who has a Persian-only policy 

in the home describes one of the reasons of this language practice as follows:  

مدرسه یاد میگیره با لهجه درست  رو تو : با توجه به اینکه آراد داره انگلیسیناجی

خودشون داره یاد میگیره. من معتقدم اگه از من و پدرش یاد بگیره با لهجه فارسی یاد 

 .میگیره
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Naji: Considering that Arad [my son] is learning English at 

school with the correct accent, I believe that if he learns English 

from me and his dad, it would be English with a Persian accent.  

In this excerpt, Naji states that her son should learn “correct” English 

from native speakers, showing the effects of her own ideologies about language 

on her home language policy. Instead of supporting a ‘World Englishes’ (e.g., 

McArthur, 2001) view, she supports a nativist view of the language, which 

could possibly be a result of her own experiences living in a native-English 

speaking country, offering further proof that participants’ own experiences 

become imbedded in the family language policies they establish (see Curdt-

Christiansen, 2009). 

While about half of the participants (eleven families out of twenty-one) 

reported that they use the minority/heritage language as the only language of 

the home, ten parents noted that they use both English and Persian for their daily 

interactions in the family. These parents explained that although Persian is the 

preferred language of the home, they would like their children to feel free to use 

English when communicating with them if needed. Saba, a mother of one nine-

year old daughter, expresses these thoughts in the excerpt below:  

 نیاز داره که به انگلیسی اوکنم وقتا احساس می بعضی زنیم ولی: ما فارسی حرف میسبا

 .کنه یه چیزیداره در مورد مدرسه تند تند تعریف می حرف بزنه مثال وقتی

Saba: We speak in Persian, but sometimes I think that she needs 

to speak in English, like when she’s talking fast about something 

that happened at the school.  

Saba explains that she lets her daughter use English in some situations, 

showing parental accommodation to children. This provides further evidence 

that home language socialization is a two-way process, with parents socializing 

children and children socializing parents (e.g., Kim, 2008; Fogle, 2009; Fogle 

& King, 2013). 

In families with more than one child, the eldest child usually had higher 

proficiency in the heritage language, a trend that has been established in the 

literature (e.g., Seals, 2013). Since the older children often speak with their 

younger siblings in English, the younger children are socialized into using 

English and have fewer opportunities to practice speaking the heritage language. 

One of the heritage speakers who is the older sibling attributes her younger 

brother’s lower Persian proficiency to herself:   
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دونه، شاید به خاطره اینه که من بیشتر باهاش تر میاز من فارسی کم رادین: رها

 .انگلیسی حرف میزنم تو خونه

Raha: Radin knows less Persian than me, maybe because I speak 

in English with him at home.  

In this excerpt, Raha shows awareness of the sibling-to-sibling 

preference for English in the home and considers that speaking in English with 

her younger brother reduces his chance of using Persian at home. She then 

extends this to say it might also be a reason of his lower proficiency in Persian. 

This mirrors previous studies (e.g., Fillmore, 1991; Kouritzin, 1999; Guardado, 

2002; Seals, 2013) that indicate older siblings in immigrant families tend to 

communicate in the dominant language with younger siblings even though they 

may be fluent in the heritage language to some extent. Consequently, this 

reduces the opportunity for the younger siblings to practice and develop the 

heritage language.  

If we look at the other end of the language maintenance continuum, there 

was just one parent who reported no deliberate efforts in practicing the 

minority/heritage language with his children in the home, although he 

considered it theoretically important to use and maintain it. This parent and his 

spouse use Persian and English at home when talking to their children, but the 

children speak with their parents only in English. These parents have a laissez-

faire language policy (see Park, 2007), which supports the pattern of heritage 

speakers feeling more content to use the language in which they are more fluent, 

often the socially dominant language. Consequently, these children have often 

only developed receptive knowledge of Persian and have low productive 

abilities in Persian, as is the case for this family, explained by their father below:  

فارسی باهاشون به  زنیم باهاشون. وقتیسعید: ما به دو زبان به طور مساوی حرف می

 .جواب نمیتونن )به فارسی( بدن زنیم، خوب گوش میدن و میفهمن، ولیحرف می

Saeed: We speak with them in two languages [Persian and 

English] equally. When we speak in Persian to them, they listen 

and understand well, but they can’t reply back [in Persian].  

In this excerpt, Saeed describes the laissez-faire language practice in 

their home, which led to his children not developing productive abilities in 

Persian. As he indicates, his children’s receptive knowledge in Persian is 

considered good, while their productive abilities are low, such that they cannot 

talk to their parents in Persian. As stated by Park (2007), without parents’ 
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reinforcement, heritage speakers are less likely to choose the minority language 

as the language of the home, which in turn leads to lower productive abilities in 

the heritage language. The fact that these participants have positive beliefs 

towards heritage language use and maintenance for their children, but the 

children still do not develop strong productive abilities in the heritage language, 

indicates that positive beliefs are not enough to guarantee heritage language 

maintenance in their children.  

 

Iranian friends and Persian use  

Social networks have also been shown to have a major effect on the 

preservation or gradual loss of a language (García, 2003). In particular, there is 

a link between the size of social network in the heritage language and the 

outcome of language maintenance (e.g., Wei, 2000; Hulsen, de Bote & Weltens, 

2002). Following this, the number of Iranian friends and the social networks of 

the families were anticipated to have an effect on Persian maintenance for the 

heritage speakers in the current study.  

All families in the present study have Iranian friends in New Zealand 

and noted that they spend more time with them than with their English-speaking 

friends, even though they may have more non-Iranian friends. Saba, a mother 

who left Iran about nine years ago, illustrates the amount of time she and her 

family spend with Iranian friends as follows:  

هر هفته داریم همدیگر رو  داشته باشیم ولی تعداد کمتری دوست ایرانی هما ممکن :سبا

 . مهم زمانیه که داریم با هم میگذرونیم میبینیم. بنابرین تعدادش مهم نیست ولی

Saba: We may have fewer Iranian friends [than non-Iranians], 

but we see each other every week. Therefore, the number of our 

friends does not matter; the time that we spend together matters.   

Saba highlights the fact that they spend more time with other Iranian 

families, even though they may have a larger number of non-Iranian friends. 

Saba and other participants visit their Iranian friends with the aim of their 

children developing a positive attitude towards the culture and home country, 

and in order to provide their children with opportunities to practice their heritage 

language.  
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Regardless of intentions, however, all participants noted that their 

children usually speak in English with their Iranian peers. Naji describes 

heritage speakers’ language use with peers in the example below:  

 افتن، با هم انگلیسیهوای مدرسه می با هم هستن انگار یاد حال ها وقتی: بچه ناجی

 .حرف میزنن

Naji: When children are hanging out, they feel like they’re at 

school, and they speak in English together.  

As emphasized in this excerpt, the heritage speakers interact with their 

Iranian peers in the dominant language like they do at school, reflecting the 

socialization they receive from their school peers and their accommodation to 

dominant societal language norms (see Fishman, 1965). Therefore, having 

friends from the home country did not seem to provide many opportunities for 

the heritage speakers in practice.  

 

Contact with the home country  

Contact with the home country has been identified as a means of 

measuring attitude towards the heritage language (e.g., Cherciov, 2012), and it 

has been found to be a strong predictor of first language proficiency among 

immigrants (e.g., Hulsen et al., 2002). Almost all participants in the present 

study had regular daily or weekly contact with their families and friends in Iran 

through phone or video calls. Additionally, all parents reported that they use 

social media every day to maintain contact with friends and family in the home 

country. Although the parents have frequent contact with Iran, they emphasized 

that their children have less. Hasti, a 34-year old mother of two, explains this as 

follows:  

خواهد با می وقتی کنه، ولی: من هر روز در تماسم ولی پسرم کمتر صحبت میهستی

ن کنه اوکنه کامل فارسی حرف بزنه، چون فکر میمی مادربزرگش حرف بزنه، سعی

 . نمیدونه اصال انگلیسی

Hasti: I’m in touch [with Iran] every day, but my son talks [on 

the phone] less often. However, when he wants to talk to his 

grandma, he tries to speak completely in Persian, since he thinks 

that she doesn’t know English at all.  
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In this quote, Hasti describes that although she is in touch with the home 

country every day, her son rarely speaks with his grandparents, but when he 

does, he positions them as non-English speakers and adapts by attempting to 

use only Persian. Still, parents cannot consider contact with the home country 

as a main way to promote language development and maintenance for their 

children if the latter are not willing to engage in this regularly.   

However, using the heritage language when visiting the home country 

has been identified as one of the best motivators for heritage language 

maintenance (Bennett, 1997; Hinton, 1999; Cherciov, 2012). The number of 

visits to Iran differed between the families who participated in this study. Some 

of them travelled to Iran every other year, while a few of them have not visited 

the home country since they had their children. All participants who visited Iran, 

however, reported that their children’s heritage language proficiency increased 

quickly during visits to the home country. Narges illustrates this as follows:  

تاثیر  فارسیش بهتر شد. خیلی العادهدو ساله پیش که ایران بودیم فوق رادین: نرگس 

 .خوشحال بودیم به این خاطر داشت و هممون هم خیلی

Narges: Radin progressed in Persian extraordinarily two years 

ago when we went to Iran. It was very effective, and we were all 

happy because of this.   

In the above excerpt, Narges expresses her family’s positive opinion 

towards Persian development and maintenance practices. Additionally, 

considering the long distance between New Zealand and Iran, it cannot be 

claimed that the low number of visits to Iran shows negative attitudes of the 

families towards cultural identity and the heritage language maintenance in their 

children. However, each opportunity to visit Iran seems to be beneficial for 

promoting the children’s heritage language development and use when they 

returned to New Zealand. 

 

Watching Persian movies and listening to Persian songs  

Almost all participants in this study mentioned that they listen to Persian 

songs almost every day, and their children sometimes sing with them. Listening 

to songs and watching movies in the heritage language exposes the children to 

Persian, and it might have a positive effect on their proficiency in the heritage 

language (e.g., Hinton, 1999; Cho & Krashen, 2000; DeCapua & Wintergerst, 

2009). However, many of the younger siblings in this study who had lower 
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levels of proficiency in their family language (as shown by their test results in 

Part І) were reported to be hardly interested in playing and listening to songs in 

Persian on their own, showing that greater proficiency in the minority language 

invites more input, while lower levels of proficiency promote less heritage 

language use amongst heritage speakers (Pearson, 2007).    

A few parents explained that they try to watch Persian television weekly 

in order to expose their children to the heritage/minority language. They stated 

that, in addition to heritage language maintenance, they want their children to 

know about their culture and the country they came from. Narges, whose 

daughter and son are fluent in Persian, explains one of the reasons as follows: 

میبینیم. یه علّتی که زبان فارسی  : ما هر شب موقع شام خوردن سریال ایرانی نرگس

 .ها خوبه همینهبچه

Narges: We watch Iranian TV series every night when we have 

dinner. This is one of the reasons that their Persian is good.  

Narges in this excerpt reports that they watch movies in Persian every 

night at dinner time, and she associates this positively with her children’s 

Persian proficiency, a sentiment echoed by a few families in the study. 

Therefore, parents contextualize the heritage language in terms of cultural 

representations and use cultural artifacts as a means to deliver this 

contextualized use of language to their children. 

 

5.2.1.3. Language management 

As discussed before, language management is defined here as any effort 

people make to modify their language practices. In operationalizing attitude for 

the present study, encouraging children to use the minority language and 

correcting their Persian when they make a mistake were included in the 

management component.  

 

Encouraging children to use the heritage language  

All parents in the present study reported they encouraged their children 

to use the heritage language in various ways. As mentioned, in families with a 

heritage language-only policy, parents reported less trouble reminding their 

children to speak in Persian because their children know to switch to Persian 
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when speaking to their parents and often with their siblings when their parents 

are around.   

Additionally, some parents’ strategy for encouraging their children to 

use the heritage language is to pretend not to understand when their children 

talk to them in English. These participants stated that their children are aware 

that the parents are reminding them to use Persian. This refers to a “minimal 

grasp strategy” (Lanza, 1997), which has proved influential in promoting 

minority language use in children. Mehdi, who uses this strategy, illustrates this 

in the example below:  

حرف بزنه  داد که به انگلیسی نشون زیادیوارد مهدکودک شد، عالقه  وقتی آلما: مهدی

از اونجا که من و مامانش فکر میکردیم که ارزش زبان مادری رو باید در  تو خونه، ولی

حرف میزد.  به انگلیسی حفظ کنیم، شروع کردیم به اینکه بهش جواب ندیم وقتی آلما

 .و االن خوشحالم از این موضوع

Mehdi: When Alma started kindergarten, she got interested in 

speaking English at home, but since her mum and I thought that 

we should maintain the value of the mother tongue for Alma, we 

started not responding to her when she spoke in English, and I 

am happy now because of this decision.    

Mehdi describes the challenge he and his wife faced when their daughter 

started schooling. They decided not to reply to her English usage so that she 

would be forced to use the heritage language, therein rewarding heritage 

language use in the home.  

Considering children’s reluctance to talk on Skype with relatives in Iran, 

as described in the previous section, few participants in this study tried to help 

their children develop Persian proficiency through contact with the home 

country. However, one parent reported asking her nephew living in London to 

speak in Persian with her son every Sunday through Skype, aiming to provide 

her son with the opportunity to use and hear his heritage language. She 

illustrates this in the example below: 

ها به فارسی با ساندیبهار: دیدم کاوه داره فارسی یادش میره، چند وقته شروع کرده 

 کنه. همشم میگم بهش که حواسش باشه کاوه انگلیسیتو لندن اسکایپ می کازینش

 .حرف نزنه
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Bahar: Because I saw Kaveh losing his Persian, he’s started 

Skyping with his cousin who lives in London on Sundays. I keep 

telling him [the cousin] to be careful not to let Kaveh speak in 

English.  

In this excerpt, Bahar describes her efforts to encourage her son’s 

Persian use and maintenance. As part of these efforts, she also transfers the role 

of language manager to her nephew by asking him to ‘be careful not to let Kaveh 

speak in English’. This also effectively governs the cousin’s language usage 

because he must watch his own language use in order to then govern Kaveh’s.  

Some parents also use innovative methods to encourage their children 

to use only the heritage/minority language at home. One parent who has a 

Persian-only policy at home and whose son is fluent in Persian stated that they 

have to pay a 10 cent fine if they use English words when speaking Persian in 

the home.  

لغت  صحبت نکنه، یه قلّک داریم، هر کسی کنیم که انگلیسی: تشویقش می یوسف

 . شهسنت جریمه می ۱۰بگه،  انگلیسی

Yousef: We encourage him not to speak English. We have a piggy 

bank. If anyone uses an English word [at the home], she or he 

has to pay a 10 cent fine.  

This approach to family language policy management is promising, as 

research indicates that parents who use more positive and entertaining methods 

to encourage their children to use their heritage language are more successful in 

heritage language maintenance for their children (e.g., Guardado, 2002).  

Additionally, some parents reportedly explain the importance of 

heritage language use and the benefits of being bilingual or communicating with 

the home country to their children, who then consequently understand the effect 

of heritage language use with the family. Thus, meta-negotiation of family 

language policy by parents with their children can have a great effect on the 

outcome of heritage language proficiency. Some parents stated that talking to 

their children about the importance of using Persian with them facilitates 

heritage language use in the home environment. Furthermore, parents who 

display explicit positive attitude towards the heritage language can influence the 

children’s heritage language use and proficiency (see Li, 2006). 
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Correcting heritage speakers’ Persian  

In addition to supporting language use, the majority of parents reported 

that they explicitly correct their children’s Persian regularly right after a 

mistake. Few of the parents believed that correcting their children would 

negatively affect their use of the heritage language. Parirokh was one of the few 

parents worried about this, however, and describes her reasoning in the example 

below:  

پریرخ: بالفاصله تصحیحشون نمیکنم که احساس کنن بلد نیستن و اعتماد به نفسشونو 

بعد بهشون میگم  رن درست میگن ولیکنم که دااز دست بدن. گوش میدم و وانمود می

 . که اینطوری درستتره اگه میگفتین

Parirokh: I don’t correct them immediately [right after they 

make a mistake] to make them feel they don’t know Persian and 

lose their self-confidence. I listen and pretend they are speaking 

correctly. However, I tell them afterwards it would be better if 

they had said it this way.  

In this excerpt, Parirokh justifies why she does not correct her daughters’ 

mistakes in Persian right away. Instead, in an effort to protect their confidence 

in using the heritage language, she chooses to use delayed feedback. However, 

it is important to note that whether the parents choose immediate or delayed 

feedback, they still find it important to provide some form of correction, again 

showing the importance they place on standardized language forms. 

Additionally, almost all of the parents were aware of the fact that some of the 

mistakes their children make are due to grammatical interference of English as 

the socially dominant language. For example, the children sometimes translate 

English to Persian word by word when they speak in the heritage language 

without adjusting the syntax. Therefore, parents’ corrective feedback is also an 

attempt to curb interference from the L2. 

 

Other sources of language management  

Further studies have found that heritage speakers’ teachers who are from 

the new country can play a crucial role in motivating children to learn and 

maintain their family language (e.g., Lee, 2012). In New Zealand, education has 

two school levels: primary education (year 1 to year 8) for children 5 to 12 years 

old, and secondary education (year 9 to year 13) until the age of 17/18. English, 
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te reo Māori, and New Zealand Sign Language are the official languages of the 

country. However, the language of schooling is primarily English, with some 

Māori medium schools, based on Māori culture and values. Schools offer an 

additional language in the curriculum in years 7 through 10. Chinese, Japanese, 

French, German, Spanish, Latin, Samoan and Māori are some of the common 

additional languages in New Zealand schools, depending on schools’ available 

resources (Ministry of Education, 2015). Persian, however, is not currently 

offered in New Zealand schools or any other educational contexts in the country, 

making home language use even more critical for maintenance.  

In the current study, the children’s teachers in New Zealand seem to play 

a key role in the families’ language policy choices within the home. Nine 

parents stated that they were told by their children’s teachers to use their 

heritage language to help them develop and preserve it. This speaks to teachers’ 

awareness that heritage speakers tend to use the dominant language at home 

when they start schooling and become more fluent in the dominant language as 

they continue schooling (e.g., Hinton, 1999; Seals, 2013). Sepehr, whose 

daughter has strong Persian proficiency, illustrates the role of teachers in the 

example below:  

نباشین، نگران فارسی باشین.  میکردن که نگران انگلیسی ادوایزسپهر: معلماش به ما 

حرف  نکنین باهاش انگلیسی مشکل داره به هیچ وجه سعی با اینکه باران تو انگلیسی

 . بزنین

Sepehr: Her teachers advised us not to worry about English 

[when she started schooling]. They advised worrying about 

Persian. They told us not to try to speak in English with Baran 

at the home, even though she had problems speaking it. 

Sepehr explains that they were encouraged by their daughter’s teachers 

to use Persian at home when their daughter started schooling, showing teachers’ 

awareness of home language loss. Additionally, another parent mentioned that 

their son’s teacher recommended asking their son every day to retell the lessons 

he learned at school in Persian for them in order to increase the opportunity of 

practicing the minority language. These examples highlight the value that 

immigrant parents can put in feedback received from their children’s teachers 

and the influence of teachers on parents’ home language management.  

Furthermore, one parent explained how his son’s attitude towards 

Persian use changed when his school organized an international event and asked 

the students, who were heritage speakers from different countries, to bring the 
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flags of their countries to the event and sing a song in their minority languages. 

After this event at school, the child who used to ask his parents not to speak 

Persian in front of his friends at school started using Persian with his parents at 

home even when his friends were around.  

The above examples show how institutions that value and validate 

minority languages and cultures play an important role in heritage language 

maintenance. They can influence heritage speakers’ attitudes towards their 

family language and their decisions regarding its acquisition and use. These 

institutions include those inside heritage language communities such as 

weekend schools, as well as mainstream institutions such as public schools (Li, 

2006). Therefore, schools and representatives such as teachers play a crucial 

role in heritage language maintenance, especially in a multilingual society such 

as New Zealand. 

In addition to teachers and schools, participants also noted that their 

monolingual English-speaking New Zealander friends advise them frequently 

to value this opportunity and raise their children bilingually. Arezou illustrates 

this in the example below:     

هاتون زبان خودتونو یاد بگیرن که دو کنید بچه آرزو: نیوزیلندیها هم مرتبا میگن سعی

 . تا زبان بلد باشن

Arezou: We are usually told by New Zealanders to try to make 

our children learn our language so that they would know two 

languages [eventually]. 

Arezou explains how their language use in the home is influenced by 

monolingual English speakers in New Zealand. This shows the value that 

heritage/minority language speakers place in the opinions of native members of 

their new society, regardless of whether or not those members are monolingual. 

Investing in the practices that their friends find valuable is an important 

determinant in how the Persian families choose to manage language use in their 

homes. As New Zealand is a society which values multilingualism, many 

parents are fortunate to have well-informed input from teachers and friends as 

to the value of maintaining the heritage language. While parents’ own views 

and experiences have much influence on their beliefs, practices, and 

management of their children’s heritage languages, positive and supportive 

input from a society that values multilingualism also plays a major role. 
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5.2.2. Conclusion of the study on parental attitudes towards heritage 

language acquisition and maintenance  

In this part of the qualitative study, I have presented an investigation of 

Iranian immigrants’ attitudes towards their children’s heritage language 

acquisition and maintenance. By utilizing Spolsky’s (2004) model of language 

policy, I have attempted to present an appropriate methodological framework 

for examining the complexity of parental attitudes towards heritage language 

acquisition and maintenance. In doing so, I have argued that it is not sufficient 

to consider only language beliefs in measuring language attitudes of immigrant 

parents towards their children’s heritage language maintenance. Rather, 

language practices and management efforts must also be taken into account.   

The findings of this study reveal that the participants, Iranian immigrants 

in New Zealand, have both positive beliefs towards their culture and minority 

language, as well as strong intentions to pass on the heritage language to their 

children. I also found that those who put much effort into their children’s 

heritage language maintenance as well as those whose children have low-level 

proficiency in the heritage language, strongly believe that it is their 

responsibility to help their children to acquire and preserve proficiency in the 

heritage language by using it at home.  

In addition to exploring parental attitudes by using the model of 

language policy as a lens, this study aimed to investigate whether the parents’ 

beliefs transfer to their family practices and management. Similar to previous 

studies (e.g., Schwartz, 2008), discrepancies were revealed between the parents’ 

reported beliefs, and their reported language use and management. For instance, 

the parents who stated that they would like to pass on the heritage language to 

their children, did not reportedly make much efforts to help their children 

acquire it. One possible reason for the inconsistencies is that individuals do not 

always act based on what they believe (or “practice what they preach”). Even 

for parents in the present study who have positive beliefs about heritage 

language maintenance, transferring them into practice may not occur for a 

variety of reasons. I argue that the relationship between language beliefs and 

language practices is “not linear nor unidirectional” (Borg, 2006, p. 275). It is 

not “linear” because of the intervening factors or obstacles that hinder parents 

from acting based on their beliefs. In this case, the parents, despite their positive 

beliefs towards heritage language maintenance, might not be able to practice 

regular heritage language use with their children due to their busy schedules or 

children’s resistance. The relationship is not “unidirectional”, because language 
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beliefs are also affected by practices. In other words, while language practices 

and management efforts are influenced by the language beliefs parents hold 

towards heritage language maintenance, their beliefs may change due to their 

family language use during the course of raising their children. For instance, 

even if they believe they should use their ethnic language at home to pass it on 

to their children, they may not continue using their ethnic language when their 

children adopt the habit of using the dominant language after they start 

schooling, especially if the parents do not have enough time and energy to invest 

in their family language use. In addition, some studies have shown that heritage 

speakers’ agency may influence their parents’ ideologies and practices (e.g., 

Luykx, 2005; Fogle, 2009; Fogle & King, 2013). Consequently, parents’ strong 

beliefs concerning heritage language use may change as a result of their 

children’s agency. Additionally, immigrant parents vary in their “impact belief” 

(De Houwer, 1999), which is the degree to which parents see themselves as 

capable and responsible for shaping their children’s language (King et al., 2008, 

p. 912). Parents who have strong impact beliefs certainly are more able “to 

create a supportive environment” (De Houwer, 1999, p. 90) to facilitate heritage 

language use in the home setting when they face challenges. Considering the 

fact that language beliefs are also affected by language practices and 

management, I visualize Spolsky’s model as in Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Visualization of Spolsky’s (2004) model of language policy in this 

study 

Furthermore, the dynamic nature of “attitudes” results in their 

changeability over people’s lifetimes. The attitudes immigrants hold towards 

their heritage language and culture are not constant during their emigration 

years. Since the changes in parents’ attitude are strongly influenced by their 
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willingness to transmit the minority language to their children, longitudinal 

studies can yield a more complete picture of parents’ attitudes towards heritage 

language transmission and maintenance.  

In summary, positive parental beliefs do not guarantee heritage language 

maintenance. Measuring attitudes towards heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance should not only consider the beliefs individuals have about the 

heritage language, but also their language practices and management. In 

addition, studies that seek to find the impact of parental attitudes on heritage 

language acquisition and maintenance in young bilinguals should not rely on a 

quantitative investigation of parents’ self-report data by itself. This qualitative 

analysis shed additional light on the rather unexpected finding of the 

quantitative investigation that parental attitudes did not seem to make a 

significant difference in various aspects of the heritage speakers’ lexical 

proficiency. This unexpected outcome was mainly due to the small number of 

the participants in the quantitative investigation. The other reason might be 

because of the fact that the Likert-scale responses through the sociolinguistic 

questionnaire were not fine-grained enough to find relatively subtle between-

family differences in beliefs, practices and components as different layers of 

attitude.   

Having conducted the first qualitative study, I found that the majority of 

Iranian parents in this study desired only for their children to have high 

conversational skills in Persian. In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 4, I deleted 

literacy as a variable in the quantitative studies since not many heritage speakers 

were Persian literate, although their results of lexical tests and lexical richness 

were found to be high comparatively. Conducting a study on what parents 

believe about Persian literacy and practice in relation to Persian literacy 

acquisition and maintenance can shed light of the indicated results from the 

quantitative section. Consequently, a need was raised to look more closely into 

the parents’ attitudes towards their children’s acquisition and maintenance of 

Persian literacy. 
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5.3. The second qualitative study: Parental attitudes towards heritage 

language literacy acquisition and maintenance6 

While having heritage language literacy abilities has been shown to play 

an integral role in heritage language maintenance (e.g., Schwartz, 2008; 

Hashimoto & Lee, 2011; Zhang & Koda, 2011; Kim & Pyun, 2014), the 

development of heritage language literacy has remained under-researched (see 

Lee, 2013). Intergenerational transmission of heritage language literacy is a 

challenging task for immigrant parents. Commonly, immigrant parents report 

helping their children develop heritage language abilities through use in the 

home setting (e.g., Park & Sarkar, 2007; Zhang & Slaughter-Defoe, 2009; 

Nesteruk, 2010). However, previous research has almost exclusively focused on 

how this leads to the development of communicative competence (i.e., oral 

proficiency) in heritage speakers (e.g., Kondo, 1997; Lao, 2004); literacy 

development has been rarely investigated. Compared to oral proficiency, 

transmission of literacy skills in a heritage language is usually seen as a more 

difficult task (Tse, 2001a, 2001b; Lee, 2013), and families usually rely on 

community-based heritage language schools. However, when there is a lack of 

school support for heritage language education, responsibility for maintenance 

efforts falls to parents (Hinton, 1999) and this is also the case for Iranian 

immigrants in New Zealand. 

Contrary to Krashen’s (1996) concern that bilingual education is under 

attack, bilingual and mother tongue education have gained noticeable ground in 

the past decade (Brinton, Kagan & Bauckus, 2008; Garcia, 2009; Wright, Boun 

& Garcia, 2015, to name a few). This has been spurred on by the fact that a 

positive correlation has been shown between the development of minority/ 

heritage languages and societally dominant languages. For example, Cummins’ 

interdependence hypothesis (1979, 1984) and model of Common Underlying 

Proficiency (CUP) (1981) support the idea of cross-linguistic transfer in 

languages (i.e., transfer of skills across languages). The interdependence 

hypothesis suggests that second language development is facilitated by the 

strong foundation of the first language (Cummins, 2000). In addition, common 

underlying proficiency “refers to the cognitive/academic proficiency that 

underlies academic performance in both languages” (Cummins, 2000, p. 38). 

Additionally, Krashen (1996) argues that literacy skills positively transfer 

                                                           
6 This study has been submitted as the following article: Gharibi, K. & Seals, 

C. A. (under review). Parental attitudes towards heritage language literacy 

acquisition and maintenance. 
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across languages (even when languages do not share the same scripts such as 

Chinese and English). This strong correlation between literacy skills in first and 

second languages in bilinguals has commonly been documented in the literature 

(e.g., Cummins, 2000, 2007; Bialystok, 2001; Baker, 2011). As a result, the 

general ability to read and write in a heritage language facilitates the 

development of literacy skills in the societally dominant language as well. 

The research on positive transfer has also led to research on parental 

attitudes towards bilingual education (e.g., Lao, 2004), which includes 

immigrant parents’ efforts in starting community language schools (e.g., 

Shibata, 2000) and parents’ roles in promoting heritage language literacy 

practices in home settings (e.g., Li, 2006). This research has revealed that a 

majority of immigrant parents would like their children to develop heritage 

language literacy skills. However, there are very few studies on immigrant 

families residing in areas where there are no community-based schools available 

(see Hashimoto & Lee, 2011 for an exception). There have been even fewer 

studies focusing on immigrant parents’ perceptions of the need to develop 

heritage language literacy for their children. The current study aims to 

contribute to these gaps by investigating what immigrant parents believe about 

developing heritage language literacy skills for their children in a geographical 

area where there are no heritage language community-based schools available. 

The research questions addressed in this study on parental attitudes 

towards heritage language literacy acquisition and maintenance for their 

children are as follows:  

1. What are Iranian immigrant parents’ perceptions of heritage language 

literacy?  

2. What are Iranian immigrant parents’ beliefs, practices, and efforts 

regarding their children’s literacy in the heritage language?  

3. What are the challenges parents face in helping their children’s 

heritage language literacy development and maintenance?  

 

5.3.1. Findings 

The participants’ beliefs about heritage language literacy acquisition and 

maintenance for their children, their related practices and the parents’ efforts to 

modify or influence language use in the home are presented in this section. 

These trends are discussed in relation to their fit with Spolsky’s (2004) model 
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of language policy as a methodological framework to explore parental attitude 

as a multilayered construct (as discussed in Section 5.2).   

 

5.3.1.1. Language beliefs  

Lack of community-based heritage language schools  

Some heritage speakers in this study started schooling back in the home 

country prior to immigration and had some standard Persian literacy skills when 

they left the home country. However, the majority of children who were born in 

or moved to New Zealand before beginning school could not read and write in 

Persian. The parents of these heritage speakers commonly reported that they 

would like their children to learn Persian literacy skills, but they thought it was 

impossible because of lack of heritage language schools in their current cities 

of residence, a major barrier for immigrant parents (e.g., Li, 2006): 

 بود کالس اگه. شهنمی یعنی تونمنمی که من ولی دارم دوست خیلی که : منفرهاد

 .۱۰۰ %میذاشتمشون حتما اینجا

Farhad: I would like it a lot [to teach them] but I can’t, I mean 

it’s not possible. If there was a class here, I would send them for 

sure, 100%.  

This excerpt highlights the fact that Farhad believes the main reason for 

his children’s heritage language illiteracy is a lack of Persian classes. However, 

he would like his children to develop Persian literacy skills if possible. 

Additionally, he expresses his perceived inability to teach his children Persian 

reading and writing, a worry shared by a majority of the participants in the study.  

 

Perceived inability in heritage language literacy teaching  

The parents of the bilinguals who were born in or immigrated to New 

Zealand prior to schooling repeatedly stated that they do not possess the skills 

to teach their children reading and writing in the minority language. However, 

they all reported that they support the idea of their children’s literacy in the 

heritage language:  

 که مشکلی ولی .کنم شروع باید خودم من نداریم، مدرسه اینجا اینکه به توجه با :ناجی

 . نیستم بلد خیلی من هست،
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Naji: Considering the fact that there is no [Persian] school here, 

I have to start by myself. However, the problem is that I don’t 

know much.  

  

Naji in the above quote shows her awareness of the fact that since there 

is no community-based heritage language school available, the only way to help 

her son develop literacy skills in Persian is to become a home heritage language 

teacher (e.g., Zhang & Slaughter-Defoe, 2009). However, she expresses her 

perceived inability to teach her child literacy skills. Additionally, she, as the 

majority of parents, was unsure when the best time for teaching Persian literacy 

is since their children just started learning English literacy at schools:  

 .نکنه تونم خوندن و نوشتن بهش یاد بدم که قاطیمی کنین من کیفکر می :ناجی

 Naji: When do you think I can teach him Persian literacy, so 

that he does not get confused?  

 

The above example shows that many immigrant parents do not have 

enough pedagogical knowledge or accurate information about dual language 

acquisition to help their children develop heritage language literacy. 

Consequently, immigrant parents need to be provided with educational 

resources and community-based programmes to get the answers to their 

questions.  

 

Becoming home heritage language teachers 

Although the majority of parents of the heritage speakers who were born 

in New Zealand felt unable to teach Persian literacy, there were a few parents 

who considered it really important and did their best to teach their children. The 

below quote shows one of these parents’ belief about the importance of heritage 

language literacy for his son: 

 بتونه به فارسی حرف بزنه و بفهمه در آینده؟خدیج: براتون مهمه آریا 

Khadij: Is it important to you that Aria would be able to speak 

and understand Persian in future? 

 .: و بخونه و بنویسهیوسف

Yousef: And to read and write in Persian.  
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Yousef’s answer clearly shows that for him, developing Persian literacy 

skills is as important as conversational fluency. He explained later that he and 

his wife would like their son to be able to not only converse in Persian but also 

to be literate in the heritage language. This parent’s high expectations of his 

child’s abilities in the heritage language led to their explicit Persian-only family 

language policy and efforts to teach his son literacy in the heritage language. 

Compared to other parents in the current study, the fact that Yousef considers 

literacy skills as essential as conversational fluency in the heritage language is 

the main reason that led him to help his son develop these Persian skills. 

Conversely, the majority of parents desired only for their children to have high 

conversational skills in Persian, and they were mostly pleased if their children 

could speak in Persian with speakers from the home country. This example 

clearly shows that parents’ ideologies (i.e., beliefs) shape visible and invisible 

language planning in the home setting for heritage speakers (Curdt-

Christiansen, 2009).  

Although Yousef’s son has been developing high proficiency in Persian 

literacy, his father still mentions lack of enough script material in Persian in the 

libraries. Yousef stated while his son is very interested in reading books, he can 

only do his daily reading and writing homework in Persian, and his reading for 

pleasure is limited to English books. 

 

The need for community-based heritage language schools 

The immigrant parents in this study, the majority of whom would like 

their children to develop and maintain literacy skills in the heritage language, 

reported that because of their perceived inability in teaching Persian and also 

lack of resources, they deeply feel the need for community-based Persian 

classes for their children. This is described in the following example by Sara, 

whose children had some Persian literacy prior to immigration:   

آدم خارج از کنم، به خاطر همین احساس نیاز به یه : من گرفتارم و کوتاهی میسارا

ها هم بهتر گوش میدن و هم اینکه چون بچه .کنیم که این فداکاری رو بکنهخونه می

 .بخش تره، تا اینکه پدر و مادر درسشون بدنبراشون لذت

Sara: I am busy and I neglect [to practice Persian literacy with 

my children], for this reason we feel the need for someone 

outside of the home to make this sacrifice. Compared to having 
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their parents teaching them [Persian literacy], the children 

would obey better and it would also be more enjoyable for them.  

Sara states that the main reason she feels the need for a Persian teacher 

is that she cannot put what she sees to be enough effort into helping her children 

maintain Persian literacy skills because of her busy schedule. She also believes 

that the outcome of her children’s proficiency would be better if they had 

someone other than their own parents as teachers of Persian. The choice of 

words by Sara (such as sacrifice) shows that she believes that the Iranian 

community should invest their time and effort to help the children develop 

and/or preserve their heritage language literacy. Taking this parent’s choice of 

words into account to unpack the interwoven pieces of attitude as a multifaceted 

construct support the argument that it helps to consider how individuals report 

their attitude in addition to what they say.  

 

Heritage language literacy maintenance  

Some parents of children who started schooling back in the home 

country and had some Persian literacy when they moved to New Zealand, noted 

the importance of their children maintaining these skills. Thus, these parents 

expect their children to be able to read and write in Persian even if it is difficult 

to read and if spelling mistakes occur in writing. In addition, due to a lack of 

institutional support and community based schools, they believe that they are 

responsible for helping their children maintain the literacy skills they acquired 

prior to immigration as displayed in the example below:  

  .ها باسواد بودن که ما اومدیم اینجا. ما فقط باید حفظش کنیم: خوشبختانه بچهمرضیه

Marzieh: Fortunately, [my] children were [Persian] literate 

when we immigrated here. We should just maintain it.  

In the above example, Marzieh, a mother of two heritage speakers who 

started schooling in Iran prior to emigration explains that she is pleased her 

children already knew Persian literacy when they left the home country. She 

also expresses her belief that it is parents’ responsibility to help their children 

preserve literacy skills in the family language (“we should”). Furthermore, she 

expressed her worries about her children losing Persian literacy skills while in 

New Zealand. However, she stated that she is certain that her children are “old 

enough” not to lose their conversational fluency. 
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Some parents described the importance of their children’s Persian 

literacy maintenance by comparing them to other families without strong efforts 

to maintain their children’s literacy skills, as Sara describes in the below 

example:  

 هستند که اینجا بزرگ شدند اما هنوز خوب نمی : من میبینم چقدر پزشکای ایرانیسارا

  .فارسی بخونند و بنویسند، با اینکه پدر و مادرشون مقید بودندتونند 

Sara: I see many Iranian doctors who grew up here, but they still 

cannot read and write in Persian well, although their parents 

were committed [to Persian language maintenance]. 

This shows that parents “detect flaws” in other immigrant parents’ 

bilingual parenting and try to avoid those in their own family language policy 

(King & Fogle, 2006, p. 703). Sara in the above excerpt gives an example of 

unsuccessful Persian literacy maintenance to illustrate her ideology regarding 

the importance of it for her children. This example also illustrates her awareness 

that parents’ commitment to heritage language use does not guarantee the 

development and maintenance of heritage language literacy for heritage 

speakers.  

 

The need to develop heritage language literacy  

While the parents in this study reported that they would like their 

children to have high levels of fluency as well as cultural knowledge, few of 

them believed that literacy can be a vehicle for both. Heritage speakers can 

develop cultural knowledge through learning to read and write, while being 

provided with many opportunities to improve their conversational proficiency 

in Persian in the host country. The incremental process of literacy development 

and the socialization heritage speakers go through with their teacher and co-

ethnic peers provides them with opportunities to increase their conversational 

fluency in their ethnic language. In addition, the content of written material in 

their home language as well as access to the literature can help children to be 

familiar with cultural norms, and this can result in the development of their 

cultural knowledge. 

As mentioned previously, I conducted this research on literacy when I 

found that the majority of participating Iranian immigrants consider 

conversational fluency in Persian a comparatively more important skill than 

literacy for their children. In addition to conversational fluency, I found that this 
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immigrant community would reportedly like their children to have high cultural 

knowledge. The majority of parents in this study emphasized that they would 

like their children to learn some values in the Iranian culture (such as respecting 

the elders), and they commonly invest in teaching their children some aspects 

of their ethnic culture. To report their attempts in this regard, some of these 

parents stated that they tell their children cultural stories from Persian literature 

to highlight cultural values for them. To illustrate this point, Bahar, a single 

mother, explained how important it is for her to use written literature in Persian 

in teaching her son Persian values: 

کنم هر شب کاوه تعریف می یاد بگیره. برای کالچرال استوریمن دوست دارم  بهار:

بگیره. او ها رو یاد  استوری های آموزشیکه هم از فرهنگمون بدونه هم نکته

  .دوست داره خیلی هم

Bahar: I would like him to learn [our] cultural stories. I tell 

Kaveh [cultural stories] every night to learn about our culture 

as well as the moral of the stories. He loves it so much.  

 The example above demonstrates how some parents in this study apply 

Persian literature to increase their children’s cultural knowledge, a priority in 

their upbringing. Heritage speakers can also develop cultural knowledge 

through written material in their family language when they are able to access 

it by using their literacy skills, a fact the majority of parents were not aware of. 

This understanding of developing cultural knowledge through literacy was 

shared by a few parents, as shown by Parirokh in the following example: 

: بهشون میگم اصال دلم نمیخواد اون ادبیاتی که من میدونم شما از دست بدید. پریرخ

که پشت این ادبیات هم هست،  خواد نه تنها خوندن و نوشتن بلکه اون فرهنگیدلم می

  .یاد بگیرند

Parirokh: I tell them I don’t want them to lose the [Persian] 

literature that I know. I want them to learn not only reading and 

writing, but also the culture behind the [Persian] literature. 

Parirokh is aware of the fact that developing heritage language literacy 

skills enables her children to learn about the literature of the heritage language 

and heritage culture, which develops their cultural knowledge in their ethnic 

language. She also emphasized that her children could become familiar with 

cultural values through Persian literature by learning how to read and write their 

heritage language. This quote is a strong example of the argument that literacy 

enables heritage speakers to develop cultural knowledge. Therefore, it can be 
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suggested that the Iranian parents in the current study would like their children 

to have cultural knowledge, even if they do not believe it can be accessed 

through literacy development.  

Overall, most of the Iranian parents in the study reported not putting 

much deliberate efforts into helping their children learn Persian literacy skills, 

despite the fact that they consider heritage language literacy very important for 

their children. Although they stated a lack of community-based schools as the 

main reason, I argue that it can at least in part be attributed to their beliefs about 

literacy. The majority of parents in this study viewed literacy just as an ability 

to encode and decode texts, and they were not aware of the role it can play in 

increasing their children’s conversational proficiency as well as cultural 

knowledge. Accordingly, the parents may not feel that their children need to 

develop heritage language literacy skills in their new environment. Therefore, 

it can be argued that if the immigrant parents view literacy as a way to develop 

conversational fluency and cultural knowledge constructed by negotiation and 

communication in the language as well as cultural norms and practices in 

socially appropriate situations, they are likely to invest more in the development 

and maintenance of heritage language literacy for their children.  

Furthermore, while immigrant parents in this study commonly reported 

that they would like their children to learn Persian literacy, some of them 

mentioned that their children do not feel the need to invest in learning heritage 

language literacy as long as they live in New Zealand. Narges’ daughter, Raha, 

does not feel she needs to learn Persian literacy skills in her current 

environment: 

نجا درس بخونم، خواستم برم ایران و اوکنم الزم ندارمش، شاید اگه می: احساس میرها

  .خوب االن نه ادامه میدادم )به یاد گرفتن( ولی

Raha: I feel I don’t need it. I might keep learning it, if I wanted 

to go to Iran to study. However at the moment, I don’t [keep up 

learning].  

The above example can be explained through investment theory 

(Norton, 1997; 2000; 2013). This theory “offers a way to understand learners’ 

variable desires to engage in social interaction and community practices” 

(Norton, 2013, p. 8). Raha feels that as long as she lives in New Zealand and 

there is no authentic need for using Persian literacy, she does not need to invest 

in developing Persian literacy skills because she does not believe she will gain 

any necessary symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1989) as a result. Bourdieu (1989, p. 
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23) defines symbolic capital as “the power granted to those who have obtained 

sufficient recognition to be in a position to impose recognition”. In other words, 

learning Persian does not give Raha social prestige in the host country as she 

believes. Raha did not consider learning Persian literacy a credit in New Zealand 

and as a result she did not continue to put efforts in learning it. Heritage speakers 

are motivated to develop literacy skills only if they perceive an authentic need 

or gain in the use of heritage language literacy (Tse, 2001a, 2001b; Hashimoto 

& Lee, 2011). Also relevant is the notion of imagined community (Anderson, 

1991; Norton, 2001; Pavlenko & Norton, 2007) which can be defined as “groups 

of people, not immediately tangible and accessible, with whom we connect 

through the power of imagination” (Norton, 2013, p. 8). Considering her ideal 

imagined community in New Zealand, Raha does not see any advantage in 

developing skills she may not need to use in the second language environment 

as a community she imagines herself living in the future. Additionally, the fact 

that the majority of parents intend to stay in the second language environment 

and feel no need to invest in Persian literacy teaching for their children, can be 

analyzed through the lens of investment theory.   

 

The perception of bilingualism and biliteracy  

Another finding of this study was the difference between the Iranian 

parents’ beliefs towards biliteracy and bilingualism compared to those of 

immigrant parents in other communities. Unlike the Japanese parents in 

Hashimoto and Lee’s study (2011), the participants in this study did not consider 

heritage language literacy to be a prerequisite for their children’s bilingualism. 

In their study, the parents believed that their children “could not be bilingual 

without being biliterate” (Hashimoto & Lee, 2011, p. 176). The majority of the 

Iranian parents, unlike the mentioned Japanese parents, believed that their 

children only need to be able to speak and understand the language. In the 

example below, Saeed’s children only developed receptive knowledge in 

Persian, mainly because he and his spouse use Persian and English at home 

when talking to their children, and their children speak with their parents only 

in English (see Figure 5.2). Yet Saeed believes that his children are bilingual, 

as shown in the example below:  

 .فهمندهستند، چون فارسی رو می بایلینگوالکنم : من فکر میسعید

Saeed: I think they are bilingual since they understand Persian.  
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While Saeed in the above example considers receptive ability in the 

heritage language as the only skill for his children to be considered bilingual, it 

is interesting to note that a parent in Hashimoto and Lee’s (2011) study was 

skeptical about his children’s bilingualism although they were “near native-

like” in Japanese oral proficiency with not very high heritage language literacy 

skills (p. 177). This finding reveals that the participants in the current research 

commonly consider oral fluency as the only prerequisite for being considered 

bilingual, while the participants in Hashimoto and Lee (2011), used biliteracy 

and bilingualism interchangeably throughout the interviews. On the other hand, 

there were few parents who considered literacy as a requirement for their 

children to be considered bilingual, as illustrated in the following example:   

کنم تارا کامال دوزبانه است، اما باید نوشتن فارسی رو بیشتر تمرین من فکر می :پریرخ

 .کنه

Parirokh: I think Tara is completely bilingual, however she 

needs to work on her Persian writing.  

This example exemplifies that while this mother considers her daughter 

bilingual, she believes that her daughter needs to invest more in her literacy 

skills. Tara herself further explained that she needs to read books in Persian to 

maintain her literacy skills as well as to increase her vocabulary knowledge 

(Tara, June 2013). The above quotes revealed that the immigrant parents in this 

study have different views about the required heritage language skills (i.e., 

speaking, listening, reading and writing) for bilingualism. However, the 

majority of them do not necessarily conceive of biliteracy as a prerequisite for 

bilingualism.  

Although the parents in the present study reported mostly that they 

believe their children should acquire and maintain their heritage language, this 

does not seem to extend to their practices regarding helping their children to 

develop literacy skills in their family language. However, as shown in the 

following sections, parents who do believe that literacy skills are also important 

do not always have practices and management strategies that conform to their 

beliefs.  

 

5.3.1.2. Language practices  

The findings of family practices regarding heritage language literacy 

illustrate that the majority of parents were not actively involved in purposeful 
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heritage language activities for their children. However, they had mostly 

positive beliefs towards their children’s developing heritage language literacy 

skills. The parents of heritage speakers who started schooling back in the home 

country and had some Persian literacy prior to immigration, reportedly 

encouraged their children to preserve their literacy skills. To do this, some 

parents gave them daily or weekly homework. These parents’ efforts in teaching 

and maintaining their children’s literacy skills in Persian can be explained by 

using the investment theory (Norton, 1997; 2000; 2013). The parents who are 

likely to go back to the home country choose to invest in Persian literacy 

because of the “imagined community” (Anderson, 1991) they envisage for their 

children.  

While it was found that, in practice, the majority of parents in this study 

do not have time for this, a few of the parents who plan to go back to the home 

country were actively engaged with their children’s Persian literacy 

maintenance, for the purpose of catching up with the school curriculum in Iran 

when they return. The majority of parents whose children were born in or moved 

to New Zealand before their schooling age reportedly taught their children the 

Persian alphabet and a few simple words, but they stated that they stopped 

mostly because of their busy schedules:  

: ما پارسال شروع کردیم یاد دادن حروف فارسی بهش. اما حقیقتش به دلیل شلوغی سبا

 . دوباره باید شروع کنیم کردیم، ولی استاپسر خودمون، یا تنبلیمون 

Saba: We started teaching her Persian characters last year, but 

to be honest, we stopped because of our busy schedule or our 

laziness. We should start again though.   

Saba’s choice of words implies that the reason for not investing in their 

children’s heritage language literacy teaching is not only their busy schedule 

but also their lack of energy and motivation. There was just one heritage speaker 

who moved to New Zealand at the age of two whose parents have been teaching 

him Persian literacy since he was six. He was able to read and write even 

difficult texts in Persian. He also had higher scores in the test results and 

relatively narrow gap in comparison with his monolingual benchmark in the 

quantitative investigation. He had daily homework in Persian, and it was clear 

how much time and effort the parents spent on his homeschooling in Persian. It 

is interesting to note that the father was a postdoctoral fellow in education and 

has enough knowledge to teach his son the literacy skills. Therefore, this case 

agrees with prior findings that higher educated immigrant parents are more 
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likely to foster biliteracy than parents with little education (e.g., Portes & Hao, 

1998).  

 

5.3.1.3. Language management  

Overcoming the challenges of heritage language literacy development 

As discussed, some parents in the current study who would have liked 

to encourage their children to develop Persian literacy did not manage to teach 

them because of perceived inabilities or busy schedules. One of the ways these 

parents found for their children to still develop literacy skills is through visiting 

the home country. A few parents hired Persian tutors during their visits to Iran 

to teach their children reading and writing in the family language, as explained 

by Alborz in the following example:  

 .البرز: ما ایران که رفتیم، فارسی کالس اول رو براش دو ماه معلم خصوصی گرفتیم

Alborz: We hired a tutor for her for two months during our visit 

to Iran. 

The above example is a good strategy for those parents who have the 

adequate resources and wish to invest in biliteracy for their children, but do not 

or cannot teach their children themselves. Additionally, the findings show that 

some heritage speakers seem to become self-motivated to learn Persian literacy 

when visiting the home country, as described by Narges in the example below:  

رو. دوست  الفابتیاد میداد  رادین: حتی ایران که بودیم، دختر برادرم داشت به نرگس 

 . برگشتیم اینجا ادامه نداد. شاید کوتاهی از ماست وقتی هم داشت ولی

Narges: When we were visiting Iran, my niece was teaching 

Radin some of the alphabet. Although he loved it, he did not keep 

up when we came back here. It is probably our fault.  

Narges in the above example describes how visiting Iran helped her son 

to learn Persian literacy from his peers in the extended family. However, she 

notes that her son did not continue to invest in heritage language literacy skills 

upon returning, likely because Persian literacy was not seen as needed for his 

imagined self in New Zealand. The same parent reported that her daughter 

believes she primarily developed Persian literacy knowledge during their visits 

to Iran:   
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میگه بیشتر  شه. یه ترم رفته کالسه فارسی اینجا، اما میگه اصال حساب نمی رها: نرگس 

  .ایران که رفتیم یاد گرفته

Narges: Raha went to a Persian class for one term, but she says 

it doesn’t count. She says she learned [Persian literacy] mainly 

when we went to Iran.  

As the above example shows, although Raha went to a former 

community-based Persian class in New Zealand for one term, she attributed her 

Persian literacy skills to her Iranian peers during visits to Iran, which shows the 

importance of peer socialization in language learning investment. Raha’s 

investment was influenced by her local peer groups, and thus her imagined 

community in each location. There were not any community heritage language 

schools in New Zealand at the time of the current study, but a few heritage 

language classes are held in different cities in the country occasionally by 

members of the community. Raha in the example above used to go a Persian 

class for heritage speakers by a member of the Iranian community for one term 

in her city of residence. This also highlights the role community members can 

play in heritage language maintenance when there is no institutional support for 

heritage languages (Cunningham-Anderson & Anderson, 2004; Shibata, 2000).  

 

Lack of enough resources 

In addition to parents’ busy schedule as a difficulty in helping their 

children develop their heritage language literacy skills, lack of appropriate 

teaching material and books was another reported challenge in teaching and 

maintaining heritage speakers’ Persian literacy. Some parents stated that they 

brought DVDs from Iran for their children to learn Persian reading and writing, 

but their children only used them a few times. The parents also reported a lack 

of books and written materials in Persian. They noted that while they brought 

some Persian books from Iran to New Zealand each time they went to visit, the 

children stopped reading them after a few times:  

چون خوندن دیگه مجددا برنمیگردن  : کتاب که یه مقدار با خودشون آوردن ولیسارا

نداریم واقعاً، اینجا هم  چون پارمیس دوست داره که فارسی بخونه ولی بخونن.

با  تونه خیلیکتابخونش به اون شکل کتاب فارسی نداره و اینکه باالخره آدم نمی

 . خودش بیاره
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Sara: They [my children] brought some books with them, but 

they don’t read them more than once. Parmis would like to read 

in Persian, but we really don’t have any [books]. There are not 

many books in Persian in the library here. It’s also not possible 

to bring many books [during each visit].    

In this excerpt, this mother explains that her children brought some 

books from the home country back to New Zealand, but they hardly read them 

more than once. She also refers to her daughter’s willingness to read in Persian, 

but she does not have enough access to Persian books, since there are not many 

Persian books at the libraries in New Zealand. Sara also notes that they cannot 

bring home many Persian books each time they visit Iran. As mentioned, 

Yousef, who taught his son reading and writing in Persian, also commented on 

a lack of Persian books, although his son is keen to read books. Limited access 

to materials and resources is one of the main challenges parents face even if 

they are very committed to teaching their children literacy skills (Hashimoto & 

Lee, 2011). 

 

Lack of incentives for heritage speakers to develop Persian literacy 

One of the challenges reported by the participants was that their children 

were reluctant to invest in developing literacy skills in their heritage language. 

As discussed, it seems that many heritage speakers do not see any use for 

learning Persian literacy in the second language environment and thus do not 

invest in it. Heritage speakers engage in developing ethnic language literacy 

skills if they perceive an authentic need for that (Hashimoto & Lee, 2011). One 

way to facilitate heritage language literacy in bilinguals is to persuade them to 

become involved in various literacy related-activities (Kim & Pyun, 2014). To 

do this, some parents tried to encourage their children to write a poem or a text 

in Persian and to read it for other families when they had a gathering, which 

seemed motivational for children to improve their Persian literacy.  

Heritage speakers should also be provided with opportunities to use their 

heritage language literacy skills in the family and community. These 

opportunities help them feel the need to develop and maintain their literacy 

skills, as seen in the following example:  

: اون روز تو انجمن ایرانیها، به تارا گفتند اسم اونهایی که پول دادند رو بنویس. پریرخ

 . تونست
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Parirokh: At Iranian Community, the other day Tara was asked 

to write the names of people who donated [in Persian]. She 

could.  

This parent was pleased that her daughter, who had Persian literacy 

skills prior to immigration, maintained her writing skills and was able to use her 

literacy skills when needed. This example is an illustration of the role 

communities can play in providing heritage speakers with incentives to develop 

and/or maintain their literacy skills and also with opportunities to use those 

skills (Chao, 1997; Shibata, 2000; Li, 2005). Ethnic communities “promote both 

instrumental and integral motivations to develop the language through 

utilization and participation in cultural activities and to foster the family’s ethnic 

identity and value” (Shibata, 2000, p. 472). Therefore, communities can not 

only facilitate opening heritage language schools by providing funding, 

recruiting teachers and other requirements (Cunningham-Anderson & 

Anderson, 2004), but also create environments for heritage speakers to socialize 

with their co-ethnic peers and adults, resulting in development of their 

conversational fluency as well as cultural knowledge. 

 

5.3.2. Conclusion of the study on parental attitudes towards heritage 

language literacy acquisition and maintenance  

The present study examines Iranian immigrant parents’ perceptions of 

heritage language literacy for their children. In addition, following the first 

qualitative study, it utilized Spolsky’s (2004) model of language policy as a 

methodological framework to conceive of parental attitude as a multilayered 

construct. Consequently, it explores their practices, beliefs, and management 

strategies regarding their children’s heritage language literacy acquisition and 

maintenance.  

The findings from the current study revealed that Iranian immigrants, 

like other communities (e.g., Kondo, 1997; Sakomoto, 2006), are more 

committed to developing their children’s oral proficiency through the use of the 

heritage language at home, compared to developing heritage language literacy. 

While literacy in the heritage language was not viewed as a key skill to most 

parents, conversational fluency was viewed by them as very important. 

Accordingly, acquisition and maintenance of heritage language literacy was 

very uncommon for the heritage speakers, and the parents believed that this was 

due to a lack of community-based heritage language schools in the host country. 
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As previously noted, I could not include heritage language literacy as a 

variable in the inferential statistics in the quantitative investigation, because few 

bilinguals were able to read and write in the heritage language. However, the 

Persian-literate heritage speakers had higher scores in the test results as 

evidenced in the quantitative investigation. While one of the heritage speakers 

who were able to read and write in Persian had highest scores on the test results, 

some Persian-illiterate bilinguals did not have enough tokens in their speech 

samples to be considered in the lexical diversity and sophistication analyses 

mainly due to their low heritage language proficiency.   

As this research shows, there are meaningful differences between 

heritage language speakers’ conversational fluency and their literacy abilities. 

While some of them had high conversational proficiency in their heritage 

language, they were not able to read or write in Persian (i.e., low literacy 

abilities). Although the majority of parents reportedly consider lack of heritage 

language community-based schools as the main reason for their children’s 

Persian illiteracy, it seems that this originates from their perception of literacy. 

The majority of them viewed literacy merely as the ability to read and write, 

seeming to be unaware of the fact that being able to read and write in family 

languages provides heritage speakers with opportunities to develop their 

conversational proficiency as well as cultural knowledge in the process of 

learning reading and writing in the heritage language, although they would like 

their children to have high levels of both. While they desire for their children to 

have high communicative competence and cultural knowledge as members of 

the Iranian community, they did not consider heritage language literacy very 

important for them. Consequently, they were not aware of the role literacy can 

play in heritage language maintenance.  

In addition to raising immigrant parents’ awareness of the role literacy 

can play in heritage language maintenance, this study argues for a change in 

parental approaches to literacy development and maintenance for heritage 

speakers. How immigrant parents in this study viewed literacy (as merely the 

ability to read and write) made them neglect the socialization heritage speakers 

go through in the incremental process of literacy development with their teacher 

and co-ethnic peers. This socialization encourages investment in the heritage 

language community and imagined heritage language self, which has the 

potential to lead to greater conversational fluency, cultural knowledge and 

literacy development.  

Parents’ affiliation with heritage language literacy development and 

maintenance can also be investigated through the concept of investment 
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(Norton, 2000) which can be used as a “significant explanatory construct” 

(Cummins, 2006, p. 59) in this contribution. It seems that the “imagined 

community” (Anderson 1991) parents envision for their children in the future 

can be a good predictor of their investment in heritage language literacy 

development and maintenance. In other words, parents choose to promote 

investment in conversational fluency and cultural knowledge within the home, 

as they see this as tied to heritage language speaker identity, while they see 

literacy as unrelated and not part of their children’s imagined identities as 

heritage language speakers and legitimate members of the diaspora community.  

This study also explores the challenges the participants go through 

regarding their children’s heritage language literacy acquisition and 

maintenance. In addition to the parental beliefs about literacy skills as well as 

lack of heritage language community-based schools, lack of resources such as 

heritage language written material and time was another challenge resulting in 

Persian illiteracy of heritage speakers.  

Finally, this study has implications for small immigrant communities 

residing in areas with no or few heritage language schools available. 

Community-based schools can play an influential role in heritage language 

acquisition and maintenance. Although these schools suffer difficulties such as 

lack of appropriate teaching material and trained teachers (Kondo, 1997; Lee, 

2002), immigrant parents in this study rely on them for their children’s heritage 

language literacy development and maintenance. Community-based schools not 

only provide heritage speakers with literacy education in their family language, 

but also with an environment they can socialize with their teachers and co-ethnic 

peers (see Lee, 2013) and develop their conversational fluency and cultural 

knowledge. These schools can also provide reading materials for children as 

well as the guidance and knowledge immigrant parents need in helping their 

children with heritage language literacy acquisition. Heritage language literacy 

development deserves further attention from immigrant communities, heritage 

language researchers, and educators alike.  

 

5.4. Discussion of the qualitative investigation 

The qualitative investigation of the dissertation examines Iranian 

parents’ attitudes towards their children’s heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance. The participants consisted of twenty-four parents who have been 

living in New Zealand between 1-30 years. Their children, who were my main 
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participants in the quantitative investigation, were thirty 6-18 year old Persian-

English bilinguals (14 boys and 16 girls) with different lengths of stay in the 

host country. The parents who participated directly in the study were mostly 

mothers (seventeen mothers and seven fathers). 

The first study in this investigation explores immigrant parents’ attitudes 

towards their children’s heritage language development and maintenance. 

Scholars have not reached an agreement on the operationalization of attitude (Ó 

Riagáin, 2008; Garrett, 2010). This qualitative study has aimed to present an 

expanded methodological framework for examining parental attitudes in the 

context of family. Spolsky’s (2004) model of language policy was employed as 

a lens to illustrate the multifaceted construct of attitude. As visualized in Figure 

5.1, attitude in this study is conceived of different interwoven layers of beliefs, 

practices and management. The data – which were extracted from the semi-

structured interviews with the parents – were explored to grasp a holistic picture 

of parental attitude by taking the parents’ beliefs, practices and efforts towards 

heritage language into consideration. 

The findings revealed that the Iranian immigrants in New Zealand have 

positive beliefs towards their culture and minority language, as well as strong 

intentions to pass on the heritage language to their children. It was also found 

that those who put much effort into their children’s heritage language 

maintenance as well as those whose children have low level proficiency in 

Persian strongly believe that it is their responsibility to help their children 

acquire and preserve proficiency in the heritage language by using it at home. 

Cultural identity, communication with the extended family, and advantages of 

bilingualism were the reasons the parents reported for heritage language 

maintenance and their regret in the case of heritage language loss. Knowing 

these reasons can certainly assist communities and educators who aim to support 

heritage language acquisition and maintenance in multicultural societies.  

Persian has been used in all the families as one of the main languages of 

the home, but the amount of heritage language use differed between and within 

the families. The majority of the parents used the heritage language as the main 

language of the home to communicate with their children, however not all of 

them had a policy for heritage language use in the family. In those families who 

had a heritage language-only policy, the parents believed that this policy has 

been internalized for their children and they use Persian as the default language 

of the home. This internalized Persian-only policy led the children in some of 

these families to reportedly speak in the heritage language with their parents and 

even with their siblings in the presence of their parents. Some of the parents 
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who often use their minority language, though with no explicit language policy, 

had to use Persian as the language of parenting due to their low level of 

proficiency in English as the societally dominant language. Their children are 

reportedly aware of their parents’ low English proficiency and choose to use 

their heritage language conversing with them. An implication of this finding is 

that language use in immigrant families is not always determined by a clear 

family language policy. In the case of these families, their “no-policy policy” 

(Fishman, 2006) is in favor of heritage language maintenance, since they use 

their ethnic language as the main language of the home due to their low English 

proficiency rather than a family language policy. Furthermore, this finding 

implies that parents’ proficiency in the dominant language of their host country 

should be taken into account in studies of family language policy.   

There were also parents who believed that their children need to use the 

majority language in the family context and they give them this sense of 

freedom to choose the language for communication with family members. In 

these families, the heritage speakers generally had lower proficiency in Persian 

(as evidenced by the test scores in the quantitative investigation) as a result of 

less opportunity to practice it. Of the families participating in this study, there 

was just one family whose children had developed receptive proficiency in the 

heritage language as well as very limited productive knowledge.  

Social network was explored as a part of the language practice 

component. Although the Iranian immigrants spend more time with their friends 

from the home country, it seems that it does not provide the heritage speakers 

with many opportunities to practice Persian, since the children reportedly 

converse in English with their co-ethnic peers as they also do at school. Visiting 

the home country was noted as having a fast positive impact on children’s 

Persian proficiency. However, as soon as they return to the host country, they 

usually start to lose the proficiency they developed during their visit. Having 

phone and video calls with the home country as well as watching Persian-

speaking movies, despite its impact on heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance, were not commonly applied by the families in this regard. A 

practical implication of these findings is that immigrant families can invest more 

in their children’s exposure to their heritage language by providing them with 

any possible opportunities through social network, visiting home country, 

contacts with their home country and watching movies in their ethnic language.   

The role of encouraging the children to use Persian, which was 

considered a part of the language management component in the model of 

language policy, was highlighted when the heritage speakers started their 
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schooling. The majority of the parents faced challenges with family language 

use at this time, since the children tended to use English at the home as they did 

at school with their peers. Another interesting finding of this study was the 

impact of teachers on heritage language maintenance in New Zealand. The 

parents of these children stated that they were advised by their children’s 

teachers as well as (other) monolingual English speaking New Zealanders to 

keep using Persian at home to raise their children bilingually. This finding 

clearly shows that bilingualism seems to be valued in New Zealand education 

and society (e.g., Bell, Harlow & Stark, 2005; Ward & Masgoret, 2008). This 

finding highlights the role school teachers can play in promoting heritage 

language use in immigrant families. It also suggests that Iranian immigrant 

parents in New Zealand seem to acknowledge advice from their children’s 

school teachers in their decisions regarding family language use. Additionally, 

it clarifies immigrant families’ need for language consultants to help them with 

heritage language use in the family, including their children’s heritage language 

acquisition and maintenance. This need was also raised when the parents had 

many questions on different aspects of teaching their children how to read and 

write in Persian with no heritage language community schools available.  

Although parental language ideology has been identified as the 

underlying force in parental decisions on family language use (Curdt-

Christansen, 2009; 2013), there are discrepancies between parental language 

ideologies and family language practices in this study. In light of these 

inconsistencies between parents’ beliefs and their actual family language 

practices and efforts to preserve the heritage language, this study suggests that 

analyses of migrant language attitudes towards heritage language maintenance 

should not only consider their beliefs towards minority language maintenance, 

but also their language practices and management. The first study in the 

qualitative investigation demonstrated that the model of language policy 

provides a methodological framework for understanding parental attitudes in 

the context of family. Having conducted this study, I found that the majority of 

Iranian parents in this study desired only for their children to have high 

conversational skills in Persian. This finding led me to look into the parents’ 

attitudes towards acquisition and maintenance of heritage language literacy for 

their children.  

The second study in the qualitative investigation aimed to examine how 

immigrant parents conceive of developing heritage language literacy skills for 

their children in New Zealand (with no institutional support for Persian and few 

community-based schools), where the responsibility for Persian literacy 
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acquisition and maintenance rests on parents’ shoulders (Hinton, 1999). 

Following the first study in this investigation, the parents’ beliefs, practices and 

management strategies were explored to see how they shape the basis of their 

attitudes towards their children’s heritage language literacy acquisition and 

maintenance.  

The findings revealed that although the majority of parents would like 

their children to learn how to read and write Persian, the development and 

maintenance of Persian literacy was not very common in the heritage speakers, 

which the parents attributed largely to the lack of community-based heritage 

language schools in the host country. It was also found that while conversational 

fluency in Persian and Iranian cultural knowledge was continuously positioned 

as being extremely important for the heritage language speaking children, it was 

not seen as connected to traditional literacy. The parents did not commonly see 

literacy bringing their children the outcomes that they would like them to 

develop (i.e. communicative proficiency and cultural skills). Otherwise, they 

would be likely to invest more in their children’s heritage language literacy 

education.  

Furthermore, a perceived inability was reported by the majority of the 

parents in this study in becoming heritage language teachers, which was the 

only way to support their children’s literacy in New Zealand without 

institutional support for Persian. Because of this perceived inability in teaching 

Persian and also lack of resources, such as time and written materials in the 

heritage language, the participants deeply feel the need for community-based 

Persian classes for their children. This study, additionally, argues that the 

parents’ practices and efforts in heritage language literacy development and 

maintenance can be explained through the concept of investment (Norton, 

2000). It seems that parents invest in their children’s Persian literacy acquisition 

and maintenance based on the “imagined community” (Anderson, 1991) they 

envision for their children in the future. In other words, parents choose to 

promote investment in communicative skills and cultural knowledge within the 

home, as they see this as tied to heritage language speaker identity, while they 

see literacy as unrelated and not part of their children’s imagined identities as 

heritage language speakers. 

Considering both studies, the qualitative investigation of the dissertation 

has a number of important implications. First and foremost, the two studies 

called for more attention to the multifaceted nature of “attitude” in studies that 

aim to examine this construct. The findings of both studies suggest that this 

multilayered construct has been simplified in studies that use beliefs and 
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attitudes interchangeably, resulting in their failure to collect data to represent 

peoples’ attitudes.  

In addition, the second study revealed that literacy is not just the ability 

to read and write (as viewed in traditional approaches). When literacy is viewed 

as a social act, it provides heritage speakers with opportunities to develop their 

communicative skills through communication and negotiation in their family 

language with their co-ethnic adults and peers. It also helps them access the 

literature in their heritage language to build up their cultural knowledge. If 

immigrant parents and communities view the cultural knowledge heritage 

speakers can develop through developing literacy, they would likely invest more 

in heritage language literacy acquisition and maintenance for their children. 

Finally, a practical implication of this investigation is in the use of 

interview data. As mentioned earlier, the first qualitative study was launched to 

examine if a more in-depth analysis of the interview data might reveal evidence 

of the influence of heritage language use and parental attitudes on heritage 

speakers’ proficiency in their family language, something which was not clearly 

shown in the quantitative investigation. Conducting a qualitative investigation 

in conjunction with a quantitative investigation portrays a clearer image of the 

heritage speakers’ proficiency as well as their parents’ beliefs, practices and 

efforts in relation to Persian acquisition and maintenance. A further 

methodological implication of this project is that mixed-method analysis of 

heritage language acquisition and maintenance provides us with more reliable 

results. It may be argued that in the quantitative investigation of this 

dissertation, the sociolinguistic variables did not turn out as significant 

predictors of the heritage speakers’ Persian proficiency because the quantitative 

product of the interview data were investigated. However, in the qualitative 

analysis, analyzing how the participants negotiated their beliefs, experiences, 

practices and efforts over the interviews helped to grasp a more holistic picture 

of the impact of parental attitudes and heritage language use on heritage 

speakers’ family language proficiency. 
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Chapter 6 : Conclusion 

This final chapter outlines the theoretical, methodological and practical 

contributions of this project and discusses some directions for future research. 

 

6.1. Implications of this research project 

Conducting a quantitative analysis on heritage speakers’ lexical 

knowledge in conjunction with a qualitative investigation of their parents’ 

attitude towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance made this 

research project unique in the literature, to my knowledge. Among the 

contributions of this research project, an important implication is to support the 

use of mixed-method studies to provide us with a more accurate and holistic 

image of incomplete acquisition, attrition and maintenance of heritage speakers’ 

competence in their family language. As noted earlier, I began my PhD with the 

quantitative investigation on incomplete acquisition and attrition for Iranian 

heritage speakers in New Zealand. Conducting this investigation provided me 

with a clear overview of different proficiency levels of the heritage speakers 

compared to each other and to their matched monolinguals as well. The 

quantitative investigation used the parents’ responses to Likert-scale questions 

of the socio-linguistic questionnaire. These questions concerned the parents’ 

self-reported beliefs, practices and efforts in helping their children to acquire 

and/or maintain their family language, a compound variable for parental 

attitude. However, it failed to demonstrate a very clear picture of the influential 

factors in incomplete acquisition and attrition of their family language. Contrary 

to the expectations, the compound variable of parental attitude from Likert-scale 

responses did not correlate strongly with all lexical proficiency scores (i.e., 

productive and receptive vocabulary knowledge, lexical diversity and lexical 

sophistication) of the children. Therefore, I hypothesized that this might be due 

to the fact that the socio-linguistic questionnaire as such was not sensitive 

enough as an instrument to uncover the differences between parental attitude 

that were expected to predict children’s lexical proficiency. The other reasons 

are rooted in the limitations of this project. One was the small number of the 

participants in each group: thirty heritage speakers and thirty matched 

monolingual speakers. Because of the small communities of Iranians in different 

cities in New Zealand, I could recruit adequate number of participants for 

statistical analysis; however, it did not provide enough variability in the 

sociolinguistic data.  
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Consequently, a need for a qualitative investigation was raised to dig 

into the data to understand the impact of the heritage speakers’ Persian use in 

the second language environment and the parents’ attitudes towards heritage 

language acquisition and maintenance. Although relying on parents’ self-report 

data is another limitation of this project, the qualitative investigation, compared 

to the quantitative investigation, helped to understand how these immigrant 

parents’ beliefs, practices and management strategies in relation to the heritage 

language lead to their children’s different proficiency. Its detailed analysis of 

how the parents reported their beliefs, practices and efforts during the interviews 

in addition to their answers to the Likert-scale questions yielded a finer-grained 

picture of parental attitudes which helped detect differences between parents’ 

attitudes that were not captured in the form of questionnaire responses.  

Investigating the heritage speakers’ competence in the family language 

through a quantitative analysis along with a qualitative analysis of their parents’ 

attitudes allowed me to grasp a thorough understanding of their heritage 

language development in the second language environment. None of these 

investigations by themselves could have provided the holistic picture of the 

heritage speakers’ proficiency in their family language and the impact of family 

environment on incomplete acquisition, attrition and maintenance of their home 

language. In addition, the qualitative data gave me the opportunity to explore 

the parents’ attitudes towards heritage language literacy acquisition and 

maintenance for their children, a variable I could not include in the purely 

quantitative study because there were few heritage speakers in the sample who 

were Persian literate. It also helped me to speculate about potentially influential 

factors for heritage language acquisition/maintenance that could inform larger-

scale quantitative or qualitative work in future. As a result, an enriched socio-

linguistic questionnaire for investigation of parental attitudes or family 

language policies can be created based on the qualitative analysis. Factors such 

as negotiation of family language policy with heritage speakers can be added to 

the questionnaire, since the qualitative analysis has shown that the children of 

the parents who reportedly negotiate the importance of heritage language 

acquisition in the family happened to have higher Persian lexical proficiency. 

So, qualitative findings can help fine-tune quantitative research instruments, 

and this is how a research discipline advances. 

While in Part I on incomplete acquisition and attrition, I examined the 

competence of the heritage speakers compared to other bilinguals and their 

matched monolinguals, in Part II on heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance, the ways in which the heritage speakers differ in their home 
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language proficiency as a result of their parents’ attitudes were explored. 

Therefore, in this research project, I not only explored what is missing in the 

heritage speakers’ competence in their family language from the attrition 

perspective, but also I investigated what they gained in their home language in 

the host country with limited input and output (from the additive perspective). 

This innovative methodology to investigate heritage speakers’ vocabulary 

knowledge quantitatively along with a qualitative study to explore their parents’ 

attitudes provided a very clear image of the heritage speakers’ competence as 

well as their family environment as the main place they are exposed to input in 

their home language.  

Incomplete acquisition and attrition of heritage languages are under-

researched (Montrul, 2008; Schmid, 2011). As discussed in Chapter 2, the 

literature on incomplete acquisition or attrition in heritage speakers is mainly 

based on studies that examined their grammatical competence (e.g., Montrul, 

2008; Polinsky, 2006), and fairly little attention has been paid to their 

vocabulary knowledge (Montrul, 2009). The quantitative investigation on 

young heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge has further contributed to the 

literature in these areas of research. Additionally, one of the major implications 

of this quantitative investigation lies in its methodology. As previously 

mentioned, the methodology applied in this investigation has commonly been 

used in studies of language attrition in adult bilinguals (see Schmid, 2011). 

Applying the same methodology in studies of language attrition in young 

heritage speakers may therefore provide a basis for future research in this area. 

In addition, it certainly helps to compare and contrast language attrition in adult 

and young bilinguals.  

 Teasing apart different young bilinguals as simultaneous and sequential 

heritage speakers is another contribution the quantitative investigation makes. 

As discussed, Montrul (2008, p. 98) asserts, it is important to distinguish 

between simultaneous and sequential bilingualism when investigating processes 

of incomplete acquisition and attrition in childhood. Studies on simultaneous 

and sequential bilinguals by exploring the influence of input in relation to age, 

contribute to a gap in the literature on the role of input and age on heritage 

language acquisition as was addressed in some studies (e.g., Unsworth & Blom, 

2010; Unsworth, 2016). The studies in the quantitative investigation also 

showed the different influential factors in the simultaneous and sequential 

bilinguals’ vocabulary knowledge in their family language. Parental attitude 

turned out as the strongest predictor in simultaneous bilinguals, while the 

sequential bilinguals’ lexical knowledge was mainly associated with their age 
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at emigration. An important implication of this finding is highlighting the role 

immigrant parents can play in heritage language acquisition and maintenance 

even when their children were born in or immigrated to the host country at a 

young age.  

Devising the auditory task to measure heritage speakers’ receptive 

knowledge in their family language is another contribution of the first 

quantitative study. This test, in addition to its auditory format which makes it 

more appropriate in examining the receptive knowledge of target-language-

illiterate test takers, was found to be a better parameter in distinguishing the 

differences between heritage speakers and their matched controls than the VFT 

(verbal fluency task). It should be noted that this finding implies that the VFT 

seemed not to be an appropriate task in measuring the productive knowledge in 

studies that aim to trace incomplete acquisition or attrition in young heritage 

speakers. This finding is supported by the fact that some monolingual 

participants in this study had lower scores on the VFT task than the heritage 

speakers, although they were certainly competent native speakers. According to 

the literature (Hulsen, 2000; Paradis, 2007, p. 125; Montrul 2008, p. 81), the 

productive knowledge of bilinguals compared to their receptive recognition of 

word meaning is expected to be more susceptible to attrition. While applying 

the verbal fluency task (VFT) in studies of language attrition in young bilinguals 

should be investigated more, it appears that this study raised a need to reassess 

its application as a test of young heritage speakers’ productive vocabulary 

knowledge (see also Schmid & Jarvis, 2014, p. 16). Picture-naming task which 

is also commonly used to measure accuracy and speed of participants in studies 

of language attrition (see Schmid, 2011) may be a better task in assessing 

productive knowledge of young heritage speakers.  

The second quantitative study on lexical richness also contributes to the 

field of incomplete acquisition and language attrition. As already discussed, 

studies on first language attrition in adult bilinguals (e.g., Schmid, 2007, Schmid 

& Keijzer, 2009; Schmid & Dusseldrop, 2010) previously examined their 

participants’ lexical diversity as well as the results of some controlled tasks 

(such as verbal fluency tasks, picture-naming tasks, picture-word matching 

tasks and grammaticality judgment tasks). This study revealed that lexical 

sophistication is a better parameter in distinguishing the differences between 

bilinguals and monolinguals in studies on language attrition and incomplete 

acquisition. This finding implies that studies of incomplete acquisition and 

attrition in young heritage speakers’ family language as well as adult bilinguals 

should consider not only the variety (lexical diversity) but also the frequency 
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(lexical sophistication) of the lexical items they use to examine the traces of 

incomplete acquisition and attrition in their participants.   

Both quantitative studies showed the impact of age at emigration on the 

results of the sequential bilinguals’ vocabulary knowledge, which contributes 

to the literature. The older they were when they left the home country, the higher 

their lexical proficiency is likely to be in Persian lexicon. However, according 

to the literature, this finding is not unexpected (Ammerlaan, 1996; Hulsen, 

2000; Montrul, 2009; Montrul & Foote, 2014). A surprising implication of this 

investigation is the association of current age and the young participants’ 

heritage language proficiency. This investigation revealed a positive correlation 

between age and the results of controlled test and lexical richness of the 

participants, implying that the older participants, whether heritage speakers or 

monolinguals, were more likely to have higher productive and receptive lexical 

knowledge as well as more diverse and sophisticated lexicons. This result 

suggests that the heritage speakers, either simultaneous or sequential bilinguals, 

have continued to develop their family language in the second language 

environment, likely thanks to the input from their parents. Although the 

statistical analyses did not show the effect of sociolinguistic variables on all the 

test results, this finding indirectly supports the effect of heritage language use 

and parental attitude (as operationalized in this research) on heritage language 

proficiency in young bilinguals. 

 Regarding the qualitative investigation, its main contribution lies in 

presenting a reconceptualized framework for examining parental attitudes 

towards heritage language acquisition and maintenance. Part II of this 

dissertation complexifies attitude as a multilayered construct, for which more 

data should be collected to grasp its interwoven pieces of meaning. Showing the 

discrepancies between parental beliefs versus their practices and efforts towards 

Persian acquisition and maintenance for their children, this investigation 

highlights that parental beliefs should be accompanied with supporting practices 

and efforts to guarantee heritage language acquisition and maintenance.   

Additionally, Chapter 5 discusses the challenges immigrant families face in 

transferring their beliefs to daily practices and management strategies in helping 

their children develop communicative competence and literacy abilities in the 

heritage language, particularly when they reside in a second language 

environment with no institutional support for intergenerational transmission of 

their minority language (see Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale in 

Fishman, 1991). The detailed overview of the families’ beliefs, practices and 
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efforts provides practical implications for immigrant parents who intend to raise 

their children bilingually. 

Raising immigrant parents’ awareness on the critical role they can play 

in raising their children bilingually is another important contribution of the 

qualitative investigation. This investigation showed that they can help their 

children acquire their home language naturally by merely using it in their 

households. The detailed analysis of different sub-components of their family 

language policies outlined different opportunities that immigrant parents can 

use to expose their children to their heritage language. In addition, it was 

conceived that immigrant parents’ positive beliefs are not enough for 

acquisition and maintenance of their ethnic language by their children. If they 

liked their children to develop some levels of proficiency in their heritage 

language, they should add supporting practices and efforts to their positive 

beliefs towards ethnic language acquisition and maintenance. The role of 

teachers of mainstream schools in host countries has also been indicated in this 

investigation. This finding raises a need for making educators and teachers in 

majority language education aware about their role in instilling positive 

attitudes towards ethnic language acquisition and maintenance, if 

multilingualism is valued in a host country.   

Another important contribution of the qualitative investigation is 

highlighting the role of literacy in improving conversational fluency and 

cultural knowledge. The second study in this investigation indicated that 

heritage speakers can develop communicative skills and cultural knowledge 

through verbal as well as written communication in their family language if they 

become literate in their home language. In view of that, this study highlighted 

that heritage language literacy is not just the ability to read and write, since 

heritage speakers can develop the cultural and social knowledge through the 

development of their literacy abilities in their home language. Therefore, it was 

concluded that if immigrant parents, educators, communities and researchers 

adopted this approach to literacy as a vehicle for conversational fluency as well 

as cultural knowledge, they would be likely to invest more in heritage language 

education.  

Another implication of this research project was comparison of an 

immigrant community in different host countries. Iranians have been found to 

be able to help their children to acquire their ethnic language in the United States 

and Sweden, where the Iranian immigrant communities are much larger than in 

New Zealand. This project showed that, despite the small size of this community 

in New Zealand and the virtual absence of educational support of ethnic 
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language schooling, this community is quite successful at raising their young 

members with good Persian proficiency, as documented by the results of the 

lexical tests and lexical richness in the quantitative investigation. As mentioned, 

some heritage speakers had scores as high as their matched monolingual 

speakers. On the downside, while the participating Iranian parents appeared to 

help their children acquire conversational fluency, they do not invest enough in 

heritage language literacy education for their children. It seems that heritage 

language education has been disregarded by these parents due to lack of 

community language schools as they reported.    

All in all, this mixed-method project with quantitative analysis of 

heritage speakers’ lexical knowledge and qualitative analysis of their parents’ 

attitudes has contributed to the growing field of incomplete acquisition, attrition 

and maintenance of heritage languages in different aspects.  

 

6.2. Directions for further research  

Incomplete acquisition and attrition of home languages in young 

heritage speakers are under-researched areas. As previously discussed, the 

available literature on incomplete acquisition and attrition in young bilinguals 

is mainly based on investigations on their grammatical knowledge. This project 

provides a starting point for future research examining incomplete acquisition 

and attrition of heritage speakers’ vocabulary knowledge. While the quantitative 

investigation of this research has shed light on some aspects of the fields of 

incomplete acquisition and attrition, it has certainly raised many questions in 

need of further research. The main limitation of Part І of this research was the 

small number of the heritage speakers, which was mainly due to the small 

number of Iranian immigrants in New Zealand. Therefore, future studies using 

the same experimental set up with higher numbers of participants are very 

welcome. It would be interesting to see if the same influential factors in 

simultaneous and sequential bilinguals turn out as strong predictors as was 

found out in the current research.  

Furthermore, the methodological framework applied in Part І needs to 

be adopted and retested in future studies on incomplete acquisition and attrition 

of family languages to establish its appropriateness in studies on young heritage 

speakers’ lexical knowledge and some of its implications can be explored in 

future research. The verbal fluency task (VFT) in studies of language attrition 

in young bilinguals should be investigated more to better understand the need 
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to reassess its application in studies on young heritage speakers’ productive 

knowledge. Future research, in addition, can determine the validity of the 

auditory picture-word matching task, which turned out to be a good parameter 

in weighing the receptive knowledge in my participants. Additionally, future 

research could consider conducting investigations on lexical richness by using 

Read’s (2000) model. As a result, along with exploring lexical diversity and 

lexical sophistication, lexical density and the frequency of lexical errors (Read, 

2000) of participants’ speech samples might provide a more comprehensive 

overview of heritage speakers’ lexical richness in their family language.  

As noted earlier, Montrul (2008) argues that the best way to tease apart 

gradual processes of incomplete acquisition and attrition is by conducting 

longitudinal studies. She also asserts that it is important to distinguish 

simultaneous and sequential bilingualism for research on incomplete acquisition 

and language attrition in childhood (p. 98). Hence, longitudinal research on 

simultaneous and sequential bilinguals would certainly allow the fields of 

incomplete acquisition and attrition in heritage speakers to grow and provide 

answers to many questions regarding the incremental process of acquisition and 

attrition of heritage languages.   

One of the main limitations of this study, as previously discussed, was 

relying on the parents’ self-report data, which might not be an adequate tool for 

identifying the aspects of language attrition (Schmid, 2011, p. 102) and 

language maintenance. It is highly recommended for future research to 

triangulate the interview data with observational data through recording 

naturally-occurring conversations in the family context of heritage speakers to 

gain deeper insights into parental attitudes towards heritage language 

maintenance. In addition, future investigation on attitudes to language could 

adopt the methodological framework applied in this study- utilizing the model 

of language policy, to be able to further develop it as a valid framework in 

examinations of language attitudes. Additionally, the role literacy can play in 

heritage language acquisition and maintenance for young bilinguals in different 

immigrant communities deserves more attention by scholars exploring heritage 

language maintenance and loss. 

This research has contributed not only to the field of heritage language 

maintenance in Iranian immigrants, but it also added to the rich literature on 

minority language maintenance in New Zealand. Since there is no institutional 

support for Persian education, and there are not many community-based Persian 

classes in this country either, the responsibility of heritage language 

maintenance certainly rests on immigrant parents’ shoulders. As previously 
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noted, Iranian immigrants have not commonly been studied in different host 

countries (except in the United States, with the highest number of Iranian 

immigrants). More research would be welcome to obtain a clear picture of their 

beliefs, practices and efforts in terms of heritage language acquisition and 

maintenance for their bilingual children in different host countries.  

 

6.3. Final word 

Having conducted this project on incomplete acquisition, attrition and 

maintenance of heritage speakers’ family language, I aimed to achieve two main 

purposes. Firstly, I aimed to contribute to the literature of the fields of 

incomplete acquisition, language attrition and language maintenance of heritage 

speakers.  In addition, I strove to make practical implications in the areas of 

heritage language acquisition and maintenance and to help immigrant parents 

who would like to raise their children bilingually. In sum, I hope this research 

can make a change in young heritage speakers’ lives and help them to not lose 

their opportunity of bilingualism as they grow up.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

 
Information Sheet 

Title: L1 Vocabulary Knowledge in Young Iranian Bilinguals in New Zealand 

To: Parents  

My name is Khadij Gharibi and I am currently a PhD student in Applied 

Linguistics in the Department of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies at 

Victoria University of Wellington. I am conducting this research on the 

knowledge of vocabulary in your child’s mother tongue. The Victoria 

University of Wellington Human Ethics Committee has granted ethical 

approval for this research. 

You are invited to participate in my research. I would visit you and your child 

just once. First, I would like to interview you (and your spouse) about your 

family background and language use based on a questionnaire. It would take 

15-20 minutes. Firstly, I invite your child to produce as many words as possible 

from a particular category such as animals, food, clothes in Persian within 60 

seconds. Then, I invite her/him to do an auditory picture-word matching task. 

In this task, a picture is presented on a computer screen and your child is invited 

to listen to recorded Persian words and to press a key as soon as they hear the 

name of the corresponding picture. The next test is a film retelling task. Your 

child will watch an episode of “Tom and Jerry” and then I invite her/him to 

retell the story in Persian.  

All of the tasks together take about one hour. I will also invite you to do the 

same tasks. I would like to audio record you and your child, but this would be 

done with your consent. I will turn off the recorder if your child wants to have 

a break. The data collected through this project will be used for comparing the 

use and knowledge of Persian by bilinguals and monolinguals and findings will 

be presented in my thesis, at seminars, conferences or in publications. 

Pseudonyms will be used in this study and contributions will be anonymised. 

During the project all data will be stored securely. Only my supervisors and I 

will have access to the data. All recordings will be destroyed two years after the 
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completion of the research project. Your participation in this project is 

completely voluntary. You may withdraw until May 1st, 2014. If you choose to 

withdraw, your recordings will be removed from the data. If you have any 

questions about this research project, please feel free to ask me. My contact 

details are at the end of this sheet. Thank you very much for your time and help.  

 

Khadij Gharibi 

Khadij.Gharibi@vuw.ac.nz 

Tel: 463 8947 

Office: Von Zedlitz 406 

 

Frank Boers  

(Primary Supervisor) 

Frank.Boers@vuw.ac.nz 

Tel: 463 5604 

Office: Von Zedlitz 409 
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Appendix B 

 
 تحقیقات اطالع

 واژگانی زبان اول در دوزبانه ها ی نوجوان ایرانی در نیوزیلند دانش: تحقیق عنوان

 به: والدین 

غریبی است و من در حال حاضر دانشجوی دکترا در رشته زبانشناسی کاربردی در گروه  خدیجه نام من

دانش , کاربردی زبان در دانشگاه ویکتوریا در ولینگتون هستم. من در این پژوهشزبانشناسی و مطالعات 

 تصویب پژوهش این برای ویکتوریا دانشگاه اخالق کمیتهکنم.  را ارزیابی می شماواژگان زبان مادری فرزندان 

 .است کرده اعطا اخالقی

فرزندتان را فقط یک بارمالقات می کنم. از شما برای شرکت در این تحقیق سپاسگذاری میکنم. من شما و 

بر اساس یک پرسش نامه  "پیشینه خانوادگی و استفاده از زبان"همسرتان( درباره  ابتدا، من با شما )و

بخش، من از فرزندتان می خواهم کلماتی از  اولین . در دقیقه طول می کشد. 2۰-۱5کنم که  میمصاحبه 

ثانیه نام ببرند. سپس از آنها می خواهم که آزمون  6۰ طولارسی در زبان ف بهگروه حیوانات، غذا یا لباس 

و کلمه بپردازند. در این آزمون، یک تصویر بر روی صفحه نمایش کامپیوتر ارائه می  شنیداری تطبیق تصویر

از آنها می خواهم که به محض شنیدن کلمه مربوط به  شود و چندین کلمه فارسی ضبط شده می شنوند و

 بازگوییبعدی  کلید را فشار دهند همه آزمونها با هم حدود یک ساعت طول می کشد.آزمون تصویر، یک

که آن را  درخواست میکنم او از من و کند می تماشا را "جری و تام" از قسمت یک شما فرزند. است فیلم

که همه آزمونها را انجام دهید. در طول  درخواست میکنمبه زبان فارسی  بازگو کند. سپس من از شما نیز 

آزمون ها و مصاحبه صدای شما و فرزندتان ضبط خواهد شد که این امر در صورت رضایت شما انجام می 

داده های جمع آوری شده از طریق این . شود. اما در صورت نیاز به استراحت ضبط صدا متوقف خواهد شد

و یافته های  شدخواهد فارسی دو زبانه ها ویک زبانه ها استفاده پروژه برای مقایسه استفاده و دانش زبان 

 .شدخواهد آن در آینده در کنفرانسها و سمینارها و چاپ مقاالت استفاده 

. خواهد شد بدون ذکر نام شما و فرزندتان ارائه و شود، می ثبت نام غیر واقعی با مطالعه این ها در داده همه

 داده به دسترسی اساتید راهنما و تنها من. شود می ذخیره به صورت ایمن ها داده همه پروژه این طی در

 مشارکت از بین می روند. تحقیقاتی پروژه اتمام از پس سال ضبط شده دو صداهای همه. خواهند داشت ها

بدون ارایه دلیلی از اینکه ازاطالعات  2۰۱4 می. . شما می توانید تا است داوطلبانه کامال پروژه این در شما
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 های شما حذف داده در این صورت،مربوط به شما و فرزندتان در این تحقیق استفاده شود، صرف نظر کنید. 

 جزئیات. آن را مطرح کنید لطفا پژوهشی دارید، طرح این مورد در سوالی گونه هر شما اگر .شد خواهد

 .ز شما بسیار سپاسگزارم.ااست برگه این پایان در من با تماس

 فرانک بورز

Frank.Boers@vuw.ac.nz 
  46356۰4تلفن : 

 4۰9دفتر: ون زدلیتز 

 

 خدیجه غریبی

Khadij.Gharibi@vuw.ac.nz 

 4638947تلفن : 

 4۰6دفتر: ون زدلیتز 
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Appendix C 

  
Information Sheet 

Title: L1 Vocabulary Knowledge in Young Iranian Bilinguals in New Zealand 

To: Participants (over 16) 

My name is Khadij Gharibi and I am currently a PhD student in Applied 

Linguistics in the Department of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies at 

Victoria University of Wellington. I am conducting this research on the 

knowledge of vocabulary in your children’s mother tongue. The Victoria 

University of Wellington Human Ethics Committee has granted ethical 

approval for this research. 

You are invited to participate in my research and I would appreciate that. I 

would visit you and your parents just once. First, I would like to interview you 

and your parents about your family background and Language use based on a 

questionnaire. It would take 15-20 minutes. The first part is a film retelling task. 

You will watch an episode of “Tom and Jerry” and then I invite you to retell the 

story in Persian. Then I ask you to produce as many words as possible from a 

particular category such as animals, food, clothes in Persian within 60 seconds. 

Then, I invite you to do an auditory picture-word matching task. In this task, a 

picture is presented on a computer screen and I ask you to listen to recorded 

Persian words and to press a key as soon as you hear the name of the 

corresponding picture.  

All of the tasks together take about one hour. I will also invite your parents to 

do the same tasks. I would like to audio record you and your parents, but this 

would be done with your consent. I will turn off the recorder if you or your 

parents want to have a break. The data collected through this project will be 

used for comparing the use and knowledge of Persian by bilinguals and 

monolinguals and findings will be presented in my thesis, at seminars, 

conferences or in publications.  

Pseudonyms will be used in this study and contributions will be anonymised. 

During the project all data will be stored securely. Only my supervisors and I 

will have access to the data. All recordings will be destroyed two years after the 
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completion of the research project. Your participation in this project is 

completely voluntary. You may withdraw until May 1st, 2014. If you choose to 

withdraw, your recordings will be removed from the data. If you have any 

questions about this research project, please feel free to ask me. My contact 

details are at the end of this sheet. Thank you very much for your time and help. 

 

Khadij Gharibi 

Khadij.Gharibi@vuw.ac.nz 

Tel: 463 8947 

Office: Von Zedlitz 406 

 

Frank Boers  

(Primary Supervisor) 

Frank.Boers@vuw.ac.nz 

Tel: 463 5604 

Office: Von Zedlitz 409 
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Appendix D 

 
 تحقیقات اطالع

 واژگانی زبان اول در دوزبانه ها ی نوجوان ایرانی در نیوزیلند دانش: تحقیق عنوان

 به: شرکت کنندگان

در گروه غریبی است و من در حال حاضر دانشجوی دکترا در رشته زبانشناسی کاربردی  خدیجه نام من

دانش , زبانشناسی و مطالعات کاربردی زبان در دانشگاه ویکتوریا در ولینگتون هستم. من در این پژوهش

 تصویب پژوهش این برای ویکتوریا دانشگاه اخالق کمیتهرا ارزیابی کنم.  شماواژگان زبان مادری فرزندان 

 .است کرده اعطا اخالقی

ن را فقط یک بارمالقات می کنم. والدینتاری میکنم. من شما و از شما برای شرکت در این تحقیق سپاسگذا

بر اساس یک پرسش نامه  "پیشینه خانوادگی و استفاده از زبان"ن درباره والدینتاابتدا، من می خواهم با 

کلماتی از گروه حیوانات،  درخواست میکنمدقیقه طول می کشد. سپس من از شما  2۰-۱5مصاحبه کنم که 

 ثانیه نام ببرند. سپس می خواهم که آزمون شنیداری تطبیق تصویر 6۰ طولزبان فارسی در  هبغذا یا لباس 

د. در این آزمون، یک تصویر بر روی صفحه نمایش کامپیوتر ارائه می شود و چندین کلمه یو کلمه بپرداز

کلید را د واز شما می خواهم که به محض شنیدن کلمه مربوط به تصویر، یک یفارسی ضبط شده می شنو

د و کنی می تماشا را "جری و تام" از قسمت یک شما. است فیلم بازگویید. آخرین بخش، آزمون یفشار ده

د. همه آزمونها با هم حدود یک ساعت طول می کشد. یمن می خواهم که آن را به زبان فارسی  بازگو کن

در طول آزمون ها و مصاحبه صدای که همه آزمونها را انجام دهید.  درخواست میکنمشما نیز والدین من از 

ن ضبط  خواهد شد که این امر در صورت رضایت شما انجام می شود. اما در صورت نیاز به والدینتاشما و 

استراحت ضبط صدا متوقف خواهد شد. شما می توانید تا دو سال بدون ارایه دلیلی از اینکه ازاطالعات 

فاده شود، صرف نظر کنید. داده های جمع آوری شده از طریق ن در این تحقیق استوالدینتامربوط به شما و 

 .شدخواهد این پروژه برای مقایسه استفاده و دانش زبان فارسی دو زبانه ها ویک زبانه ها استفاده 

. خواهد شد ارائه نبدون ذکر نام شما و والدینتا و شود، می ثبت نام غیر واقعی با مطالعه این ها در داده همه

 داده به دسترسی اساتید راهنما و تنها من. شود می ذخیره به صورت ایمن ها داده همه پروژه این طی در

 از بین می روند. مشارکت تحقیقاتی پروژه اتمام از پس سال ضبط شده دو صداهای همه. خواهند داشت ها
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از اینکه ازاطالعات  بدون ارایه دلیلی 2۰۱4می . شما می توانید تا است داوطلبانه کامال پروژه این در شما

 های شما حذف داده در این صورت،مربوط به شما و فرزندتان در این تحقیق استفاده شود، صرف نظر کنید. 

 تماس جزئیات. آن را مطرح کنید لطفا پژوهشی دارید، طرح این مورد در سوالی گونه هر شما اگر.شد خواهد

 .سپاسگزارم.از شما بسیار است برگه این پایان در من با

 

 فرانک بورز

Frank.Boers@vuw.ac.nz 

  46356۰4تلفن : 

 4۰9دفتر: ون زدلیتز 

 

 خدیجه غریبی

Khadij.Gharibi@vuw.ac.nz 

 4638947تلفن : 

 4۰6دفتر: ون زدلیتز 
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Appendix E 

 
Consent Form 

Title: L1 Vocabulary Knowledge in Young Iranian Bilinguals in New Zealand 

 

Researcher: Khadij Gharibi 

To: Parents 

 

I have read the information sheet and I have been given an explanation of this 

research project. I have also had an opportunity to ask questions and have them 

answered.  

I understand that I may withdraw my child or any information traceable to my 

child or me at any time until May 1st, 2014, without giving a reason. 

 I agree that ………………………………., who is my child, will 

participate in this research. 

 I agree to participate in this research and do the tasks. 

 I agree that my child and I will answer the questions during the 

data collection period. 

 I agree to have my voice and my child’s voice audio recorded 

while answering the questions during the interview and the tasks.  

 I agree that the data collected through this project will be used for 

comparing the use and knowledge of Persian by bilinguals and 

monolinguals.  

 

Signed: ……………………………………………… 

Name: ………………………………………………. 

Date: ………………………………………………… 

 Please tick here if you wish to receive a copy of a written summary of 

the study at the end of the project, and give below an e-mail address to 

which this summary can be sent. 

 

Email address: ………………………………………………………………… 
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Appendix F 

 
 نامهرضایت 

 

 جوان ایرانی در نیوزیلندنو واژگانی زبان اول در دوزبانه ها ی  دانش: تحقیق عنوان

 

 پژوهشگر: خدیجه غریبی

 به: والدین

او من توضیح داده است و  رایمحقق این طرح پژوهشی را ب مطالعه کرده ام وتحقیق را ات این اطالعمن 

  سواالت مرا پاسخ می دهد.

بدون ارایه دلیلی از اینکه ازاطالعات مربوط به من و فرزندم در این  2۰۱4می من می دانم که می توانم تا 

 تحقیق استفاده شود، صرف نظر کنم.

 .....،در این تحقیق شرکت کند.من رضایت دارم که  که فرزندم ،................................ 

 ممن رضایت دارم که در این تحقیق شرکت کن. 

 .من رضایت دارم که به سواالت پرسشنامه پاسخ دهیم 

  من موافقت می کنم که صدای فرزند من و من در حال پاسخ دادن به سواالت در طول

 مصاحبه و آزمونها ضبط شود.

  آوری شده از طریق این پروژه برای مقایسه استفاده و دانش زبان فارسی در داده های جمع

 شد.خواهد دو زبانه ها ویک زبانه ها استفاده  بین

 

 ........................امضا: ...........................................

 ..نام و نام خانوادگی: ..............................................

 .............................تاریخ: .....................................

  در صورتی که تمایل به دریافت خالصه ای از نتایج تحقیق می باشید آدرس ایمیل خود را ذکر

 کنید. 

Email address: ……………………………………………………………. 
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Appendix G 

 
Consent Form 

 

Title: L1 Vocabulary Knowledge in Young Iranian Bilinguals in New Zealand 

 

Researcher: Khadij Gharibi 

To:  Participants (over 16) 

 

I have read the information sheet for this research project and I have been given 

an explanation of this research project. I have also had an opportunity to ask 

questions and have them answered.  

I understand that I may withdraw any information traceable to me at any time 

until May 1st, 2014, without giving a reason. 

 I agree to participate in this research and do the tasks. 

 I agree to answer the questions during the data collection period. 

 I agree to have my voice audio recorded while answering the questions 

during interview and tasks.  

 I agree that the data collected through this project will be used for 

comparing the use and knowledge of Persian by bilinguals and 

monolinguals.  

 

Signed: ……………………………………………… 

Name: ………………………………………………. 

Date: ………………………………………………… 

  Please tick here if you wish to receive a copy of a written summary of 

the study at the end of the project, and give below an e-mail address to 

which this summary can be sent. 

 

Email address: ……………………………………………………………… 
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Appendix H 

 
 نامهرضایت 

 جوان ایرانی در نیوزیلندنو واژگانی زبان اول در دوزبانه ها ی  دانش: تحقیق عنوان

 

 پژوهشگر: خدیجه غریبی

 سال(۱6)بیش از  کنندگان شرکت به:

او من توضیح داده است و  رایمحقق این طرح پژوهشی را ب تحقیق را مطالعه کرده ام وات این اطالعمن 

  سواالت مرا پاسخ می دهد.

بدون ارایه دلیلی از اینکه ازاطالعات مربوط به من در این تحقیق  2۰۱4می من می دانم که می توانم تا 

 استفاده شود، صرف نظر کنم.

 ممن رضایت دارم که در این تحقیق شرکت کن. 

 ه سواالت پرسشنامه پاسخ دهم.من رضایت دارم که ب 

  من موافقت می کنم که صدای من در حال پاسخ دادن به سواالت در طول مصاحبه و آزمونها

 ضبط شود.

  بینداده های جمع آوری شده از طریق این پروژه برای مقایسه استفاده و دانش زبان فارسی در 

 شد.خواهد دو زبانه ها ویک زبانه ها استفاده 

 .............................................................امضا: ......

 نام و نام خانوادگی: ................................................

 .............................تاریخ: .....................................

  در صورتی که تمایل به دریافت خالصه ای از نتایج تحقیق می باشید آدرس ایمیل خود را ذکر

 کنید. 

Email address: ……………………………………………………………. 
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Appendix I 
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Appendix J 

 

“Family background and Language use questionnaire” 

 

 

Name: ………………………………… 

Your child’s name: …………………… 

Date: ………………………………….. 

 

This questionnaire consists of five sections to get an impression of the family 

background and language use of Iranian migrants and their children in New 

Zealand. Some of your background information will be used to match your 

children to monolinguals in Iran.  

 

Section 1: Family background 

 

1) Parent’s age: mother ……………… father ………………….. 

2) How many children do you have? …………………………… 

3) How old are they? ……………………………………………. 

4) How old is your child who is regarded as a subject in this study? ………… 

5) Where was she/he born? Country ………………… city………………….. 

6) How old was she/he when you moved to New Zealand? ………………….. 

7) What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

Mother …………………………………………………………… 

Father …………………………………………………………….. 

8) When did you move to New Zealand? ……………………………….. 

9) Why did you move to New Zealand? 

1) Studies …………… 2) immigration ……………….  

2) 3) Work …………………… 4) other……………… 

10) Apart from New Zealand, have you ever lived in a country other than Iran? 

- No 

     - Yes in: country ……………………… for ……… years 

11)  What is your current profession? 

 Mother ……………………………… 

Father ………………………………... 

12) Have you and your child ever been back to Iran since leaving for New 

Zealand? 

- Never  
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- Seldom 

- Sometimes  

- Regularly, every other year 

- Regularly, once a year 

13) When have you and your child been to Iran for the last time? 

………………………………. 

14) If you have indicated that you have been back to Iran, could you please 

indicate what the reason or reasons for such a visit were (you may tick 

more than one box here)? 

- Because of urgent family matters (such as a wedding or a funeral) 

- To visit without a particular reason 

- For another reason ………………………….. 

15) Do your parents (the subject’s grandparents) come and visit you in New 

Zealand? How often?  

- Yes (…..Never …..Seldom …..Sometimes …… Regularly) 

- No 

- They live in New Zealand. 

 

Section 2: Language background  

 

16) What language(s) did you speak while you lived in Iran?   

- Persian………… 

- Persian & other (Azerbayjani, Kurdish, Lurish, Gilaki, Mazandarani, 

…) ……………  

17) What language(s) did your child speak while you lived in Iran?  

- Persian………… 

- Persian & other (Azerbayjani, Kurdish, Lurish, Gilaki, Mazandarani, 

…) ……………  

18) What language(s) did you acquire before coming to New Zealand? 

- Persian …..….  

- Persian & other ….….  

19) What language(s) did your child acquire before coming to New Zealand? 

- Persian …..….  

- Persian & other ….….  

20) Did your child attend any English classes before coming to New Zealand? 

(this has to be in an educational environment, like a school or some similar 

institution): 

- No 
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- yes, less than 3 months 

- yes, less than 6 months 

- yes, less than 1 year 

- yes, more than 1 year  

21) Is your child learning any other languages at present?  Yes …… 

(…………..)       No ………. 

22) Has your child ever attended Persian classes while living in New Zealand? 

- yes, in (year): ………for the period of: 

……….months,……………hours a week 

- no 

23) In general, how would you rate your English language proficiency before 

you moved to New Zealand? 

…….None       ….. very little        ….. little        …. Enough       …. good                 

….. very good 

24) In general, how would you rate your English language proficiency at 

present? 

…….None       ….. very little        ….. little        …. Enough       …. good         

….. very good 

25) In general, how would you rate your child’s English language proficiency 

before you moved to New Zealand? 

…….None       ….. very little        ….. little        …. Enough       …. good         

….. very good 

26) In general, how would you rate your child’s English language proficiency 

now? 

…….None       ….. very little        ….. little        …. Enough       …. good         

….. very good 

27) In general, how would you rate your child’s Persian language proficiency 

before you moved to New Zealand? 

…….None       ….. very little        ….. little        …. Enough       …. good         

….. very good 

28) In general, how would you rate your child’s Persian language proficiency 

at present? 

…….None       ….. very little        ….. little        …. Enough       …. good         

….. very good 

 

Section 3: Family language use  

 

29) How often do you speak Persian? 
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……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

30) How often do you speak Persian with your child/ children? 

……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

31) What language or languages do you mostly use when talking to your 

spouse? 

- only English 

- both Persian and English, but mostly English 

- both Persian and English, without preference 

- both Persian and English, but mostly Persian 

- only Persian 

- other 

32) What language or languages does your spouse mostly use when talking to 

you? 

-  only English 

- both Persian and English, but mostly English 

- both Persian and English, without preference 

- both Persian and English, but mostly Persian 

- only Persian 

- other 

33) What language or languages do you mostly use when talking to your 

children? 

- only English 

-  both Persian and English, but mostly English 

- both Persian and English, without preference 

- both Persian and English, but mostly Persian 

- only Persian 

- other 

34) In general, do you have more Persian- or English-speaking friends in New 

Zealand? 

- only English-speaking friends 

- both, but more English-speaking friends 

-  as many Persian- as English-speaking friends 

- both, but more Persian-speaking friends 

- only Persian-speaking friends 

35) How did you (and your child) meet most of these people? 

- at home 
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- through a Persian club or organization 

- through mutual friends 

- through work or the children’s school 

- through another way, namely: 

………………………………………………………. 

36) Are you in frequent contact with relatives and friends in Iran? 

……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

37) How do you keep in touch with those relatives and friends in Iran? 

Skype- telephone - Facebook - e-mail - another way, namely: 

……………………………..................... 

38) What language or languages do you mostly use to keep in touch with 

relatives and friends in Iran? 

- only English 

- both Persian and English, but mostly English 

- both Persian and English, without preference 

- both Persian and English, but mostly Persian 

- only Persian 

- other …………………. 

39) Do you ever intend to move back to Iran? 

- Yes ………          - Not clear ………..       – No ……… 

40)  Do you feel more comfortable speaking Persian or English? 

- English ……..       - Persian …………   - no preference ……….. 

 

Section 4: Children’s language use and Language choice 

 

41) How often does your child speak Persian? 

……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

42) Does your child know how to read and write in Persian? 

- Yes ………….      - no …………. 

43) Does your child can read and write in Penglish (writing Persian words 

using the Latin alphabets)? 

-  Yes ………….      - no …………. 

44) If she/he can read and write in Persian, how often does your child read 

books in Persian?   

……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 
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What kind of books does she/he read? 

……………………………………………………………… 

45) If she/he can read and write in Persian, how often does your child write 

anything in Persian? 

……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

46) If she/he can read and write in Penglish, how often does your child read 

and write?   

……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

47) If she/he can read and write in Persian, how would you rate her/his literacy 

in Persian? 

……. very little       …….. little       ………. enough      ……….. good        

………. very good  

48) Does your child listen to Persian songs? 

……very rarely     ……..rarely     ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

49) Does your child watch Persian animations or films? 

……very rarely ……..rarely ……. occasionally     ……..frequently      

………. always 

50) If you have indicated that your child never listens to Persian songs, that 

she/he doesn’t watch Persian animations or films, could you indicate why you 

think that is? 

…………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………….. 

51) What language or languages do your children mostly use when talking to 

you? 

- only English 

- both Persian and English, but mostly English 

- both Persian and English, without preference 

- both Persian and English, but mostly Persian 

- only Persian 

- other 

52) Does your child feel more comfortable speaking Persian or English? 

- English ……..       

 - Persian …………   

 - no preference ……….. 

53) Could you please indicate in which language your child speaks to these 

people and in the domains provided? You may simply tick the box.  
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 Always 

in 

Persian 

In 

Persian 

more 

often 

than 

English 

In 

Persian 

and 

English 

almost 

equally 

In 

English 

more 

often 

than in 

Persian 

Always 

in 

English 

Not 

applicable 

To 

Father 

      

To 

Mother 

      

To 

Siblings 

      

To 

Friends 

at School 

      

To 

Iranian 

Peers  

      

To 

Iranian 

Adults  

      

To Pets       

At 

School 

      

In shops       

Sending 

Texts 

      

Emails & 

Facebook  

      

Skype       

 

 

Section 5: Parents’ attitude 

 

54) Do you consider it important to maintain your child’s Persian? 

-  unimportant 

- relatively unimportant 

- not very important 
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- important 

-  very important 

55) Do you encourage your children to speak Persian? 

- no, never  

-yes, occasionally  

-yes, often 

56) Do you encourage your children to read and write in Persian? 

- no, never  

- yes, occasionally  

- yes, often  

57) Did /do you ever correct your children’s Persian? 

……never       …….very rarely      ……..sometimes     ……..regularly         

......very often 

58) If your children do not speak or understand Persian, do you regret that? 

……not at all   …….not much    …… no opinion    ……a bit    …….very 

much    ……..no answer 

59) Do you think your child’s Persian language proficiency has changed since 

you moved to New Zealand? 

- yes, I think it has become worse 

-  no 

- yes, I think it has become better 

60) Do you see your child as bilingual? In other words, do you think she/he is 

as proficient in Persian as in English? 

- she/he is more proficient in English 

-  both  

- she/he is more proficient in Persian 

 

* Is there anything you would like to add? This can be anything from 

language-related comments to remarks about the questionnaire or research 

itself. 

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

“Thank you so much for your cooperation” 
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Appendix K 

 "زبان از استفاده و خانوادگی پرسشنامه پیشینه "

 

 

 .………………………………………: خانوادگی نام و نام

 .......................………………………: شما فرزند نام

 ..…………………………………………:  تاریخ

 

فارسی   زبان از استفاده و خانواده پیشینه از تصویری پرسشنامه، این از استفاده باامیدوارم که  من

لطفا . است شده تشکیل مورد 65 پرسشنامه از این. نیوزیلند به دست آورم در فرزندانشان و ایرانی مهاجران

 ندارد. وجود غلطی یا درست پاسخ هیچ مطرح کنید. را خاص آن صورت داشتن سوالدر 

 

 خانوادگی زمینه: 1 بخش

 

 .................. سن والدین: ( ۱

 ..... : ....جنسیت کودک( 2

 ........................ تعداد فرزندان؟( 3

 .......................... هستند؟ ساله چند آنها( 4

 ............. است؟ ساله چند تحقیق شرکت می کند این در که شما فرزند( 5

 .......کیوی-ملیت : ایرانی .....    کیوی .......ایرانی      ........... شهر............  کشور متولد شده است؟ او کجا( 6

 ............................... کردید؟ مکان نقل نیوزیلند به شما که هنگامی بود ساله چند او( 7

 چیست؟ شما آموزش آخرین سطح( 8

 : .................................................سطح متوسطه، دوره ابتدایی، مدرسه -

 : ..............................................................................رشته دانشگاه،

 ................................... آمدید؟ نیوزیلند به شما زمانی چه( 9

 خاص؟ طور به نیوزیلند به چرا و کردید مهاجرت چرا( ۱۰

o  ....... ادامه تحصیل 

o ............ مهاجرت 

o .................. کار 

o ................ غیره 

 کرده اید؟ زندگی ایران از غیر کشوری در حال به تا نیوزیلند آیا شما به جز (۱۱

o _ هیچ 
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o _ ،سال/  ماه( ........................ ......... کشور( ................................ )شهر: )در بله 

 ................................................................... چیست؟ شما فعلی شغل( ۱2

 ذکر کنید؟ زمانی ترتیب به را آنهالطفا  اید، شغل داشته چندین شما اگر( ۱3

 سفر کرده اید؟ ایران به نیوزیلند از خروج از پس حال به تا شما آیا( ۱4

o _ هرگز 

o _ ندرت به 

o _ سال در بار 2-۱ منظم، طور به 

o _ سال در بار 5-3 منظم، طور به 

o _ سال در بار 5 از بیش منظم، طور به 

 ..................................... کرده اید؟ آخرین بار کی به ایران سفر( ۱5

 یک از بیش می توانید شما) سفر را ذکر کنید این دالیل یا دلیل کرده اید، سفر ایران به شما اگر( ۱6

 ؟(عنوان کنید را مورد

o _ (جنازه تشییع مراسم یا و عروسی مانند) خانواده فوری مسائل دلیل به 

o _ خاصی دلیل بدون 

o _ دیگری دلیل برای ................................ 

 است؟ نیوزیلند به ایران سفر کرده از خروج از پس شما آیا فرزند( ۱7

o _ هرگز 

o _ ندرت به 

o _ سال در بار 2-۱ منظم، طور به 

o _ سال در بار 5-3 منظم، طور به 

o _ سال در بار 5 از بیش منظم، طور به 

 ؟(عنوان کنید را مورد یک از بیش می توانید شما) سفر را ذکر کنید این دالیل یا دلیل بله، اگر( ۱8

o _ (جنازه تشییع مراسم یا و عروسی مانند) خانواده فوری مسائل دلیل به 

o _ خاصی دلیل بدون 

o _ دیگری دلیل برای ................................ 

 زبان پیشینه: 2 بخش

 

 کردید؟ می صحبت شما فارسی زبان از گویش کردید، به کدام می زندگی ایران در شما زمانی که( ۱9

........................ 
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 صحبت خود کودک با فارسی زبان از گویش د، به کدامیکرد می زندگی ایران در شما که حالی در ( 2۰

 .................... کردید؟ می

 آوردن؟ دست به نیوزیلند به آمدن از قبل شما( ها) زبان چه( 2۱

 دیگر....  دیگر و فارسی....  فارسی.... 

 چه زبانهایی آموخته بود؟ نیوزیلند به آمدن از قبل فرزند شما( 22

 دیگر....  دیگر و فارسی....  فارسی.... 

 یک در) ؟ شرکت کرده است انگلیسی زبان های کالسدر نیوزیلند به آمدن از قبل شما فرزند آیا( 23

 (:انگلیسیموسسه های زبان  یا مدرسه مانند آموزشی، محیط

o هیچ 

o ،ماه ۱ از کمتر بله 

o ،ماه 3 از کمتر بله 

o ،ماه 6 از کمتر بله 

o ،سال ۱ از کمتر بله 

o ،سال ۱ از بیش بله 

 ...... نه......................  بله....  دیگری می آموزد ؟ شما زبان فرزند حاضر حال در آیا( 24

 کرده است شرکت فارسی زبان های کالس در شما کنید آیا فرزند می زندگی نیوزیلند در که از زمانی( 25

 ؟

 هفته در ساعت...............  ماه: .......... از مدت برای(: ......... سال) در بله، _

 هیچ _

 ؟ کنید می ارزیابی چگونه نیوزیلند به مهاجرت از قبل را خود انگلیسی زبان مهارت کلی، طور به( 26

 خوب بسیار _ خوب _ کافی _ بد _ بد خیلی _ هیچ _

 کنید؟ می ارزیابی حاضر چگونه حال در را خود انگلیسی زبان مهارت کلی، طور به( 27

 خوب بسیار _ خوب _ کافی _ بد _ بد خیلی _ هیچ _

 کنید ؟ می ارزیابی چگونه نیوزیلند به مهاجرت از قبل را فرزندتان انگلیسی زبان مهارت کلی، طور به( 28

 خوب بسیار _ خوب _ کافی _ بد _ بد خیلی _ هیچ _

 کنید؟ می ارزیابی حاضر چگونه حال در را فرزندتان انگلیسی زبان مهارت کلی، طور به( 29

 خوب بسیار _ خوب _ کافی _ بد _ بد خیلی _ هیچ _

 کنید؟  می ارزیابی حاضر چگونه حال در را فرزندتان فارسی زبان مهارت کلی، طور به( 3۰

 خوب بسیار _ خوب _ کافی _ بد _ بد خیلی _ هیچ _
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 خانواده زبان از استفاده: 3 بخش

 

 کنند؟ می صحبت فارسی شما وقت چند هر( 3۱

 (وقت تمام) روزانه _ هفتگی _ ماهیانه _ سال در بار چند _ ندرت به _

 کنند؟ می صحبت فارسی شما فرزندان/  فرزند با شما وقت چند هر( 32

 (وقت تمام) روزانه _ هفتگی _ ماهیانه _ سال در بار چند _ ندرت به _

 می کنید؟ صحبت خود همسر زبانهایی با یا زبان اغلب به چه (33

o انگلیسی زبان به فقط 

o انگلیسی زبان به عمدتا اما است، انگلیسی و فارسی زبان دو به 

o اولویت بدون انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

 فارسی از عمدتا اما انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به _

 فارسی فقط _

 پاسخ بدون یا و دیگر _

 می کند؟  صحبت شما با عمدتا زبانهایی یا زبان همسرتان به چه( 34

o انگلیسی زبان به فقط 

o انگلیسی زبان به عمدتا اما است، انگلیسی و فارسی زبان دو به 

o اولویت بدون انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی از عمدتا اما انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی فقط 

o پاسخ بدون یا و دیگر 

 می کنید؟ صحبت فرزندانتان زبانهایی با یا زبان اغلب به چه شما (35

o انگلیسی زبان به فقط 

o انگلیسی زبان به عمدتا اما است، انگلیسی و فارسی زبان دو به 

o اولویت بدون انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی از عمدتا اما انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی فقط 

o پاسخ بدون یا و دیگر 

 دارید؟  زبان انگلیسی یا فارسی نیوزیلند دوستان بیشتر در شما کلی، طور به( 36

o زبان انگلیسی دوستان با فقط 

o زبان انگلیسی دوستان بیشتر اما دو، هر 
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o تعداد تقریبا مساوی به 

o زبان فارسی بیشتر اما دو، هر 

o زبان فارسی دوستان فقط 

 زیادی دارید؟ جدید دوستان نیوزیلند شما در آیا( 37

 خیر _ بله _

 ؟چیست افراد این اکثریت مادری زبان( 38

 دیگری زبان _ برابر _ فارسی _ انگلیسی _

 می کنید؟ مالقات را افراد این از بسیاری چگونه( 39

o شما خانه در 

o انجمن ایرانیان 

o متقابل دوستان طریق از 

o کودکان مدرسه یا کار طریق از 

o یعنی دیگر، طریق از................................................................ : 

 ایران هستید؟ در خود دوستان و اقوام با مکرر تماس در شما آیا( 4۰

 زمان تمام _ اغلب _ گاهی _ ندرت به _ ندرت به خیلی _

 دارید؟ تماس ایران در خود دوستان و اقوام چگونه با( 4۱

 : .........................................................................یعنی دیگری، راه _ ایمیل _ بوک فیس _ تلفن _ اسکایپ

 

 ایران صحبت می کنید؟ در خود دوستان و اقوام با اغلب زبانهایی یا زبان به چه( 42

o انگلیسی زبان به فقط 

o انگلیسی زبان به عمدتا اما است، انگلیسی و فارسی زبان دو به 

o اولویت بدون انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی از عمدتا اما انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی فقط 

o پاسخ بدون یا و دیگر 

 ایران را داشته اید؟ به بازگشت قصد حال به تا شما آیا( 43

o ،ایران برگردم به خواهم می نهایت در من بله 

o ،ایران برگردم به ندارم قصد من نه 

o ،نکرده ام فکر به طور جدی آن به هرگز من شاید 

 انگلیسی صحبت می کنید؟ یا فارسی راحتی بیشتری می کنید وقتی به زبان احساس شما آیا( 44
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 اولویت بدون _ فارسی _ انگلیسی _

 بیشتری می کنید وقتی به زبانراحتی  احساس شما چرا: راتوضیح دهید خود پاسخ توانید می آیا( 45

 انگلیسی صحبت می کنید؟  یا فارسی

 

 

 زبان انتخاب و کودکان برای زبان از استفاده: 4 بخش

 

 کند؟ می صحبت فارسی شما فرزند یکبار وقت چند هر( 46

 روزانه _ هفتگی _ ماهیانه _ سال در بار چند _ ندرت به _

 فارسی می داند؟ زبان به نوشتن و خواندن شما فرزند آیا( 47

o بله 

o بخواند تواند می فقط او/  او 

o بنویسد تواند می فقط او 

o هیچ 

 فارسی کتاب می خواند ؟ زبان به چقدر ، داند فارسی می زبان به نوشتن و خواندن او اگر( 48

 روزانه _ هفتگی _ ماهیانه _ سال در بار چند _ ندرت به _

 .................................................................................................... یی؟ ها کتاب نوع چه( 49

 فارسی می نویسد؟ زبان به چقدر ، داند فارسی می زبان به نوشتن و خواندن او اگر( 5۰

 روزانه _ هفتگی _ ماهیانه _ سال در بار چند _ ندرت به _

 کنید؟ می ارزیابی فارسی زبان به را او سواد چگونه ، داند فارسی می زبان به نوشتن و خواندن او اگر( 5۱

 خوب بسیار _ خوب _ کافی _ بد _ بد خیلی _

 کند؟ می گوش فارسی های آهنگ به شما فرزند آیا( 52

 روزانه _ هفتگی _ ماهیانه _ سال در بار چند _ ندرت به _

 فارسی تماشا می کند؟ فیلم یا انیمیشن آیا فرزند شما( 53

 روزانه _ هفتگی _ ماهیانه _ سال در بار چند _ ندرت به _

 نمی کند، تماشا را ایرانی فیلم یا گوش نمی دهد و انیمیشن ایرانی های آهنگ به فرزندتان هرگز اگر( 54

 ؟ چرا

................................................................................ ................................

................................................................................................................ 

 می کنند؟ صحبت با شما زبانهایی یا زبان چه به بیشتر فرزندان شما( 55

o انگلیسی زبان به فقط 
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o انگلیسی زبان به عمدتا اما است، انگلیسی و فارسی زبان دو به 

o اولویت بدون انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی از عمدتا اما انگلیسی، و فارسی زبان دو به 

o فارسی فقط 

o پاسخ بدون یا و دیگر 

 انگلیسی دارد؟ یا فارسی در صحبت به زبان بیشتری راحتی احساس فرزند شما آیا( 56

 اولویت بدون _ فارسی _ انگلیسی _

 در صحبت به زبان بیشتری راحتی احساس شما فرزند چرا: توضیح دهید را خود پاسخ توانید می آیا( 57

 انگلیسی دارد؟ یا فارسی

 

 .می کند صحبت زبانی چه موقعیت های  زیر به شما در فرزند که دهید نشان زیر جدول لطفا در (58

 

همیشه به  هیچکدام

 انگلیسی

به 

انگلیسی 

بیش از 

  فارسی

به فارسی و  

انگلیسی به 

 طور مساوی

به فارسی 

بیش از 

 انگلیسی

همیشه به 

 فارسی

 

 با پدر      

 با مادر      

با خواهر و       

 برادرها

با دوستان       

 در مدرسه

با       

همسالهای 

 ایرانی

با دوستان       

 ایرانی

با حیوانات       

 خانگی

 در مدرسه       
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 در مغازه      

پیام با       

 موبایل

ایمیل و       

 فیسبوک

 اسکایپ      

 

 مادر و پدر نگرش و ادراک: 5 بخش

 

 شما برایتان چقدر اهمیت دارد ؟ فرزند فارسیزبان  حفظ( 59

o اهمیت بی 

o اهمیت بی نسبتا 

o نیست مهم خیلی 

o مهم 

o مهم بسیار 

 ؟ بفهمند و کنند فارسی صحبت به بتوانند فرزندانتان برایتان چقدر اهمیت دارد که( 6۰

o اهمیت بی 

o اهمیت بی نسبتا 

o نیست مهم خیلی 

o مهم 

o مهم بسیار 

 می کنید؟ کردن تشویق صحبت فارسی به را خود فرزندان شما آیا( 6۱

 اغلب بله، _ اوقات گاهی بله، _ هرگز نه، _

 می کنید؟ تشویق فارسی زبان به نوشتن و خواندن به را خود فرزندان شما آیا( 62

 اغلب بله، _ اوقات گاهی بله، _ هرگز نه، _

 تصحیح کرده اید؟ را خود فرزندان فارسی حال به تا شما آیا( 63

 اغلب بسیار _ منظم طور به _ گاهی _ ندرت به بسیار _ هرگز _

 می کنید؟ احساس تاسف شما آیا نباشند، فارسی زبان درک یا و صحبت شما قادر به فرزندان اگر( 64

 پاسخ بدون _ بسیار _ کمی _ نظر بدون _ نیست _ همه در زیادی _
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 شما فرزند فارسی زبان مهاجرت کرده اید مهارت نیوزیلند به زمانی که شما از کنید می فکر شما آیا( 65

 است؟ کرده تغییر

o ،بدتر شده کنم می فکر من بله 

o هیچ 

o ،شده بهتر که کنم می فکر من بله 

زبان  انگلیسی کشور یک در زمان زیادی که ایرانی فرد یک با فارسی به که زمانی شما فرزند آیا( 66

  راحتی می کند؟ احساس گذرانده صحبت می کند

o ،بله 

o اوقات گاهی  

o ،هرگز نه 

فارسی  به زبان او کنید که می فکر شما آیا دیگر، عبارت به زبانه است؟ دو شما به نظر شما فرزند آیا( 67

 انگلیسی؟ زبان مسلط تر است یا

o ،است تر مسلط انگلیسی زبان به او/  او نه 

o بله 

o ،است مسلط فارسی زبان به او/  او نه 

o که چرا دانم، نمی من: 

 .اضافه کنید نکته ای در مورد پاسخهای خود در پرسشنامه اگر تمایل دارید می توانید هر( 68

……………………………………………………………………........................................ 
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